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Abstract

Manitoba's Domestic Violence and Stalking Act was designed to provide victims

with an opportunity to seek protective relief under civil law. Over its six-and-a-half year

history, the Act faced criticism from those working in the field of domestic violence, who

were concerned that protection orders were only being granted in approximately half of

the applications made. The aim of this exploratory study was to empirically examine the

factors which influence whether or not victims of stalking are successful in their attempts

to obtain relief under the legislation. The dataset is comprised of the 483 protection order

applications made in2002 that contain evidence of stalking. Based on cross tabulation

and logistic regression techniques, the analysis indicates that a number of factors

influence the likelihood of an order being granted, including the sex of the applicant,

evidence of threatening behaviours by the abuser, whether or not previous court orders

exist between the parties, the presence of weapons, and the magistrate hearing the

application. The present study situates civil protective relief within the theoretical debate

over the wisdom of engaging the justice system in dealing with violence against women,

and concludes with the assertion that civil orders aÍe afl important part of the overall

response to this problem. The study also calls for future research to examine the impact

of recent legislative amendments that are intended to broaden the range of situations in

which protection orders can be granted under the Act.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The Domestic Violence and Stalktng Act (DVSA) of Manitoba was implemented

on September 30, 1999, in response to limitations in other remedies available to victims

of domestic violence and stalking prior to that time. Previous remedies under the civil

law were vaguely worded and were only available to individuals who were married or

were cohabitants, and intervention through the criminal justice system was seen by some

to be slow and uncertain.l

In the period leading up to its implementation, key stakeholders working in the

area of violence against women in this province heralded the Act as a powerful tool that

would offer victims a means of protection that was available quickly and easily. ln its

six-and-a-half year history, the legislation has been heavily utilized. However, it also

came to be widely criticized as not being implemented in the way its proponentshad

originally envisioned. Protection orders under the DVSA became increasingly difficult to

obtain, as the criteria for issuing them became more stringent year after year. Much

effort went into re-crafting portions of the legislation in response to the criticisms, and

amendments were introduced on October 31,2005 that are designed to broaden the scope

of the circumstances under which these orders may be issued. This thesis is timely,

therefore, in setting the stage for future studies. Given that the analysis conducted for

this project was based on data collected prior to when the legislative amendments were

made, future research endeavours can empirically examine the effects of these changes.

The DVSA is distinct from the civil legislation developed in other provinces

because it specifically names stalking as an offence in its own right. The drafters of this

t These limitations will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.



legislation recognized that, while the behaviours which constitute stalking do not, in

isolation, appear to be serious, when taken together they form a pattern of conduct that is

threatening and potentially very dangerous to the victim. This played apart in the

development of the Act, as several Manitoba women were stalked and then murdered

despite their repeated requests for protection under the existing law. Even in less serious

cases, it became clear that the inability of the law to intervene sent a message to the

stalkers that "it is perfectly permissible to harass and pester another person provided that

only lawful means are used during the course of the harassment" (Finch, 2001:257).

Because of the critical role stalking played in the development of Manitoba's Act, it will

be the main focus of this thesis. The offence of stalking, while gaining increasing

attention in recent years, is not yet well understood in comparison to other forms of

abuse. This thesis, therefore, fills a gap in the existing literature by placing a parficular

emphasis on stalking.

The primary goal of this research is to empirically examine the factors which

influence whether or not protection orders under the DVSA are granted in applications

that include evidence of stalking. Within this examination, the specific research

questions are:

1) What are the factors influencing whether or not orders are granted?

2) Does the tlpe and degree of stalking activity have a bearing on the outcome

of an application (meaning 'type' of stalking in terms of the various forms of

stalking behaviours in evidence, and 'degree' in terms of having evidence of

multiple types of stalking behaviours)?



3) Are cases of stalking alone as likely to result in an order being granted as

cases of stalking coupled with other forms of abuse?

Four secondary research questions also arise, flowing from the outcome of protection

order applications:

1) What are the conditions included in orders that are granted?

2) What are the reasons for dismissal in cases where applications are dismissed?

3) What alternative remedies are suggested in cases where applications are

dismissed?

4) What are the circumstances surrounding situations where requests are made

by the parties to have the orders they obtained removed?

This thesis is relevant because, although reviews have been conducted on the civil

legislation in other Canadian provinces and territories, none has been completed to date

on Manitoba's legislation. Moreover, because of the unique feature of the DVSA,the

issue of stalking with respect to Canadian civil law has not been examined previously.

Therefore, this research not only contributes to the existing body of knowledge with

respect to civil legislation generally, but also adds a dimension with respect to the offence

of stalking in particular

The vast majority of evaluations conducted with respect to civil protective relief

are focused on outcomes rather than on process. That is, these studies tend to examine

orders of this type in terms of how effective they are in making the offenders cease their

problematic behaviour. My research, on the other hand, identifies the factors that are

involved in obtaining a protection order in the first place. While I agree that the

effectiveness of existing orders is of critical importance, taking this step backward fills a



gap in answering the question, "'What does it take to get this 'piece of paper'?" After all,

the effectiveness of a protection order is moot in cases where an applicant cannot get one

to begin with.

My research also holds sociological relevance by contributing to the theoretical

debate over the appropriateness of engaging the justice system when addressing violence

against women. Where the bulk of the theory in this area is focused on the wisdom of

invoking the criminal law in these matters, mine adds to the contribution made by Lewis

et al. (2000;2001)that civil remedies need to be brought into the discussion as well.

These findings are relevant to policy in two ways. As already mentioned, this

thesis can be used as a baseline for future research endeavours involving the changes in

Manitoba's Act. lt also provides further information for other Canadian jurisdictions to

draw from. This is not only useful for those that are considering implementing this type

of legislation for the first time, but also for those who may be considering amendments to

their existing practices.

Finally, the quantitative methodological approach used in this thesis allows the

findings to be considered in relation to the qualitative research being conducted in this

area, providing for a richer understanding of this highly complex subject matter. Only by

advancing the knowledge through empirical examination can future directions for the

DVSA and similar legislation be charted with any confidence.

This chapter introduced the importance of the DVSA and justified the research

topic in terms of its sociological relevance, methodological contribution, and policy

implications. The next chapter will provide an in-depth view of the legislation, discuss

the relevant literature, and explore the competing theoretical positions at the heart of the

4



debate over whether or not the justice system is the proper tool to use in the battle against

domestic violence and stalking.



Chapter 2: The DVSA: An Overview of the Legislation, a Review of the
Literature, and Theoretical Considerations

This chapter situates The Domestic Violence and Stalking Act (DVSfl of

Manitoba within similar civil legislation developed across Canada, outlines its history

and development, and explains the relationship between protection orders issued under

the DVSA and other forms of protective relief available to victims of domestic violence

and stalking. The literature on stalking is examined next, with a particular focus on the

relationship between stalking and domestic abuse. Finally, competing theoretical

positions are considered with respect to the appropriateness of using the legal system for

addressing these forms of violence against women.

CIvrr, Lrclsl,¡,rroN Drvnr.opMENT IN CANADA

The primary goal of civil legislation dealing with domestic violence and stalking

is to stop threatening conduct before it escalates into further harm. Although these issues

have been given increased attention over recent decades on the part of the criminal justice

system (for example focused police training, specialized family violence courts and

targeted offender programming in corrections), there were no reliable remedies for those

seeking intervention before 'something happened'. Even in cases where violence has

already occurred, many victims2 are reluctant to involve their abusers in criminal

proceedings. Often, they are simply interested in ensuring that the abuse stops and are

' The use of the word 'victim' is controversial in domestic violence discourse because that terminology
portrays women as passive recipients of legal intervention instead of as active agents negotiating among

various options in dealing with their abusive partners (see Lewis et a\.2000). However, that term will be

used throughout this thesis to remain consistent with the language used in much of the literahre on

stalking. The terms 'applicant' and 'subject' are also used interchangeably with the word 'victim' in this

thesis.



not seeking to punish the offender (Manitoba Law Reform Commission,l99T; Johnson,

1996). Civil legislation offers these victims an alternative approach to invoking the

criminal law. Civil law can also play a complementary role to criminal sanctions. An

example of a situation where this might occur is when an abused woman applies for

injunctive relief under the provincial legislation because protective provisions previously

put in place against her abusive partner under criminal sanctions (such as a probation

order) have expired or are about to expire. [n most provinces, including Manitoba, the

civil and criminal law are linked in another important way. A victim of violence may

obtain an order of protection under civil legislation, for example, and then upon the

abusive partner breaching the terms of that order, criminal charges may be laid.

Therefore, civil and criminal interventions can be used as alternatives to one another, in a

complementary fashion to one another, or as different points along a process of .

intervention. The rationale used to support the enactment of civil legislation in cases of

domestic abuse and stalking was that it would provide victims with a number of

procedures and remedies that would be flexible, and would be quickly and easily

available. The availability of immediate protection for victims is a key consideration in

each of the provincial Acts.

As indicated in Table 1, civil legislation targeting domestic violence is now being

utilized in seven jurisdictions in Canada, with ¡wo others forthcoming.' The

Saskatchewan legislation served as a model for the other provinces to follow, and

therefore all share some common features. They each deal with domestic violence, they

share similar goals, and they offer two levels of orders, those issued by designated

3 In addition to the nine jurisdictions listed in Table l, two others have tabled Bills which have not yet been

passed: Bill M204 - the Domestic Violence Prevention lc¡ of British Columbia, and Bill l6 - the Family
Abuse Prevention Act ofNunavut.



Table 1: The Enactment of Canadian Civil Legislation

Jurisdiction Act Proclaimed in force

Saskatchewan The Victims of Domestic Violence Act Feb. 1995
S.S. 1994, c.Y-6.02

Prince Edward Island Victims of Family Violence Act Dec. 1996
S.P.E.l. 1996, c.47

Yukon Family Violence Prevention Act Nov. 1999
S.Y. 1997, c. 12

Alberta Protection Against Family Violence Act Jun. 1999
S.A. 1998, c.P-19.2

Manitoba The Domestic Violence and Stalking Act Sep. 1999
S.M. I998, c. D93

Nova Scotia Domestic Violence Intervention Act Apr. 2003
S.N.S. 2001, c.29

. Northwest Territories Protection Against Family Violence Acl Apr. 2005
S.N.W.T 2003,c.24

Newfoundland Family Violence Protection Act (Jul. 2006)

and Labrador S.N.L.2005, c. F3.l

Ontario Domestic Violence Protection Act (Not yet proclaimed)
S.O. 2000, c. 33

provincial court justices of the peace and those issued by justices of the Court of Queens

Bench.a There are, however, some important differences between the features and

procedures in the various Acts. While the distinctions are many and cannot be covered

a Terminology varies between jurisdictions with respect to the names of these orders. Manitoba's

legislation contains Protection Orders (heard in Provincial Court) and Prevention Orders (heard in the

Court of Queen's Bench).



here,s the primarypoint is that Manitoba's DVSA was unique when it was implemented,

in that it specifically covered victims of stalking as well as domestic abuse.6

HrsroRv AND DEvELoPMENT oF THE DVSA

Background

The offence of stalking played a pivotal role in the development and

implementation of the DVSA. kr the early 1990s there were several Canadian women

seriously injured or killed after being stalked (Johnson, 1996). Teni-Lyn Babb was

murdered while she waited for a bus on a busy V/innipeg street corner on January 21,1993.

Ronald Bell, a nurse at a hospital where Ms. Babb was a patient in 1990, had become

infatuated with her and harassed her repeatedly until he finally shot her. Another highly

publicized Manitoba case was the double murder of Sherry and Maurice Paul by Andre

Ducharme, who killed himself following the incident. kr both the Babb and the Paul cases,

numerous reports had been made to police about their harassment (Manitoba Law Reform

Commission,1997). These, along with other similar incidents across the country, indicated

that the existing criminal code provisions were inadequate in curtailing the activities of

stalkers.

ln1997 the Manitoba Law Reform Commission released its Report on Stalking,

which made numerous recommendations for improving protective civil remedies. The

t For a comprehensive overview of the distinctions between jurisdictions, see "Review of Provincial and

Tenitorial Domestic Violence Legislation and Implementation Súategies" (Department of Justice Canada,

2002) and "spousal Abuse Policies and Legislation: Final Report of the Ad Hoc Federal-Provincial-

Territorial Working Group Reviewing Spousal Abuse Policies and Legislation" (Department of Justice,

2003).
6 The legislation in Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, and Ontario subsume some of the activities

that would constitute stalking behaviour within their definitions of domestic violence, however those Acts

do not specifically name stalking as an offence. In addition, Alberta's legislation was amended on March

23,2006 to specifically cover stalking, however that amendment has not yet been proclaimed in force.



report reviewed the offence of criminal harassment and found it to be ineffective in many

instances. "Concems include prosecutors' willingness to accept plea bargains, the

unwillingness ofjudges to impose jail terms on convicted stalkers and the lack of

mandatory minimum sentences for criminal harassment" (1997:16). The primary

purpose of 'anti-stalking' legislation is to stop threatening and harassing conduct before it

escalates into violence. Since the criminal procedures were seen to be slow and

uncertain, the Commission felt that the best remedy to this situation was to enact

provincial legislation so that victims of stalking will have an opporfunity to proceed with

civil action rather than relying only on the federal law of criminal harassment as it is set

out in s.264 of the Criminal Code. Civil orders are also easier to obtain than a criminal

conviction because the standard of proof in civil cases is based on a balance of

probabilities rather than on the doctrine of 'beyond a reasonable doubt'. Finally,.the

Manitoba Law Reform Commission(L997) suggested that the availability of such civil

action would encourage more victims to report the incidence of stalking. The

Commission believed that the new Act would empower victims of stalking by providing a

means of asserting their rights without having to rely on the police and the Crown for

protection.

Also in 1997,the Commission of Inquiry into the deaths of Rhonda and Roy

Lavoie published its report by Justice Schulman. The Lavoie lnquiry recommended

sweeping changes to enhance the protection of victims of domestic violence and stalking.

Schulman suggested that "Crown attorneys should avoid staying charges involving

criminal harassment or stalking behaviour" (1997:50) and "the policy should instruct

police officers to examine every domestic violence case for evidence of stalking"

10



(1997:32). The justice system had failed in providing adequate protection, even though

the couple had several encounters with 'restraining' orders, both under criminal and civil

1aw.7 The case involved a young couple with three children. In 1993 the Lavoies

separated because of an assault on Rhonda by Roy. During the separation, and without

Rhonda's knowledge, Roy installed a device in the garuge that enabled him to listen in on

Rhonda's telephone calls in the house. A conversation between Rhonda and a man she

had met upset Roy to the point where he viciously physically and sexually abused her and

then very nearly asphyxiated her in their car. A series of contacts with the criminal

justice system followed. Ultimately, on January 20,1995,the police discovered their

bodies in a van north of Gimli, Manitoba. They had both died of asphyxiation in the

manner in which Roy had earlier threatened to kill Rhonda. Schulman states in the

Lavoie Inquiry, "[t]he war against domestic violence must be waged through prevention

as well as intervention. In addition to effective treatment and support systems, victims of

domestic violence must have ready access to protection from further violence" (1997:77).

The report identified many problems with the existing remedies, including unclear

language, difficulty with obtaining orders in some rural and remote areas, insuff,rcient

enforcement of orders, and inadequate penalties for breaching the orders.s

7 lronically, a civil non-molestation order was issued øgarns¡ Rhonda at Roy's request one month prior to

him taking her life. At the time this order was granted to Roy, he was under a recognizance (related to his

criminal charges) prohibiting any contact with Rhonda. In the inquiry, Justice Schulman stated that "[t]he
fact that Roy was able to obtain a non-molestation order against Rhonda clearly illustrates that those orders

[were] being issued in inappropriate cases" (Schulman, 1997: 8l)'
8 Prohibition orders could contain no-contact provisions and were obtained through the Court of Queen's
Bench under the Family Maintenance Act.The assistance of a lawyer was recommended in applying for an

order and to represent the victim in court. These orders were therefore difficult to obtain, and were not

available quickly. Non-molestation orders were available through a magistrate and were available quickly
and without cost. However, non-molestation orders only contained wording that prohibited the offender
from "molesting, annoying, or harassing" the victim, and could not prohibit the victim's parbrer from going

to the victim's residence or any other premises.

1l



Following the Lavoie Inquiry, the Manitoba government created the Lavoie

Inquiry Implementation Committee. This committee set up working groups to follow up

on specif,rc recommendations. The Legislative Advisory Working Group was charged

with giving advice on implementing both the Manitoba Law Reform Commission's and

the Lavoie Inquiry's recommendations on improving civil remedies. This working group

recognized that many of the recommendations made by the Manitoba Law Reform

Commission with respect to protecting victims of stalking also were applicable to victims

of domestic violence generally. Therefore, the Report on Stalking and the Lavoie Inquiry

were two key factors in the development of the DI/SA. The legislation was designed to

provide people at risk with more comprehensive protection and to address the

shortcomings in existing civil remedies.

Features

As its name implies, the DVSA is intended to be used in cases where protection is

required in situations of domestic violence and stalking. The meanings of these two

terms are laid out in the Act (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 1998):

Meanins of 6tdomestic violencett

2(l) Domestic violence occurs when a person is subjected by a cohabitant of
the person to

Non-molestation and prohibition orders were available only to individuals who had been married or had

been cohabitating with the offender being named in the order. Therefore, many relationships were not
included under the former civil remedies, For example, a victim of stalking who knew the stalker only
casually, and victims who had been involved in a dating relationship (but had never cohabitated with the

offender) were unable to access these orders. The only available remedy in these cases was to obtain a
peace bond under s. 810 of the Criminal Code,however these are difficult to obtain due to the requirement
that the offender consents to enter into this no-contact agreement.

t2



(a) an intentional, reckless or threatened act or
omission that causes bodily harm or property
damage;

(b) an intentional, reckless or threatened act or
omission that causes a reasonable fear of bodily
harm or property damage;

(c) conduct that reasonably, in all the
circumstances, constitutes psychological or
emotional abuse;

(d) forced confinement; or

(e) sexual abuse.

Meaning of "stalkinq"

2(2) Stalking occurs when a person, without lawful excuse
or authority and knowing that another person is harassed or
recklessly as to whether the other person is harassed,

repeatedly engages in conduct that causes the other person
reasonably, in all the circumstances, to fear for his or her own
safety.

Examples of conduct
2(3) The conduct referred to in subsection (2) includes the
person

(a) following from place to place the other person or
anyone known to the other person;

(b) communicating directly or indirectly with or contacting
the other person or anyone known to the other person;

(c) besetting or watching any place where the other person,
or anyone known to the other person, resides, works,
carries on business or happens to be; or

(d) engaging in threatening conduct directed at the other
person or anyone known to the other person.

Certain persons deemed to have fear

2(4) Where, but for mental incompetence or minonty, a
person would reasonably in all the circumstances, fear for his
or her safety owing to conduct referred to in subsection (2), the

13



person is conclusively deemed to have the fear referred to in
that subsection.

Under the DVSA, remedies for victims are available by applying for a protection

order or prevention order. A protection order is intended to be used in emergency

situations where there is imminent danger that abuse will occur, and therefore the Act

provides for immediate relief. Protection orders are granted ex-parte (without the

respondente being present) and without notice to the respondent that a hearing is taking

place. During business hours, a person may apply before a designated justice of the

peace (JP), either on his or her own or with the assistance of a police officer or lawyer.

Immediate relief is also available on a 2l-hourbasis via telecommunication. This

method requires the assistance of a lawyer or police officer, who telephones a JP on the

victim's behalf. If the order is granted, the necessary documents are faxed for service

upon the respondent. Depending on the method used, the application process can take

anywhere from one hour to several hours to complete. There are no court fees associated

with protection order applications. Once the JP issues the order, it is then filed as an

order of the Court of Queen's Bench.

An interesting feature of protection orders is that the order is put into effect

without service to the offender. Unlike the former system of non-molestation orders, the

order is put onto the police computer system right away, which enables officers to act

upon a call even if the offender is not yet aware of the order against him. Even though

the order is not enforceable during such a call (meaning police cannot charge the

respondent with breaching the order), they have the authority to uphold the terms of the

e The respondent is the person who the applicant is seeking protection from. Throughout this thesis the

terrns respondent, offender, stalker, and abuser will be used interchangeably.
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order by removing that person from the premises. Service of the order upon the offender

can also be accomplished in several,ways. If the respondent is not reached directly, the

order may be left with another person or at his or her place of business.

Unlike the previous non-molestation order, the wording in a protection order is

very clear. Provisions can be applied that prohibit the offender from following the

applicant or a specified person, from communicating with or contacting the applicant or a

specified person, and from attending at or near places the applicant attends regularly. It

can also direct police to remove the respondent from the residence, can grant temporary

possession ofnecessary personal effects to the applicant, and can direct police to

accompany the applicant to the residence to supervise the removal of necessary personal

effects. Finally, a protection order may require the offender to turn over any weapons

and firearms certificates to the police, and the police may search the residence for any

weapons they have reason to believe are there. A respondent has 20 days to apply to

have the order set aside, although the order remains in effect during this process

(Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 1998).

A prevention order is appropriate in more complicated situations where the victim

requires additional remedies. These orders generally take longer to obtain (typically

several weeks),lo and require that a motion and affidavit be filed with the Court of

Queen's Bench in order for an application to be heard. Although it is possible to proceed

through this process without counsel, it is recommended that an applicant have the

assistance of a lawyer. Prevention orders are heard in the Court of Queen's Bench and

can therefore impose more stringent conditions on the respondent than those available

l0 In circumstances where speedy processing is warranted by an urgent need for protection, prevention

orders may be heard on an expedited basis'
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with the emergency orders. In addition to all of the provisions available under a

protection order, a judge may grant the subject sole occupancy of the residence, grant

temporary possession of property, seize property used in furtherance of the offensive

behaviour, recommend counselling,ll require the offender to pay compensation to the

subject for any monetary losses suffered as a result of the offender's behaviour,l2 suspend

the offender's driver's license, or impose any other terms or conditions deemed

appropriate under the circumstances. The respondent has 30 days to appeal a prevention

order to the Court of Appeal on a question of law or jurisdiction (Legislative Assembly of

Manitoba, 1998).

In addition to the protective and preventive nature of the orders available under

the Act, the legislation created a tort of stalking that enables a victim of stalking to sue for

damages through the civil courts (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 1998). It ryas

implemented due to the belief of the Manitoba Law Reform Commission that stalkers

may be encouraged to cease their offensive behaviour because of the knowledge that a

lawsuit may be brought against them. However, a search of Quick Law (March 29,2006)

revealed that there is no record to date of anyone attempting to use this component of the

legislation. There are two reasons that it is unlikely that this option within the Act will be

utilized to any great extent. First, victims of stalking are not likely to want to initiate

contact with the offender they are seeking protection from. Secondly, matters of

compensation for financial losses incurred as a result of the offender's actions can be

rr Amendments v/ent into effect October 3l , 2005 which allow the judge to require this rather than only
recommend it (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 2005a). The data for this thesis were collected prior to
the amendments.
12 Amendments went into effect October 3 1, 2005 which clarifres the wording of this provision to also

include monetary losses suffered by an applicant's children (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 2005a).

The data for this thesis were collected prior to the amendments.
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dealt with in the provisions of a prevention order. Even though the prevention order

provisions do not provide for damages in addition to the compensation for 'out-of-pocket

expenses', the ordeal of facing the stalker is a powerful deterrent to launching a lawsuit.

The DVSA is vague in laying out the penalties for breaching the orders, stating

simply that when the orders are filed, they become orders of the Court of Queen's Bench

and are enforceable as such. In practice, breaches are handled byprosecuting them under

s.l2T "Disobeying order of court" of the Criminal Code of Canada (2006a). This is a

'hybrid' offence that can be handled either as an indictable offence with a maximum

penalty of two years' incarceration, or by way of summary conviction, which is

punishable by a fine of up to $2,000 or six months' jail or both.

Protection Order Utilization

Table 2 outlines the protection order applications made in V/innipeg from the first

full year the DVSA was implemented to the end of 2005 (for a month-by-month

breakdown, see Appendix A). The number of applications fell steadily from 2000 to

2004, and then rose again in 2005. There are two reasons for the decline in applications.

First, the JPs reviewing the applications at the first point of contact with the victims

became more adept at screening them. That is, individuals who are not eligible to apply

or those who would be served more appropriately by a different tlpe of remedy were

more often being redirected to a different type of remedy as time went on. The second

reason is related to the decreased likelihood of orders being granted over time, also

shown in Table 2. The percentage of orders being issued showed a general decline over

time from 65% when the Act was first implemented, with a low of 360/o in 2003. With
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the odds of successfully receiving an order dropping, many of the service providers who

had been referring their clients to seek protection orders were increasingly reluctant to do

Table 2: Protection Order Statistics - Winnipeg Applications, 2000-2005

Year
Number of

Applications

Orders
Granted

Applications
Dismissed

n o//o n o//o

2000 1208 790 65 418 35

2001 992 533 54 459 46

2002 775* 388 50 387 50

2003 640 228 36 4t2 64

2004 496 2tl 43 285 57

2005 62r 277 45 344 55

souRcn: Manitoba Justice - Judicial Support Services, 2006

* Note: The number of applications listed for 2002 is slightly higher than that
provided by Manitoba Justice. In its detailed review of the files, RESOLVE
(forthcoming) uncovered 775 applications, whereas the court data identifted7lZ
files (this discrepancy has to do with files that get transferred from one court
location to another.) All other years in this table reflect the Manitoba Justice

statistics.

so. The rise in applications in 2005 came in part as a result of changes to the legislation

that went into effect on October 31 of that year (Joy Dupont, Manitoba Justice, personal

communication, April 11, 2006). These changes opened up the type of relationships

eligible to apply, relaxed some of the criteria the JPs were to use in their rulings, and

allowed designated individuals from a number of service provider agencies to assist

victims in making their applications. At the time these changes were about to go into

effect, Manitoba Justice conducted information sessions and produced a booklet about the

amended legislation, creating an increased awareness of the amendments and prompting a

surge in applications in the last two months of the year.
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Concerns

A number of concems were expressed by victims and service providers in the first

years the DVSA was in effect with respect to the way the legislation was being

implemented. Some of those concerns bear mention here. Until recently, there was no

agency mandated to provide assistance to victims applying for protection orders. While

the Women's Advocacy Program (as it was then known)t3 began to make one counsellor

available on a part-time basis in the V/innipeg court at the end of 2002, this support was

not sufficient to meet demands. The lack of adequate support posed a problem because

many victims are unable to properly articulate their evidence, making it very difficult for

JPs to find the grounds to issue these orders. In addition, applicants often seek the advice

of the JPs on issues related to the violence or stalking. Due to the requirement to remain

impartial, however, JPs cannot assist them beyond providing them with the standard

materials attached to their application form, which contain basic safety tips and phone

numbers.

A second concern had to do with the absence of expiry dates attached to

protection orders. The Manitoba Law Reform Commission suggested that serious

consideration should be given to amendingfhe DVSA to allow for expiry dates to be

placed on Manitoba's orders. "Manitoba's failure to require time limits on orders may

result in orders remaining in effect long after their efficacy has passed, leading both to

administrative inefficiency and potential jeopardy to respondents whose subjection to the

orders can no longer be justified" (1999:52). The legislation was drafted with no expiry

date with the intention of preventing the victims from having to go through the difficult

'' The name of the Women's Advocacy Program has since been changed to Manitoba Justice, Victim
Services Branch, Domestic Violence Unit.
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process of retelling their stories of abuse in order to have the provisions re-issued each

time the expiry date came up. Under the legislation, protection orders may be varied or

set-aside upon application to the Court of Queen's Bench if the presiding judge deems it

fit to do so. It was thought that parties who no longer required the orders would proceed

through the courts to remove or change the provisions in their orders. However, costs are

associated with filing these types of applications, and although not absolutely necessary,

it is advisable to obtain the services of a lawyer to prepare the necessary court documents.

Therefore, it is likely that many people will neglect to have existing orders removed, even

in cases where the couples involved may have reconciled. As time went on and more of

these orders accumulated on the police system, there was not only the potential for the

respondents in these matters to be inappropriately apprehended for breaches, but also for

the legitimate orders to be given less than their due consideration by police.

As detailed above, the percentage of protection orders granted has been on the

decline. This came about as JPs began interpreting the legislation more narrowly after

learning of orders they had issued being set aside by the Court of Queen's Bench (Benji

Harvey, Manitoba Justice, personal communication, August 18, 2001). After reviewing

the reasons the higher court justices had used in overturning protection orders,l4 the JPs

tightened the criteria they used in determining whether or not to grant them. This was

met with frustration on the part of many stakeholders, who argued that the legislation was

not being implemented as intended. Under the strict criteria being applied, there were

to The concerns of the justices of the Court of Queen's Bench focused on two primary areas. First,

protection orders were being issued in cases where there was insufficient evidence ofthe need for
immediate protection. Secondly, JPs were issuing orders in cases that were beyond their jurisdiction (for
example, issuing a no-contact order for minor children that conflicted with existing child custody

arrangements). In both of these situations, applying for a prevention order instead of a protection order

may have been a more appropriate course of action on the part of the applicant.
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certain situations that would never be considered urgent enough for an order to be

granted. For example, how would a case involving emotional abuse ever 'rightfully' be

considered deserving of an order under criteria that called for the immediate safety needs

of the individual? I posed this question to Jeffrey Schnoor of Manitoba Justice (personal

communication, October 19,2001) who, as author of the 1997 Manítoba Law Reform

Commission's Report on Stalking, was instrumental in the development of the DVSA.

V/hile he shared my concems about emotional abuse, he was even more troubled by the

effect that a narrow definition of 'emergency' has on stalking cases. As he explained,

stalking is comprised of a totality of events and cannot be broken down into isolated

incidents without stripping it of its fundamental meaning. 'When 
JPs repeatedly ask an

applicant to focus on a discrete incident that has occurred recently that indicates they are

in dire need of an emergency remedy, it becomes difficult for that applicant to properly

express what they may know to be a dangerous situation. 'When the legislation was

drafted, Schnoor adds, the Commission intended that a somewhat more liberal

interpretation would be applied to the urgency of the situation. There is, however, the

ever-present pressure coming from the opposite direction that the constitutional rights of

the respondent maybe compromised if the interpretation of the Act ís too liberal.

Related to the previous point, there are concerns that the wording used in existing

domestic violence and stalking legislation is overly broad and is therefore charactenzed

by "unconstitutional vagueness" (Lingg, 1993:380). In fact, there have been several

challenges to the DVSA on constitutional grounds, most notably the case of Baril v.

Obelnicki. While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to review these cases in detail, the

Baril v. Obelnicki case bears further mention, as it resulted in the Court of Queen's
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Bench (Scurfield, 2004) striking down two sections of the Act. The sections in question

pertain to situations where respondents have applied to have an order set aside.

Subsection I2(2) of the Act (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 1998) stated that upon

applyrng to have an order set aside, the onus was on the respondent to demonstrate, on a

balance of probabilities, that the order should be set aside (i.e., a 'reverse onus'). In

striking down this subsection, Justice Scurfield is saying that the onus should be on the

applicant to justify why the order of protection is required, rather than requiring those

accused of domestic abuse or stalking to prove their innocence in the set aside hearing.

Subsection l2(3) of the Act states that "the evidence that was before the designated

justice of the peace shall be considered as evidence at the hearing, and the subject may

present additional evidence." This means that when a respondent applies to have an

order set aside, he or she has no opportunity to call into question the validity of tþe

evidence that was given by the applicant in the original application made before the

designated justice of the peace. In essence, there is no opportunity for the respondent to

cross examine the applicant at the set aside hearing (and obviously none at the time of the

original application, since these orders are heard ex-parte and without notice). Therefore,

under the Scurfield ruling, when a respondent applies to have a protection order removed,

the applicant needs to provide evidence (either orally or by way of affidavit) in support of

their request for a protection order (i.e., the applicant may be cross examined on the

evidence originally presented that resulted in the order being issued). The province

appealed the Scurfield decision, with the Court of Appeal hearing arguments in this

matter on June 13 and 14,2006, reserving its judgment until the fall of 2006.
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Yet another concern had to do with the requirement that, in order to apply for an

order on the basis of domestic violence, the parties had to fall under the definition of

cohabitants as laid out in the Act. While victims of stalking could apply regardless of

their relationship with the respondent, those subjected to domestic violence must have

lived together in a family or intimate relationship at some point or have had a child

together. This precluded those in non-cohabitating family relationships (such as a

grandparent and grandchild) or dating relationships from benefiting from protection

offered to others under the Act.

Finally, there has been a concern that JPs, in determining whether or not a

protection order is the most appropriate remedy in a given situation, may be re-directing

applicants to other avenues in many cases. It can be argued that this goes against the

intended spirit of the legislation. To explain further, an 'either/or' scenario may have

developed that promotes the thinking that, if there are other options available to the

victim within the justice system, those should be explored instead of granting a protection

order. For example, in cases where evidence exists that would support a criminal charge,

victims are often advised to report the incidents to police instead of pursuing an order

under the civil legislation. This attitude flies in the face of legislation that was designed

to be flexible enough to allow the victim an alternative to using the criminal justice

system, even when evidence exists that would support criminal intervention.

Recent Developments

A multidisciplinary working group was formed by the Minister of Justice after the

legislation came into force. This working group was charged with reviewing the
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implementation of the Act and identifying steps which could be taken to ensure the goals

of the legislation could be met. As a result of the group's recommendations, amendments

to the DVSA under Bill 17 (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba,Z}}5a) were made. These

changes took effect on October 3T,2005, and address many of the concems identified

above (see Appendix B for a list of the amendments). rWe have already seen an increase

in the number of protection order applications made since the changes took effect. It will

be interesting to see if this increase in utilization continues and what impact these

amendments have over time on the percentage of orders granted.

In addition to the amendments under Bill 17, there has been a change in the title

of those designated to hear protection order applications. The DVSA stipulates that the

Chief Judge of the Provincial Court of Manitob a may designate justices of the peace to

hear and determine applications for Protection Orders. At the time of data collection for

this project, magistrates were designated for this purpose. Therefore, the term

"magistrate" will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis. However, it should be

noted that amendments to The Provincial Court Act (Legislative Assembly of Manitoba,

2005b) took effect on May 29,2006 that changed this designation from magistrates to

judicial justices of the peace (JJPs).

Sr¿,lxrxc AND CRIMTNAL LAw

The offence of stalking is referred to as criminal harassment under criminal law.

As indicated below, the definition of stalking under the DVSA was modeled very closely

on that of criminal harassment under the Criminal Code, as they are almost identical.

Prior to 1993, stalking behaviours were dealt with in a piecemeal fashion using a variety
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of Criminal Code offences (commonly intimidation, uttering threats, and mischieÐ. In

response to the shortcomings of this approach, Bill C-I26 was proclaimed on August I ,

1993, making stalking a criminal offence in Canada as articulated in s. 264 of the

Criminal Code:

264. (l) No person shall, without lawful authority and knowing

another person is harassed or recklessly as to whether

another person is harassed, engage in conduct referred to in

subsection (2) that causes that other person reasonably, in

all the circumstances, to fear for their safety or the safety of

anyone known to them.

(2) The conduct mentioned in subsection (1) consists of

(a) repeatedly following from place to place the other

person or anyone known to them;

(b) repeatedly communicating with, either directly or

indirectly, the other person or anyone known to them;

(c) besetting or watching the dwelling-house, or place

where the other person, or anyone known to them, resides,

works, carries on business or happens to be; or,

(d) engaging in threatening conduct directed at the other

person or member of their family.

Several changes have been made to the Criminal Code provisions on criminal

harassment since its introduction. In 1996, an amendment was made prohibiting a person

accused of criminal harassment frompossessing firearms if the accused is consideredata

bail hearing to be a potential danger to himself or herself or another person. Two

amendments were made in 1997. The first stated that, when a person is convicted of

stalking while under a restraining order, the presence of this restraining order shall be

considered as an aggravating factor in sentencing. According to the second amendment,
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murder committed during the commission of a stalking act could result in a f,rrst-degree

murder conviction even if there was insufficient proof that the murder was premeditated

(Hackett, 2000). Most recently, Bill C-154 called for an increase in the maximum

penalty to double from five years to ten years imprisonment (Government of Canada,

2002). Although this increase in the maximum penalty does not seem significant

considering that the maximum sentence is rarely applied, it does have serious

implications for the worst offenders. This is because, in cases where the maximum

sentence is ten years or more, an offender may be designated as a dangerous offender and

could therefore be given an indeterminate sentence which may substantially delay or even

prevent release from prison (Jeffrey Schnoor, Manitoba Justice, personal communication,

September 24,2001).

Tut NnruRE AND PRrcvar,BNcE oF Stllrrnc

While the extent, seriousness and pervasiveness of the problem of domestic

violence has been known for several decades (Johnson, 1996; Statistics Canada,2005)

the nature and prevalence of stalking as it relates to domestic violence has only received

attention in the past fifteen years or so. Therefore it is not as well understood, compared

to domestic violence, in terms of being a serious social problem. The importance of

stalking behaviour to the development and implementation of the DVSA requires that it

be clearly understood as being an important catalyst for the enactment of the legislation.

A total of 5,382 incidents of criminal harassment were reported in 1999 by a

sample of 106 Canadian police forces,ls marking a32Yo increase over 1996 figures

tt The 106 police forces studied, according to Statistics Canada, represent approximately 4l%o of the
national volume of crime.
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(Hackett, 2000). It should be noted that greater public awareness and an increased

response by police might account for this apparent rise. Therefore, it is not being

suggested that actual incidents of stalking are necessarily on the rise, but rather that

reporting of, and response to, criminal harassment has likely increased. More recently,

the prevalence of stalking in Canada was assessed in the 2004 General Social Survey

(GSS). The GSS found that 1.4 million females over the age of 15 Ol% of the

population) and 882,000 males over the age of 15 (7% of the population) had been

stalked in the five years preceding the survey (Statistics Canada, 2005).

Hackett (2000) found that in the majority of criminal harassment cases, victims

are women being stalked by their former partners. Females made up three-quarters

(77%) of all victims of criminal harassment in 1999, and in these cases, partners and ex-

partners accounted for slightly more than half of the offenders. Men, on the other hand,

were most frequently harassed by casual acquaintances. The 2004 GSS (Statistics

Canada,2005) reported that four out of five stalkers (80%) are male, regardless of the sex

of the victim. In that survey, female stalking victims were harassed most often by a

friend (22%), followedcloselybyacurrentorformerintimatepartner (20%). lll/rale

victims were also most commonly stalked by a friend (25%) or by persons known to

them by sight only (16%),but were less likely to be stalked by an intimate partner (ll%).

Stalking is a distinctive form of criminal activity because it is composed of a

series of acts rather than a single event. These behaviours may seem innocent in isolation,

but taken together they form a pattern of conduct that is very threatening to the subject of

the stalker's actions. According to Coleman (1997), defining the characteristics of the

offender is difficult, as stalkers come from all backgrounds and frequently have no prior
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criminal record. They can exhibit avariety of psychological syndromes from minor

emotional difficulties to severe sociopathic tendencies.

Numerous stalker typologies exist in the literature, and all contain similar

classifications based on the motivations of the stalker. A commonly cited one developed

by Kropp et al. (2002) identifies four categories of stalkers. These authors claim that the

"ex-intimate partner" stalker is the most common form. These individuals frequently

have a history of abusive relationships and refuse to accept the rejection of their former

partner. "Love obsessionals" comprise the second category, and these are people who

have intense emotional feelings for a person whom they have come to know through a

casual acquaintanceship or work relationship. Love obsessionals believe that those

whom they have feelings for will come to love them if given a chance to get to know

them. The third category in this typology is made up of "delusional stalkers", who

falsely believe that the subject of their attention is in love with them and continue to

make attempts to establish a relationship with them (this is usually the case when

celebrities are stalked). The final category is comprised of "grudge stalkers", who

harbour resentment for their victims. Rather than desiring a relationship with the people

they are stalking, this type of stalker is acting out of revenge.

In domestic situations, stalking tlpically occurs after the woman has attempted to

terminate the relationship. Leaving an abusive partner does not necessarily mark the end

of the violence. Statistics Canada data show that, in 1999,40o/o of women and3?%o of

men with a former violent marriage or common-law relationship reported that violence

occurred after the couple separated (Hotton, 2001). In fact, this is often the most volatile

time in a relationship that has been characterized by violence (Johnson, 1996). Unable to
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come to terms with the rejection, the man is unwilling to let the woman leave the

relationship, and he then begins to engage in stalking behaviours such as following,

threatening or assaulting her (National Institute of Justice,1996). As Brewster (2000)

explains, abusive men tend to experience a loss of control in situations where their

partner has attempted to end the relationship, and therefore one would expect an already

volatile situation to worsen under these circumstances. Following separation, violence

often escalates when the abusive partner discovers that their former partner has entered a

new relationship. This is supported by Hotton (2001), who found that, in estranged

marriages, the victim's new partner was the most frequent third party victim in cases of

attacks involving multiple victims.

The U.S. National Violence Against Women Survey found a definite link between

stalking and other forms of domestic violence. Eighty-one percent of the women who

were stalked by a current or former intimate partner reported that that partner had also

physically assaulted them ( jaden and Thoennes, 1998). The 2004 GSS supports the

premise that stalkers with a previous intimate relationship were more likely to be violent

than in other stalking relationships, with 54yo of female victims being stalked by an ex-

spouse reporting being physically intimidated and verbally threatened (Statistics Canada,

2005). Bemstein (1993) considers the link befween stalking and former violent

relationships to be so strong that she proposes that Lenore Walker's Cycle Theory of

Violence (see V/alker,1979) be modified to include stalking as the fourth distinct phase

in the cycle. Australian research conducted by Mullen et al. (1999) found that stalking

by intimate partners (current or former) also tends to continue for longer periods of time

relative to other types of stalking relationships. The GSS supports this theory, with 610/0
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of Canadians stalked by a former spouse reporting stalking which lasted for more than a

year. Conversely, non-intimate stalkers most commonly continued their activities for

periods of between one and six months (Statistics Canada, 2005). Stalking by former

intimate partners has the potential of escalating to more serious crimes. In Canada, there

were 12 homicides ftom 1997 to 2000 that involved criminal harassment as the

precipitating crime. In each of these cases, the victim was a female who was being

stalked by a former intimate partner (Hackett, 2000; Fedorowycz,200l).

In cases of stalking and domestic violence, victims are reluctant to contact the

police. U.S. figures (Tjaden and Thoennes, 1998) indicate that approximately half of all

stalking victims report the harassing behaviour to the police, and researchers believe that

the amount of reporting has increased in recent years since the passing of anti-stalking

laws. Canadian figures show that in the case of domestic violence, victims onlyreport

the abuse to police in37o/o of the assaults (Statistics Canada,2000). Research shows that

stalking victims give similar reasons to victims of domestic violence for their reluctance

to contact authorities. Reasons frequently cited are that the victims feared reprisal from

their stalker or abuser, they did not believe the police would be able to do anything for

them, that police would not take the matter seriously, and that police might lay criminal

charges in cases where the victim did not want charges laid against the stalker or abuser

(Eisikovits and Buchbinder,2000; Manitoba Association of Women and the Law,l99l;

Statistics Canada,2000; Tjaden and Thoennes, 1998).

Stalking has a profound impact on those subjected to it. Research by Mechanic er

al. (2002) reports that, as a result of living in constant fear, many victims experience

severe psychological distress. Loss of appetite, lack of sleep, and severe depression were
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among the symptoms reported. The psychological impact can be extreme, as evidenced

in one study suggesting that3To/o of stalking victims meet the clinical diagnostic

requirements for post-traumatic stress disorder (Pathe and Mullen, 1997). The GSS

found that close to one-third (31%) of female stalking victims feared for their life

(Statistics Canada,2005). That survey also found that many victims modify their daily

activities in an effort to escape the stalking. For example, over half (52%) of the female

victims avoided going to particular places or having contact with certain people as a

result of being stalked. Stalking has been shown to negatively impact upon the

livelihoods of the victims. As explained by Abrams and Robinson (2002),victims may

be limited in their ability to get to work because of having to limit their movements to

avoid being stalked. Further, the stalking behaviour may extend to the worþlace,

making it an unsafe location, not only for the person being stalked, but for co-workers as

well. The impact on the work lives of victims was also addressed by Tjaden and

Thoennes (1998), who found in their U.S. National Survey that26Yo of victims reported

absences from work as a result of the stalking andTYo had left their places of employment

completely.

It is clear from the preceding discussion that there is a need for continued efforts

to investigate the potential of civil remedies to ensure every possible step is being taken

to provide safety to the victims of stalking. I will now tum to a brief discussion of the

lessons learned in other provinces as to how well their legislation has been received.
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Numerous evaluations of civil remedies have been conducted in The United

States, Great Britain, Australia andCanada. However, it will not be useful for the

purposes of this thesis to delve into a thorough examination of these evaluations, for

several reasons. First, the vast majority of studies conducted on civil remedies have

concentrated on the effectiveness ofprotection orders once they have been issued,

whereas the focus of my research is in examining the factors involved in obtaining civil

protective relief to begin with. Secondly, there are many important distinctions between

jurisdictions in how the various pieces of legislation are utilized, making meaningful

comparisons difficult. Moreover, even when comparing evaluations of similar legislation

across Canada, the other provinces do not address stalking. As such, they are of little use

in understanding protection order applications made on that basis. That being said, there

are some issues addressed in the reviews of other Canadian legislation that speak to the

concems raised about Manitoba's legislation, and therefore they bear mention here.

Evaluations have been carried out to date in four Canadian jurisdictions, namely

Saskatchewan (Prairie Research Associates,Igg6; Iggg),Alberta (Howardresearch,

2000) Prince Edward Island (Bradford & Associates,200l), and the Yukon @ala and

Ringseis, 2002). All reviews examined the utilization rates of their respective Acts and

interviewed key stakeholders in efforts to assess the effectiveness of the available

remedies. A number of common themes emerged among these studies. First, each report

identified their particular legislation as being an important addition to the overall

response to domestic violence. By offering a means of accessing the remedies included

under the civil justice system, protection is made available to those victims who are
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reluctant to engage with the criminal law. Secondly, when applicants are assisted by

victim services workers, the processing of orders is more streamlined. Each evaluation

also called for more training of all stakeholders working within justice and collateral

agencies to improve the understanding of the benefits and limitations of civil remedies.

In both the Saskatchewan and Alberta evaluations, it was found that victims were

sometimes led to believe that they had to choose between obtaining an order through the

civil legislation or pursuing criminal justice intervention. [n fact, the orders within each

of those Acts were designed so that they could be used as a supplement to the remedies

available under the Criminal Code, not as a substitute to criminal proceedings. The final

relevant finding from these studies comes from the review of the Yukon legislation,

which stressed the importance of monitoring all relevant case law from each Canadian

jurisdiction in order to be aware of potential constitutional challenges. It was argued that

by keeping abreast of such developments, legislative amendments can be made to ensure

the system is functioning in as fair and effective a manner as possible for all parties

concerned.

Tnn Roln oF THE DpcrsroN Mlxrn rN PRorncrroN ORDER HEARTNGS

While it will not be instructive to examine the literature in terms of the myriad

factors which may play apaft in determining whether or not applicants will be successful

in their efforts to obtain a protection order, one factor bears mention, namely the role of

the magistrates who hear the applications. There are no studies available in the extant

literature on the topic ofjudicial decision making with respect to civil protection orders.

Even when broadening the search to include adjudicators of criminal cases of domestic
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violence, little research has been conducted. This gap in the literature is discussed by

Henning and Feder (2005), who point out that, whereas there is a growing body of

literature on the police response to domestic violence, this has not been extended to

judicial decision making. They attribute this to several factors. First, researchers have

greater difficulty in gaining access to the courts and their records. Secondly, advocacy

groups and concerned citizens are less vocal in their dissatisfaction with the court's

handling of domestic violence cases than they are with regard to the police response.

Finally, the immediacy of most domestic assaults may also contribute to a heightened

criticism of law enforcement personnel compared to the response of the judiciary.

While literature specific to decision making as it relates to the topic of this thesis

is not available, two Canadian studies on sentencing in the criminal courts may be of

some use for our purposes.t6 Classic research in the field of understanding judicial

decision making was conducted by John Hogarth (1971). His findings demonstrate that

judges vary in their attitudes and perceptions and, in tum, this variability is systematically

related to disparity in sentencing. Research conducted by Palys and Divorski (1986)

support these results, finding that amixture of legal and extralegal factors play a part in

judicial decision making. The point being made here is that, regardless of the intent of

the law, the individuals making the decisions have a significant impact on the outcome of

cases.

16 I recognize that this is a tenuous connection, given that the issue of sentencing in the criminal courts is
somewhat removed from that of making a determination of whether or not to grant protective relief under
civil law.
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TnpoRnucnl CoxsrDERATroNS

The appropriateness of using the legal system as a vehicle for addressing violence

against \¡/omen has been actively debated by feminist academics in recent decades. For

those most adamantly opposed to legal intervention, the justice system is seen as

patriarchal, racist and class-biased and is therefore beyond redemption in dealing with

women's needs. For those in favour of expanding the justice mandate, abused \ryomen are

recognized as vulnerable citizens in need of legal remedies to alleviate their oppressive

situations, at least in the short term. The bulk of the theorizing has had to do with the

criminal justice system in particular. Although my research is instead focused on civil

legislation as a means of addressing violence against \ryomen, and even more specifically

on the offence of stalking, this critique of the criminal justice system is indeed relevant to

this thesis. This is for two reasons: first, while the injunctive orders under the DVSA

provide women with a remedy under the civil law, breaches of these orders constitute a

criminal offence, and therefore the parties to these orders may become involved with that

stream of the justice system at some point. Secondly, I believe that many of the

arguments advanced by these theorists can be applied to legal measures under the

criminal law and civil law equally. I will now turn to a review of the opposing positions

put forth by feminist scholars in terms of the wisdom of using legal interventions as a

means of dealing with the abuse women suffer at the hands of their male partners.

Dawn Currie (1990) comments that while the introduction of legal measures

aimed at addressing violence against women appears at first glance to improve the status

of women, upon deeper reflection it not only falls far short of that mark, but can work

against women's interests. In fact, she argues that law (as is the case with other state
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institutions), is inherently patriarchal and cannot therefore be expected to remedy the

oppression of women. Furthermore, the expansion of current institutions usurps the

larger political and economic agenda for social justice and as a result interferes with the

long-term goal of transforming society. Notions of prevention, re-education and

rehabilitation are abandoned in favour of retribution under the criminal law. Currie

(1998) makes the argument that the criminalization of family violence is an inappropriate

response, because the problem is an issue of social justice, not criminal justice, and to

allow the intervention of the criminal justice system amounts to simply being co-opted by

the state. Patriarchy is the root of the problem and the patriarchy and racism inherent in

state institutions has continued, as in the case of abused women in marginalized groups

not being given a voice. The legalization of women's issues for Currie then, is clearly

not the answer in ending patriarchy, and ending patriarchy is the only avenue for truly

ameliorating violence against women.

Laureen Snider has written extensively on the issue and is also skeptical about the

ability of the criminal justice system to effect any meaningful change in women's lives.

Arguing that"a strategy relying upon the criminal justice system is practically,

theoretically and morally wrong" (1991:239), she identifies three primary problems.

First, expanding the mandate of the criminal justice system requires that feminists

relinquish power to a bureaucratic state institution, one that has an interest in repressing

those populations that are already marginalized by structural forces in society. By doing

so, increasing social control will be exerted over a select group of abusive men (the lower

class young male population), while those in privileged positions who are most capable

of resisting punishment under the law will continue to 'go under the radar'. Therefore,
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this amounts to nothing more than an exercise in 'net-widening'. Secondly, the

retributive nature of our criminal justice system only succeeds "in making those subjected

to it more resentful, more dangerous, more economically marginal and more

misogynous" (1991:239). Finally, Snider is concerned that by focusing attention on

criminal justice reform, the larger structural problems at the root of violence against

women will not be properly addressed.

In her more recent work, Snider (1994a;199S) elaborates on the problems in

dealing with a legal system that ultimately identifies with hegemonic masculinities. She

worries that scarce public resources are being poured into fueling the expanding criminal

justice agenda and are therefore being diverted from shelters and programs designed to

empower women. She claims also that if any women have benefited from the

legalization of women's issues, they have been those from dominant society rather than

racially mar ginalized women. I 7

Snider (I994a;1994b;1998) points to the lack of persuasive evidence that abused

women who have come to depend upon the criminal justice system have realized any real

rewards in the way of enhanced safety following their encounters with this oppressive

legal apparatus. For example, she counters claims made by reform proponents that

women indeed benefit from the increased response of the criminal justice system. Why,

asks Snider, would one assume that an increase in arrest rates of violent men is a

f 7 Amnesty International (2004) would argue in support of this view, based on the findings in their report
Stolen Sisters: A Human Rights Response to Discrimination and Violence Against Indigenous Vïomen in
Canada. The authors explain that criminal justice personnel often hold the pervasive view that Aboriginal
women are responsible for the violence they suffer at the hands of men. Therefore, even when Aboriginal
women do overcome the fear of repofing abuse, they are often met with an unsympathetic response.
Measures to reduce the marginalization of Aboriginal women and to build better relations between
Aboriginal peoples and the justice system have repeatedly been called for by commissions and inquiries
such as the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples and the Manitoba Justice Inquiry, however these
recommendations have not been acted upon. This failure to treat violence against Aboriginal women
seriously represents a violation of their fundamental human rights.
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desirable outcome? First, this may not be the result the women themselves desired.

Secondly, the abusers targeted are not necessarily the only (or the worst) offenders, but

rather represent the lower class men that are the most vulnerable to being arrested and

convicted. Beyond this, her argument is that those channeled into prison and/or court-

mandated treatment are, based on the limited success of these programs, not likely to be

rehabilitated or deterred from committing future acts of violence. Claiming victory on

those terms, then, is misguided. For Snider, success should instead be gauged by whether

or not the life of the victim was made better in any substantial way following her

partner's encounter with police, courts or corrections.

Jane Ursel (1991; 1997; 2002) disagrees with the preceding accounts on several

levels. V/hile she agrees with the fact that the state is patriarchal and that the

criminalization of family violence in and of itself will not bring about an end to that

patriarchy, she argues that progressive reform must continue in order to address the

immediate needs of women in crisis. The long-term struggle towards the ultimate goal of

ending patriarchy continues and can be advanced through feminists continuing to seize

the moments where the interests of the state and women overlap (see Ursel 1991).

Utilizing legal reforms is one of those moments, and although success cannot be realized

within a single institution, it is one step along a continuum of services required by abused

women.

V/ith regard to the assertion that criminal justice interventions represent a failure

in making women's lives safer, she uses examples from Manitoba's experience to

illustrate otherwise (1991;,1995;1997). As a result of several criminal justice reform

initiatives undertaken in the province from 1983 to 1993, significant changes occurred in
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the legal response to the problem. Among these changes were increases in the rate of

assault charges against domestic abusers, the development of a specialized family

violence court designed to handle the cases in a manner that was more sensitive to

women's needs, the emergence of more appropriate sentencing patterns (reflected in a

decline in the number of fines issued and an increase in sentences of probation and

mandatory counselling), and an expansion of men's treatment programs within

corrections. Ursel identifies these changes as representing meaningful progress for

abused women, progress that came about as a result of feminists engaging with the state

to effect real change. At least in the case of one jurisdiction then, criminal justice

interventions appear to have been worthwhile, and to notengage in the promotion of

legal reform serves to disempower women:

It for example, these [opposing] theoretical positions had been used as

the guide for political action by feminists in Manitoba, the family

violence initiatives undertaken within the criminal justice system would

not have been tried. That these initiatives were implemented and have

proved to be reasonably successful speaks volumes about the wisdom of
dismissing legal reform as a strategy to promote women's interests. (Ursel

and Brickey,1996:76)

In her more recent work, Ursel (2002) again responds to the critics of criminal

justice intervention, calling to task those researchers who announce failure on the part of

various components of the justice system based on simplistic, one-dimensional

measurements. For example, rather than viewing a failure to convict an abuser as an

indication of failure of the current police zero tolerance policy, the issue must be

examined more broadly. Even when a victim who called for police assistance chooses

not to proceed with the rest of the criminal justice system (by refusing to testify, for
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example), the fact that the police respond and then arrest and remove the offender may be

the critical turning point in a life-or-death situation. Instead of applying a single incident

framework to domestic violence, it must be treated as an ongoing process of control and

intimidation. Progressive initiatives within the legal arena, such as specialized family

violence courts which can better consider the pragmatic interests of the victim, are

evidence of a new approach to justice. V/hile there is still need for improvement, the

innovative techniques being applied in certain jurisdictions are evidence that the criminal

justice system represents a valued and necessary form of intervention for women who are

struggling to leave abusive relationships.

Ursel's (1991) work also calls into question Snider's assertion that criminal

justice reforms are consuming scarce public resources at the expense of funding more

appropriate avenues for dealing with violence against women. Ursel again points to the

case of Manitoba in disputing that claim. Social services (both in terms of govemment

services and community-based, non-govemmental organizations) realizedconsiderable

growth alongside of the expansion of the criminal justice system. In fact, momentum for

both agendas was created throughout the period of 1983 to 1990 when changes within

one system spurred along developments in the other. Therefore Ursel concludes,

"changes in the criminal justice system and the social service system have not occurred in

isolation of one another, nor at the expense of the social service system" (1991:268).

Keeping this in mind, Ursel would respond to Snider's comments about the criteria for

success by agreeing that indeed, the ultimate criteria for success rest with the women

themselves. Women must make difnicult decisions when negotiating the violence in their

lives. In doing so, they employ a complex array of strategies in determining which
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interventions will best suit their circumstances. With the legal system being only one of

the options among the proliferation of resources and services, other avenues are available

to those women that desire an alternative to criminal justice system intervention.

Ruth Lewis (2004) agrees with Ursel in recognizing that legal remedies do not

provide 'the solution' to violence against women, but rather, represent one option among

the many possible forms of intervention. Her work reports on interventions through the

criminal law which appear to have had a positive impact on women's sense of safety and

quality of life. Her findings suggest that

locating men in a nexus of control and supervision, together with support

of women's agency can facilitate positive change. fThese findings]

demonstrate that far from rejecting traditional legal systems for

responding to domestic violence, ... efforts would be better spent

improving and developing those aspects of current legal practice which

can have a positive impact on women's safety and men's behaviour.

(Lewis, 2004:220)

Concems about the limitations that can arise through the use of the criminal law

also come up in the debate. Elizabeth Comack (1993) enters the discussion through her

analysis of the Battered Woman Syndrome (BV/S) as a legal defence strategy. She

concurs with others that, while engagements with the law appear on the surface to hold

promise for the empowerrnent of women, upon deeper consideration important flaws may

be revealed. This was the case with the Supreme Court's recognition of the BV/S.

Comack's core argument is that while a gender bias within the law was identified, the

courts could only come to terms with the experiences of an abused woman by relying on

the expert testimony of a psychiatrist who was ready to speak for her. In doing so, the

\ryoman's own accounts of self-defence were silenced in favour of those from the 'psy'
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(see Smart 1989) profession. Therefore, the law "legitimates an account which

individualizes, medicalizes and depoliticizes an abused woman's experience. Competing

feminist discourses which endeavor to call attention to the patriarchal nature of gender

relations and the phallocentrism of law are thereby silenced, subordinated or disqualified"

(Comack, 1993:51).

It needs to be made clear that Comack (1993) does not state that the feminist

engagement with the law (or state) is completely futile. The BWS case in question

resulted in recognition of the deep gender bias within the law, a decidedly positive

outcome. However, she is saying that decisions to use criminal justice interventions as a

means of empowering women cannot be entered into lightly. While the appearance is

that, as Tamar Pitch comments, "criminalization offers a concrete terrain of struggle, a

reachable result" (1990:107), Comack calls for a carefully considered examination of

each point of intervention along the way before declaring that success has indeed been

reached.

More recently, Comack and Balfour (2004) revisited the examination of punitive

solutions to violence against women in their discussion of Manitoba's zero-tolerance

protocol. These authors recognize that women may require the intervention of the

criminal justice system when their safety is at risk. However, along with the benefits of a

zero-tolerance approach, there has been the concomitant problem of increasing numbers

of women being charged for violent offences as a result of their partners claiming to

police, "She hit me too." Similar to Snider and Currie, they question the state's

commitment to addressing the social and economic vulnerabilities of women which

contribute to much of the violence they experience at the hands of men. Comack and
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Balfour argue that neo-conservative crime control policies have taken hold while, at the

same time, the state has pulled back in its provision of social welfare:

clearly, criminal justice intervention may provide a last defence when a

woman's physical safety is in jeopardy, but given the pervasiveness of this

social problem we need to question whether criminalization can attend to

its underlying sources, as well as consider the possibility that it may only

make matters worse. (Comack and Balfour,2004:l7l)

The above-mentioned theorists have discussed at some lenglh their positions on

the degree to which the criminal justice system can empower women. But what of the

options available under 'non-criminal' law? Far less has been written about that

particular legal arena in terms of feminist theory. Snider and Ursel provide us with some

insight in this regard, at least with respect to administrative and family law initiatives

undertaken in Canada that affect the position of women. Ursel provides comprehensive

coverage of changes in family law in her historical analysis of state intervention (see

Ursel I99l; 1992), pointing out that many of those shifts altered the lives of women in

positive ways. Snider (1994) also comments on some of these changes, agreeing with

Ursel to the extent that there is indeed a long history of feminists attaining successes

through modifications in types of law other than criminal law. For her, the

implementation of paid maternity leave and the delivery of daycare and higher wages are

examples of legal reforms that translate into concrete advancements in women's rights.

While changes such as these undeniably improve abused women's lives by alleviating

some of the structural problems that are at the root of their dependency upon violent

partners, the focus of this thesis is on protective relief available under civil law, and that

is where I now turn.
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Ruth Lewis, Russell and Rebecca Dobash, and Kate cavanagh (2000; 2001)

address the utility of legal interventions into family violence in terms of both criminal

and civil law. Consistent with Ursel's position, Lewis et al.view women as "active

agents, engaged in a complex process of 'active negotiation and strategic resistance' both

with their partners and with the range of helping agencies, in their struggle for safety and

Justice"' (2000:180). They citicize criminal law skeptics for basing their arguments

solely on theoretical rather than empirical grounds. According to Lewis et al. this

approach, while abundant in critique, falls short on providing viable alternatives. U"O

little is offered in the way of suggesting pragmatic solutions to abused women. Lewis et

al. call for more research such as theirs that analyzes women's experiences with the

justice system, in terms of both criminal and civil remedies. By engag[ing] in a

"theoretically-informed empirical examination... we can envisage a system which can

respond to women's needs, within the structures and restrictions of the legal status quo"

(2000:1 84).

Lewis et al. (2000) examine the potential of civil protection orders as well as

criminal interventions and find that women's use of these remedies is context-specific,

and that women view legal intervention as a process rather than an isolated event. What

serves their needs in one place and time in their lives may not be desired in another.

There are times when women desire the application of criminal sanctions against their

abusive partners, and the criminal justice system must be prepared to act on those wishes

when called upon to do so. On the other hand, there are times when criminal intervention

may be seen as removing too much of the control from the hands of the women involved.

In these situations, civil protection orders offer a welcome altemative. Women are often
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seeking protection for themselves and their children but do not desire retribution against

their partners. Civil orders allow survivors of abuse more agency by providing an

opportunity for these women to choose when the best time is to apply for such an order

(and once they have obtained one, if and when to take it to the next step of reporting a

breach). Lewis et al. are not making the claim that civil injunctions are 'better' than

criminal proceedings, but rather that they expand the range of options available to women

who must negotiate their safety. Indeed, the use of civil and criminal remedies is not

necessarily an 'either/or' situation, as they are often used in a complementary fashion.

According to Lewis et al. (2001), those that call for diversions away from the

justice system at all costs have been too quick to announce the failure of legal

interventions. Their assessments have relied too heavily vpon outcome measures of

justice system involvement and have largely ignored the process. By broadening the

investigation to consider women's (and men's) experiences throughout a range of legal

interventions, and by integrating theoretical and empirical approaches, reforms in both

criminal and civil law are shown to have their place among the wider efforts to challenge

violence against women.

As indicated previously, the implementation of civil legislation must not be seen

merely as an alternative method to invoking the criminal law. In addition to offering an

altemative form of intervention, the provisions offered under civil statutes can be used in

conjunction with the criminal law. This flexibility is seen by the proponents of legal

reform as an important benefit of introducing civil measures to combat violence against

women. Would the critics argue instead that this step is more properly viewed as yet

another example of 'net-widening' by oppressive state institutions? This question cannot
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be answered here and will quite likely be debated for some time to come. However, my

research will inform that discussion through an examination of Manitoba's protection

orders and how they are situated within the larger response to violence and abuse.

This chapter concludes by noting that there are several important points of

convergence among the theorists' views discussed above. First, echoing an observation

made by Comack (1993), most of the feminist scholars involved in the 'debate' are

coming from the same socialist feminist framework and frequently refer to each others'

work in making their points. These writers also agree on the 'litmus test' for what

constitutes success, that being the perspectives of the women themselves who have

utilized the various approaches to dealing with the violence in their lives. Furthernore,

there is the stark reality that abused women do call the police in times of crisis and in

spite of the limitations of a justice system entrenched in patriarchy, it can have the effect

(albeit often only in the short term) of stopping the violence. Moreover, turning to legal

interventions (criminal or civil) in seeking relief from violence and stalking establishes

that these behaviours are unacceptable in our society and therefore, at the very least,

represent a symbolic victory for women.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

Data used for this thesis project were collected as part of a SSHRC (Social

Sciences and Humanities Research Council) funded CURA (Community-University

Research Alliance) research project entitled "Evaluating the Justice and Community

Response to Family Violence in the Canadian Prairie Provinces" conducted by

RESOLVE (forthcoming). The RESOLVE study involved a detailed examination of the

justice and collateral agencies' response to domestic violence across Alberta,

Saskatchewan and Manitoba in2002. An analysis of each of these province's civil

legislation as it pertains to domestic violence is one component of that larger research

endeavour, and this thesis research utilizes the data gathered in Manitoba as a part of that

study.

To recap the main goal of this thesis project, the primary research question asks

what factors influence whether or not protection orders under Manitoba's Domestic

Violence and Stalking Act (DVSA) are granted in applications that include evidence of

stalking. This study is exploratory in nature, a prudent approach given that the Manitoba

legislation is relatively new and has not been examined to date specifically with respect

to stalking. Therefore, this research will review the utilization of the DVSA in terms of

the characteristics of the applicants, the number of protection order applications

processed in the calendar year 2002, whether or not the applicants were successful in

obtaining the desired reliet and the factors that influenced this outcome. In addition, as

described in the introduction, this study will address some secondary research questions

which stem from the outcome of the applications, such as the conditions included in the

orders that are granted and the reasons for dismissal in those that are refused. In order to
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set the stage for how the research questions will be answered, this chapter will provide a

detailed explanation of the particular methods I employed and the rationale used to arrive

at the research design.

In organizing the information presented in this chapter, I will first define the

scope of the study and will then discuss the data collection procedures employed. Next, I

will explain how the final sample for this thesis research was derived and address the

potential limitations of the sample. An overview of the techniques employed in

analyzíngthe data will then be presented, including justification of these methods as well

as recognition of the limitations of the design. Finally, ethical considerations will be

reviewed in light of the particularly sensitive subject matter inherent in protection order

applications.

Scopt oF THE Rnsp¿,ncu

The specific focus of this thesis project is limited to protection order applications

made in Winnipeg during the2002 calendar year that included evidence of stalking. As

indicated in the introductory chapter, Manitoba's DVSA contains both protection orders

and prevention orders. While the larger RESOLVE project (forthcoming) collected data

on prevention orders in addition to protection orders, this thesis involves an examination

of protection order applications only.

When determining the site selection for the larger RESOLVE project

(forthcoming), the research team decided to examine all applications from one site rather

than selecting a sample from multiple Manitoba sites. The primary rationale for this

decision was to gain a thorough understanding of the application process in one location
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rather than dividing scarce resources among multiple locales. Also, RESOLVE had

already established connections with justice officials in Winnipeg through its

longstanding research involving the rWinnipeg Family Violence Court. As a result of this

relationship of trust that had been established with these senior officials, it was

determined that access to the necessary court files in the civil court system in Winnipeg

would be relatively easy to secure with their assistance. This proved to be the case, with

officials in the civil court system allowing RESOLVE research assistants (myself among

them) access to all family and civil court f,rles and taped transcripts containing protection

order applications made in Winnipeg.

My decision to select the calendar year 2002 as the focus for this thesis research

project came about primarily because the larger RESOLVE tri-provincial research project

(forthcoming) was focused on that particular year. V/hile RESOLVE Manitoba secured

funding to continue with its collection of protection order data in the'Winnipeg Law

Courts from2002 to the present, I maintained2}}z as the year of focus because more

detailed data collection was conducted in that year than was the case in subsequent years.

In particular, funding in2002 allowed for a RESOLVE research assistant (this thesis

researcher) to listen to audiotaped transcripts of dismissed protection order applications

to determine the reasons for dismissals and to obtain richer detail on the application

process. Funding limitations in subsequent years did not provide for this segment of data

collection and was therefore restricted to the examination of material in the printed court

files.

As outlined in the introductory chapter, there were a total of 775 protection order

applications made in Winnipegin2002. However, not all of those applications included
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evidence of stalking, and therefore I selected only cases which included evidence of at

least one form of stalking behaviour (¡:433). My reasons for focusing exclusively on

stalking cases were twofold. First, I have a personal interest in examining the issue of

stalking (and in particular stalking by former intimate partners). Secondly, Manitoba's

Act was unique among provincial legislation when it was introduced because it

specifically named stalking as an offence. V/ith no prior examinations having been done

on provincial legislation in Canada specifically with respect to stalking, this thesis

research fills that gap in the literature.

Dar,l Cor,lrcrrox

The printed court files contain the protection order application forms that the

applicants complete prior to having their hearings scheduled (see Appendix C). In cases

where the order has been granted, the final order including the conditions the respondent

is to abide by is also included in the file, along with confirmation of when the order was

served upon the respondent. The files may contain other civil court documents if there

have been other proceedings in family or civil court involving the parties. Examples of

other documents commonly found in the files are separation, divorce and custody orders.

The typed transcripts of the protection order hearings are also occasionally found in the

printed files. This occurs in situations where either one of the parties or a justice of the

Court of Queen's Bench has ordered a printed transcript of the taped protection order

hearing for use in related proceedings, such as in an application to have the protection

order set aside.
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The audio-taped transcripts of protection order hearings contain the complete

record of protection order hearings conducted in the courtroom setting. These

proceedings begin with the names of the parties being read into the record, the applicant

is then cautioned not to reveal information he or she does not wish to become part of the

record (such as the location where he or she is currently residing) and the applicant is

sworn in. Next, the magistrate reviews the information in the application form and

requests additional information from the applicant where required. There is considerable

variation at this stage, with some magistrates requesting a greatdeal more detail than

others.ls Following this stage, the magistrate makes the decision to grant the order or

dismiss the application, sometimes after taking a brief recess to review the evidence. If

the order is granted, the conditions are read into the record and the applicant is advised of

the procedures for receiving the final typed copy of the order and informed of the steps

involved in serving the respondent with the order. At this point, the magistrate will

typically explain to the applicant that a breach of a protection order is a criminal offence

and to call the police if the respondent does not comply with the conditions as set out in

the order, although there is considerable variation at this stage, depending on the

magistrate. In cases where the application is dismissed, the magistrate explains the

reasons for dismissing the order and typically provides altemative remedies the applicant

may wish to pursue. Finally, magistrates usually field any additional questions the

applicants have prior to announcing the conclusion of the hearing and turning off the

tape.

r8 It is important to note that magistrates must be careful when soliciting the additional information so as
not to appear to be guiding the applicant's testimony.
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The only data withheld from the RESOLVE researchers were the service

information sheets which are used to assist police or sheriff s officers in identifying the

correct persons when serving protection order documents (these are the pages marked

"confidential" in Appendix C). These documents are considered to be highly sensitive by

Manitoba Justice because they not only contain detailed information about the

respondents, but about the applicants as well. Because all court proceedings filed in the

Court of Queen's Bench become a matter of public record, staff members must be very

careful not to include any personal information in the file that may reveal to an interested

party the whereabouts of the applicants.l' On." an application form is completed, the

service information sheets are removed from the preceding pages. In the event an order

is granted, those documents are given to the police or sheriff s off,rcers along with the

protection order. Once service of the documents is completed, the service documents are

returned to the court, scanned into the court computer system, and the hardcopies are

shredded to ensure they never become part of the documents filed in the material

available to the public.2o Not having access to the service information sheets was

unfortunate indeed, because these documents contain important demographic information

about the parties, including victim age, respondent racial background and employment

information, which is not available elsewhere in the court files.

Collecting data from protection order applications involved a multi-step process.

First, the printed files were examined and data were recorded on a tracking form (see

re Any interested parfy (including the respondent) can access the printed court file and/or taped hearing

**ply upon making a request to the court by stating the names of the parties involved in the case.
'" In cases where applications are dismissed, the service information sheets are destroyed immediately
following the hearing.
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Appendix D)2r to complete the majority of the variables. As indicated above, when

protection order applications are dismissed, the magistrates verbally provide a detailed

explanation to the applicants as to why the orders are not being granted, and also to

suggest what other remedies the applicants might pursue. This information is only

recorded on the audio{aped court transcript and does not become part of the printed court

documents. Therefore, the audio-taped hearings for all unsuccessful protection order

applications were reviewed to complete the variables pertaining to the reasons for

dismissal and the altemative remedies suggested. An important advantage of monitoring

the audio tapes was that it often provided an opportunity to collect more detailed

information than what was available in the written rccord.22,23

All of this information is housed in the Winnipeg Law Courts Building, the same

location where all in-person protection orders hearings in Winnipeg are conducted. Once

protection order hearings are completed, the printed documents are filed in the Court of

Queen's Bench, with applications made by persons deemed to be cohabitants as defined

in the DVSA being filed in the Family Court Division and those involving non-

cohabitants being filed in the general Civil Court Division. Audio-taped transcripts of the

protection order hearings are filed in the Transcription Services Unit (TSU) of Manitoba

Justice, also housed in the Law Courts.

t' These tracking forms had been developed for use among the three provincial jurisdictions of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba for the larger RESOLVE study (forthcoming).
t2 The amount of additional evidence provided varied from case to case, however it was common for
magisFates to question the applicants to obtain details of the case in terms of such things as the timeframes
during which the abuse had occurred, the past history ofabuse and the current status ofthe relationship
between the parties.
t' Audio tapes were also reviewed in a small number of cases where orders were granted when the written
material in the hle was illegible or incomplete. It was sometimes the case, for example, where applicants
whose fust language was not English were unable to complete the evidence section in writing and therefore
the only way to track these cases was to listen to the taped transcripts.
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Physically gaining access to the printed documents was a time consuming

process. Court support staff would pull the printed files for the2002 calendar year one

month at a time. The research assistants were not granted permission to access the file

room directly because court staff must process routing slips whenever files are removed

in order to know where to locate them quickly in the event they are required for ongoing

court proceedings. Due to support staff shortages at the Law Courts complex, research

assistants would often have to wait several days or weeks for new files to be delivered.

Once the files were received, the research assistants recorded the data in office space in

the Winnipeg Law Courts Building.

There were fewer challenges with respect to physically accessing the audio-taped

transcripts. In the early months of data collection, the TSU staff pulled the tapes in

batches from lists I provided after reviewing the tracking of the printed files for each

month. This sometimes resulted in delays when the staff members were busy with their

other tasks. However, once the TSU staff became comfortable with my presence, they

thoroughly explained the filing system and entrusted me to access the tapes myself,

which greatly facilitated the speed of data collection.

An unintended benefit was realized as I was taught the master filing system used

between the TSU file room and other areas of the courthouse. In the early months of the

data collection, I discovered a discrepancy between the number of printed files being

made available by court staff and the number of protection order hearings in statistics

provided earlier by Manitoba Justice.2a With the knowledge of how to review the master

'o Deanna Deniset, Director of Judicial Support Services for Manitoba Justice, acted as the court liaison
staff person between her staff and RESOLVE researchers for the purposes of facilitating the RESOLVE
study (forthcoming). She had been providing me with basic statistics outlining the number of Winnipeg
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f,rles kept by TSU, I was able to cross reference the files already tracked against the total

protection order hearings conducted in the V/innipeg courts. This enabled me to develop

a new protocol for ordering the files which involved creating a thorough listing of the

files required, including full names, dates and file numbers. These detailed monthly lists

were then provided to the support staff pulling the printed files, which resulted in all f,rles

being made available where previously only two-thirds to one-quarter of files were being

produced. This also greatly facilitated the work of the support staff pulling the files,

which in turn significantly reduced the delays in receiving the printed files.

As outlined in the introductory chapter, once protection orders are issued

applications can be made by either party to have the orders set aside or have the

conditions varied. This necessitated one final step in the data collection. Many files had

to be revisited in order to ascertain the status of the amended orders and complete the

remaining variables on the tracking forms. Because of the various steps involved in the

protection order data collection, it proved to be a painstaking and time-consuming task.

While the above-mentioned aspects of gaining access to data presented some

challenges for the research assistants in the early months of the data collection, once a

rapport was established with the court staff and a mutual understanding of each others'

work demands was achieved, the process ran quite smoothly. Members of the support

staff of Manitoba Justice were extremely patient with the researchers' requests and were

very generous with their time, especially considering the frenetic pace of their worþlace.

Establishing a professional and mutually respectful relationship with the gatekeepers of

the data went a long way toward successfully completing the data collection.

protection order applications made since the time RESOLVE had been conducting pilot testing of the
research instruments prior to the period of data collection.
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Following the data gathering phase of the research, these data were entered into a

Microsoft Access database which was then converted into an SPSS file. At that time, the

dataset was cleaned by RESOLVE research assistants. However, upon beginning the

analysis the thesis researcher engaged in a much more thorough data cleaning process

once additional errors were detected.

S¡,n¿pln Snlncrrox

As previously mentioned, the sample for this thesis was drawn from the dataset of

775 protection order applications made in Winnipeg during the calendar year 2002.

Cases for the thesis sample were selected on the basis that they included at least one form

of stalking activity in the evidence presented to the court (N:483). The following steps

were followed in determining those cases: First, cases involving non-cohabitants

(N:178) were automatically selected for inclusion because, as the legislation was worded

in2}}2,non-cohabitants were only eligible to apply forprotection orders on the basis of

stalking. Therefore, it was determined that those 178 applications were made by

individuals who had been stalked. Selecting these cases was straightforward because the

courts filed the cases differently depending on the distinction of cohabitants versus non-

cohabitants ,2s andthis distinction was recorded on the tracking form (see Q8 in Appendix

D). It was somewhat more challenging to select appropriate cases with respect to the

remaining applications in the dataset in which the parties were cohabitants as defined in

the DVSA, because the magistrates hearing those applications were free to consider

evidence of domestic violence and/or stalking when making their determination.

25 The Court of Queen's Bench filed applications involving cohabitants as domestic violence files in their
family court division and those involving non-cohabitants as stalking f,rles in their general civil court
division.
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Therefore, the second step in selecting cases for the sample involved examining the

applications made by cohabitants in terms of the type of abuse they listed, in order to

detect those that included at least one of the various stalking behaviours (i.e., watching or

following, unwanted contact, unwanted communication, delivery of unwanted items,

vandalism, or monitoring activities).26 A third step in sample selection was to select the

case identification numbers for those applications which listed only one form of stalking

and where that form was 'unwanted communication', for the purpose of more closely

examining the circumstances in those cases. The rationale for this step was that I knew

from collecting the data that there are some cases where applicants list relatively benign

behaviours that cannot reasonably be considered as stalking. After reading the

information package that lists examples of stalking behaviours such as unwanted phone

calls, some victims claim in their evidence all types of phone calls from the respondent,

even when those calls have not caused them to fear for their safety. An example of such

a circumstance would be a case where the applicant has been physically assaulted and has

left the marital home to stay with relatives, and the respondent makes an isolated phone

call to inquire about the whereabouts of personal belongings or joint property that the

victim has taken with her. When situations like this arose requiring a Judgment call', the

protocol used by myself and another research assistant working on the RESOLVE project

(forthcoming) was to write brief field notes on the tracking forms indicating that there

was questionable evidence of stalking. Therefore, in cases where there was only one

form of stalking listed and where that form rryas 'unwanted communication', I revisited

the paper tracking form to review the field notes and, when necessary, reviewed the

tu 
Stail<ing in the form of monitoring the victim's activities was not in the original codes for this variable

but was created at the stage of data cleaning when it was determined that it made up a significant
proportion ofthe 'other' types ofabuse cited by applicants.
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audio{aped transcript for those hearings to closely examine all circumstances of the

application. From this detailed examination I decided whether or not a reasonable person

would consider it to be a legitimate case of stalking. This was a very time-consuming

process, however it yielded a far more accurate picture of the actions that could

reasonably be construed as stalking. The thesis dataset was finalized by eliminating all

cases from the originalTT5 applications that included no evidence of stalking and those

that were discounted in the preceding step. This resulted in a sample of 498 cases.

However, midway through the analysis I discovered some discrepancies when computing

new variables having to do with the numbers of different stalking behaviours experienced

by applicants. In investigating these discrepancies I discovered that, of the 178

applications made by individuals who were non-cohabitants (and therefore only eligible

to apply on the basis of stalking), 15 had no stalking behaviours listed in their evidence,

but rather only other forms of abuse. Therefore, those 15 cases were removed from the

dataset. All analyses previously conducted with the dataset of 498 cases were

recalculated using the final sample of 483 cases and the data analysis process continued.

Limitations

There are several limitations in the sampling design employed. First, the sample

is limited to protection order applications made in Winnipeg and therefore fails to capture

the experience in rural and northern areas of the province. Applicants outside of

Winnipeg likely have very different experiences in accessing these orders, especially

given the distances between their homes and the court offices where hearings are

conducted. It is highly likely, therefore, that applications are processed by way of
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telecommunication in many instances, something that was not found in the Winnipeg

sample. Other important differences may be found in applications involving applicants

from First Nations communities. Furthermore, some of the conditions in the orders will

no doubt have a greater impact on respondents residing in small communities,

particularly those that prohibit the respondents from attending at or near places where the

victims frequent. This, in tum, may affect the frequency with which these orders are

contested by those they are issued against. Clearly then, focusing exclusively on

applications made in one large urban centre leaves gaps in the research. While failing to

capture the rural and northern experiences is a definite drawback, the concomitant benefit

is that a very thorough analysis of Winnipeg applications \¡/as made possible by studying

one region only. This provides a model for future research to be conducted in other areas

of the province.

Secondly, the protection order files examined reflect only those applications that

resulted in a hearing before a magistrate. There is no way of knowing how many parties

interested in making applications are screened out at the main court desk where

applicants appear to request assistance. The magistrates acting as the gatekeepers, then,

play an important role in determining which applicants proceed to the step of having their

applications heard in a courtroom and which are instead steered toward other forms of

remedy such as seeking prevention orders, peace bonds, or seeking action through the

criminal justice system. RESOLVE researchers requested that the court staff attempt to

collect that information at the main court counter. However, it was determined that,

given the often hectic atmosphere at that stage of the process, it would be too difficult to

keep an accurate record of this information.
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A third important limitation to the design is that collecting quantitative data from

the court files and taped transcripts does not provide an in-depth review of the

circumstances of the case. To offer only a few examples of what questions could be

answered in employing qualitative methods, what emotional state are the victims in when

making their applications? Is anyone attending the hearings with the applicants to offer

support? How many applicants arrive at the courthouse with children, and of those who

do, is there someone accompanying them to care for the children during the hearing?

Another limiting factor inherent in this sample is that, by studying only the court

files and taped transcripts, we are only seeing the process up to the point where

applications are granted or dismissed. Therefore, we cannot address the single most

important question about protection orders: When they are granted, do they work? We

also cannot determine what occurs with those individuals whose applications are.

dismissed. Are they likely to follow up on the alternative forms of remedy suggested by

the magistrates? These questions were addressed in the qualitative interviews conducted

by RESOLVE in the larger study (forthcoming) these thesis data were drawn from.21

V/hile it is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a detailed examination of

RESOLVE's qualitative data, brief references to those findings will be made where

appropriate throughout this thesis research.

D¡,rn Axalysls

Data were analyzed in terms of the following areas: the characteristics of the

parties involved; the factors that determined whether applications were granted or

27 The qualitative portion of the RESOLVE study (forthcoming) involved face-to-face interviews with 48
female victims of domestic violence and/or stalking and 28 key respondents working in justice and
collateral agencies.
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dismissed; the conditions attached to orders that were granted; the reasons for dismissal

for those that were tumed down; what other types of remedies unsuccessful applicants

were directed to; and whether or not original orders were contested and if so, what the

status of the contested orders was.

OperatÍonalization of Variables

A number of variables from the data collection instrument found in Appendix D

were considered for use in the data analysis. The descriptive analysis of the demographic

characteristics was conducted first, using the variables vÍctim sex (Ql0), respondent sex

(Q17), respondent age (Q16), victim-respondent relationship (Q19), and the number

of children included in the applications (Q12). Other demographic characteristics that I

would have liked to include in the analysis were victim age (Q9), victim racial 
.

background (Ql 1), respondent racial background (Ql8), and length of victim-

respondent relationship (Q23), however, there were too many missing values in those

variables to produce reliable results (see Appendix E for an overview of these variables).

The protection order application process was examined next, using the variables

application method (Q50), application made by (Q51) and application made for

(Q52). The particular magistrates hearing the orders were identified using the variable

who heard application (Q7).

The abuse experienced by victims was operationalized using the series of six

nature of abuse variables (Q24 through Q26, and Ql27 through Q129). I identified 24

'individual types of abuse' using dummy variables derived from these six 'nature of

abuse' variables to reflect the range of abusive behaviours identified by applicants in
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their evidence. The form of physical violence experienced by victims in cases including

physical abuse was operationalized using the series of four form of physical violence

variables (Q28 through Q31). Ten 'individual forms of physical violence' dummy

variables were created from these four variables to reflect the range of violent behaviours

identified by victims who had been physically assaulted. Case characteristics related to

the nature of abuse experienced by victims were operationalized using the variables

history of abuse (Q27), presence of weapons (Q34), and existence of previous court

orders between the parties (Q36).

The dependent variable used in the analysis was the outcome of the protection

order applications, determined by the variable status of protection order (Q54).

In orders that were granted, the conditions listed in the orders were identified

through the series of 12 variables conditions/provisions of protection order (Q55

through Q66). In orders that were dismissed, the reasons for dismissal were identified

through the series of seven variables reasons why JP did not grant protection order

(Q67 through Q73 and Q173).

The alternative remedies suggested by magistrates in orders which were

dismissed were operationalized using the series of three variables was victim re-directed

to other remedies (Q74 through Q76).

Finally, orders which had been granted and then were contested or varied were

examined. These circumstances were operationalized using the variables \ryas order

contested (Q77), status of contest (Q78) and was order varied or set aside at victim's

request (Q79).
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Techniques of Data Analysis

The analysis began by examining simple frequency distribution of each variable,

followed by an examination of crosstabulations and appropriate tests of significance. The

bivariate analysis involved two stages. First, the complete sample (N:483) was

considered. Then, because of my interest in stalking by intimate partners, I filtered the

sample to isolate those cases (N:389) and compared those results to the complete sample.

The results of the bivariate analysis guided me in the final part of the analysis, a

logistic regression which identifies the factors influencing the granting of protection

orders. In keeping with the method of analysis used in the bivariate examination of the

factors determining the outcome of applications, the logistic regression analysis was

conducted by comparing the complete sample (N:483) to cases of intimate partnerships

only (¡:339) in order to satisfy my particular interest in stalking by intimate partners.

Developing good regression models was a challenging task due to several factors.

First, many variables could not be used because of the high numbers of missing values.

Secondly, there were problems with many of the individual 'nature of abuse' variables

under consideration. Some of them were too highly correlated with one another to

produce meaningful results. Also, there were problems in terms of many of these

variables having prohibitively high standard error values. In order to address the

shortcomings with the individual tlpes of abuse, three variables were computed to create

abuse categories. The categories were 'stalking behaviours', 'other abusive behaviours'

(which included such things as physical abuse, sexual abuse and emotional abuse), and

'threatening behaviours'. These three abuse categories were used instead of the

individual t¡pes of abuse to develop more accurate models. Third, and not surprisingly,
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victim sex and respondent sex were too highly correlated to include in the models

together, and therefore only victim sex was used, because the sex of the victim was

deemed to be more important to the analysis. Given the shortcomings of the dataset, a

limited number of variables that fell within acceptable values in the correlation matrices

(see Appendix F) were included in the final logistic regression models.

Errtrcal coNSIDERATIoNS

Given the sensitive nature of information in the court files, a number of

procedures were employed to meet ethical protocols as laid out by the

Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board (P/SREB) of the University of Manitoba in

its approval of the larger RESOLVE study (forthcoming).28 Research reports were to

include only aggregated data in order to protect the confidentiality of the parties involved

in the protection order applications. Names of the individuals identified in the court

documents were not to be recorded on the tracking forms. While it was necessary to keep

a master list of applicant and respondent names along with the court file numbers to

facilitate access to the taped transcripts and to revisit files where orders were contested or

varied, this list was kept very secure. This was accomplished by storing the electronic

version in a password protected computer file and keeping the hard copy in a locked

filing cabinet in the RESOLVE offices.

" Ethics approval was granted by the board for the larger RESOLVE study (forthcoming). Uncertain of
whether or not my examination of the RESOLVE data would require a separate ethics application, I made
an inquiry to the chair of the P/SREB. I was informed that, because I was not engaging in any data
collection beyond that identified in the RESOLVE protocol, and that I was adhering to the ethical
procedures that were laid out in that study, a separate application for the purposes of this thesis project was
not required (Bruce Tefft, Ph.D., personal communication, December 02,2003).
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In addition to complying with the procedures laid out in the P/SREB protocol, all

researchers involved in the data collection for the RESOLVE study (forthcoming) took an

oath of confidentiality before the Chief Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench. This oath

stipulated that no information contained in the files could be discussed outside of the

research team responsible for collecting, entering and analyzingthe data, and that the

data were not to be used for any purposes other than to report the research findings.

SUMMARY

This chapter provided an overview of the methods employed in this examination

of protection order applications, including a discussion of the limitations and benefits of

the research design. The decisions made in selecting the sample were covered, followed

by an explanation of the data analysis techniques used. V/hile there were challe4ges in

constructing good models at the multivariate level of analysis, ultimately adequate

models were developed to identify the key factor which influence whether or not

applicants are successful in their attempts to obtain protective relief under the DVSA.

The next chapter will present the results of the research and interpret how those findings

are situated within the context of this particular legislation as well as within the broader

array of remedies available to victims of stalking.
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chapter 4: seeking Relief from statking: Factors Influencing
Protection Order Outcomes

This chapter examines the findings from protection order applications made in

2002 that include evidence of stalking. An analysis of the demographic characteristics of

the parties involved and a description of the abuse experienced by victims are discussed

first. The outcome of the applications is then presented. Next, in order to specifically

address the research questions, the factors which influence whether or not protection

orders are likely to be granted are examined. In this examination, separate analyses are

conducted for intimate partners versus the sample as a whole. I then discuss the

conditions included in orders that are granted, the reasons for dismissal given in those

cases where applications are dismissed, and the altemative remedies suggested by

magistrates to victims when dismissing their applications. Finally, I briefly describe the

circumstances sulrounding situations where requests are made by the parties to have the

orders issued by the magistrates removed.

Dnprocn¿,PHrc CHARACTERTSTTcS

Table 3 illustrates the demographic characteristics of the parties involved in the

applications (N:483). The applicants in these cases are overwhelmingly female at 405

(83.9%), while males comprise 39I (81%) of the respondents. This is consistent with the

literature which identifies stalking as an offence that is primarily perpetrated by men

against women. For example, a Department of Justice Canada (1996:2$ study found that

9lYo of persons accused of criminal harassment were male, and 88% of victims were
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female. More recently, the 2004 General Social Survey found that 80%o of stalkers were

male, regardless of the sex of the victim (Statistics Canada, 2005:36).

Table 3: Demographic Characteristics (variables to be included in analytical model)
[N:493]

Characteristics valid 7o

Sex (victim)
Female 83.9
Male 16.1

Sex (respondent)
Female 19.0
Male 81.0

Age (respondent)
minimum I4
maxlmum 72
mean 35.5
l9 and under 3.9
20 to 29 25.8 .

30 to 39 38.3
40 to 49 22.4
50 to 59 7.7
60 and over 1.9

Victim-respondent relationship
spouse/ex-spouse 2s.7
common ladex-common law* 25.5
boyfri end or girlfü end/ex -boyfriend or sirlfriend 29.4
family member (parent, child, sibling, uncle, aunt, etc.) 3.7
other (friends, neighbours, co-workers, former in-laws, etc.) 15.7

Number of children named on apnlication
none 60.5
one t6.6
two 13.0
three 6.6
four 2.5
five or more .8

* Note: Same sex couples (five couples, l%o) are included in common ladex-common law unions
because these partners had been living together at some point in their relationships.
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Respondents range from 14 to 72 years of age, with a mean age of 35 years. An

examination of the victim-respondent relationship reveals that in four out of five

applications (389 cases, 80.6yo), the parties have been involved in intimate relationships

(current or former spouses, same-sex partners, common law partners, or boyfriend-

girlfriend unions). This is considerably higher than what was found in the review of the

literature. For example, Department of Justice Canada [DOJ] (1996:25) data indicated

that 57o/o of complainants and accused in criminal harassment cases were current or

former intimate partners. Recent figures from the General Social Survey [GSs]

(Statistics Canada, 2005:35) revealed that victims were stalked by people categorized as

current or ex-intimate partners in only I7o/o of cases. While the difference between the

GSS and DOJ findings are substantial, other studies have indicated that there are

frequently large differences between findings from a clinical sample2e versus a g.eneral

social survey (Gelles and Loseke, 1993). However, the difference between the DOJ

results (57%) and my findings (80.6%) does bear further discussion to address why so

many stalking applications under the DVSA involve intimate partners. This discrepancy

may be a result of the context in which the legislation was introduced. Coming on the

heels of the highly publicized Lavoie Inquiry, there was much awareness of the issue of

domestic violence and the measures (such as the DVSA) that were being implemented to

protect victims. In addition, the title of the Act cowtol.es the connection between

domestic violence and stalking, and therefore those who are being stalked by intimate

partners are more likely to make applications under the legislation.

2e By clinical sample, I am referring to data collected from individuals presenting with a specific problem
(for example, data collected from police files, hospitals or shelters).
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In my study, the majority of applicants (292 cases, 60.5%) do not list children on

their application forms. It should be noted that this does not mean that these individuals

do not have children, only that they elect not to apply for protection for their children.30

As shown in Table 4,the bivariate analysis of my sample revealed that where

victims are female, males comprise 94.I% of the respondents. 'Where 
victims are male,

females make up 87.ZVo of the respondents. A chi-square test revealed that these results

are statistically significant.

Table 4: Victim by Respondent Sex*

Victim Sex
Total

Male Female

N o,l/o N o//o N o,l/o

Respondent Sex
Male 10 12.8 381 94.1 391 81.0

Female 68 87.2 24 5.9 92 19.0

Total 78 100 40s 100 483 100

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.001 level

When considering only intimate relationships (N:389), females are victimizedby males

in993% of the applications. These findings are also statistically significant, however the

table cannot be presented here due to the risk of identity disclosure.

'o In some cases the parent making the application does not fear that the respondent poses a danger to the
children. In other cases there may already be a higher court order awarding the other parent custody or
visitation, and the applicant is advised that unless there is evidence ofabuse by the respondent against the
children, the protection order will not be issued for the children.
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TUB AppucATroN Pnocrss

All applications in my study (N:483) are made in person rather than by

telecommunication. Of the total number of applications, the vast majority (458 cases,

94.8%) are made by the victims on their own, while four applications (0.8%) are made

with the assistance of lawyers and only one applicant (0.2%) is aided by a police officer.

The remaining 20 application s @.1%) are made by other persons on behalf of the victims,

such as legal guardians.

The people listed on the application forms for whom protection was being sought

are most commonly the applicants themselves (271cases, 56.I%). In 187 cases (38.7%)

the orders are being sought for both the applicants and minors in their care, and in 17

cases (3.5%) for minors only. Finally, in eight cases (1 .6%) theprotection is being

sought for other adults such as the adult children or parents of the applicants.

Narunn oFABUSE

The victims experience a wide range of abusive behaviours, as detailed in Table

5. Stalking behaviours make up the vast majority of abuse in this sample, which is not

surprising considering the cases were selected on the basis that they contained at least one

form of stalking. Almost two-thirds of the victims (66.5%) are subjected to stalking in

the form of unwanted communication, which includes phone calls, email and messages

conveyed through third parties. The second most frequently cited form of stalking is

unwanted contact (52.8%), which includes direct personal contact or attempts to make

such contact (for example, going to the victim's home, worþlace, etc. to seek out the

victim). Another common form of stalking is in the form of the respondent watching or
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Nature of Abuse Frequency Percent

Stalking behaviours

Stalking - unwanted communication 321 66.s

Stalking - unwanted contact 255 52.8

Stalking - watching or following 248 51.3

Stalking - delivery of unwanted items 37 7.7

Stalking - vandalism 37 7.7

Stalking - monitoring activities 6 1.2

Other abusive behaviours

Physical assault t7s 36.2

Emotional / psychological abuse 139 28.8

Property damage 59 12.2

Forced confinement 2t 4.3

Financial abuse t6 3.3

Making false allegations about victim to authorities 15 .3.I

Sexual assault t4 2.9

Abuse of pet[s] 2 .4

Threatening behaviours

Threat of physical assault 92 19.0

Threat to kill applicant or others named on application 91 18.8

Unspecified threats (e.g., "You're going to get it.") 66 13.7

Threat of respondent harming self or committing suicide 45 9.3

Threat to kill relative or friend 24 5.0

Threat to take children 24 5.0

Threat of properly damage 15 3.1

Threat of harm to pet(s) 6 t.2

Threat of sexual assault 4 .8

Other (includes thefts, break-ins, dangerous driving, etc.) 24 5.0

Table 5: Nature of Abuse

Note: More than one type of abuse is experienced by most applicants, therefore figures total more than
the 483 cases included in the sample.
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following the victim (5I.3%), which includes activities such as repeatedly driving by the

victim's home, watching the victim from a distance, or following the victim from place to

place. Less commonly cited stalking behaviours are the delivery of unwanted items and

the vandalism of the victim's property (at7.7% each). Finally, in a small number of

cases (1 .2o/o),victims had discovered that the respondents were monitoring their activities

(by video or audio-taping them, opening their mail, checking their voice mail, etc.).

In addition to stalking behaviours, over three-quarters of the applications (78.5%)

also include evidence of other types of abuse, with the most common forms being

physical abuse (36.2%) and emotional orpsychological abuse (28.8%). Victims report

damage to their property in l2.2Yo of cases. There is evidence of forced confinement in a

small percentage of applications (4.3o/o) and financial abuse is reported in3.3% of cases.

Respondents make false allegations about victims to authorities (Income Assistance or

Child and Family Services, for example) for the purpose of causing difficulties for those

victims in3.lo/o of cases. Sexual assaults are reportedin2.gYo of applications. In avery

small number of applications (0.4%), victims indicate that respondents abuse their pets.

Aside from stalking and other abusive behaviours that are carried out, victims

also provide evidence of a variety of threats made by respondents, with the most coÍtmon

being threats of physical assault (19.0%) and threats to kill the applicant or others named

on the application (18.8%). Unspecified or veiled threats are made inl3.7%o of cases and

include such statements as, "You're going to get it," or "I'm going to make you pay."

Respondents threaten to harm themselves or commit suicide in9.3o/o of cases. The next

most frequent threats are threats to kill relatives or friends of the victim and threats to

take the victim's children, at 5o/o each. Respondents threaten to damage the victim's
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property in3.lo/o of applications. Threats of causing harm to pets are listed as evidence

in 1.2%of applications. Respondents threaten to sexually assault the victim in a very

small number of cases (0.8%). Finally, a variety of other types of abuse are given as

evidence in 5Yo of cases, which include such things as theft of money or property

belonging to the victim, break-ins to the home of the victim, and dangerous driving

intended to frighten the victim.

V/ithin the applications identifying physical abuse (N:175), that violence most

commonly comes in the form of pushing or shoving (18.8%), as shown in Table 6. This

is followed in frequency by the victim being punched (13.8%), slapped (8.2%),hit

(7.9%), choked or strangled (7.6%), beat up (6.6%), physically restrained (4.6%),kicked

(4.6%), picked up and thrown (4.3%), plus a variety of orher acts (r8.1%). These

findings are consistent with the literature stating that stalking is frequently associated

with relationships charactenzed by violence. For example, Tjaden and Thoennes

(1998:8) report that 8lo/o of women stalked by an intimate partner have been physically

assaulted by that person. In another study about stalking and pre-stalking relationships

conducted by Brewster in 2003 (as cited by the U.S. Department of Justice,2004:16),

65Vo of female stalking victims reported physical abuse in their relationships.

Also included in the analysis are other variables related to the nature of the abuse

experienced and those that point to prior difficulties between the parties. In four out of

five cases (81 .1%) there is a history of abuse in the relationship, meaning that there is

evidence of abusive incidents that occurred prior to the timeframe of the most recent

events that prompted the application. Previous family or criminal court orders had been
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issued in34.4o/o of the cases. Weapons are identified,in 14.60/o of the applications, with

weapons being used in 5.2o/o of cases and weapons being threatened in9.4% of cases.

Table 6: Form of Physical Violence

Form of Violence N o/o

Pushed or shoved 57 18.8

Punched 42 13.8

Slapped 25 8.2

Hir 24 7.9

Choked or strangled 23 7.6

Beat up 20 6.6

Physically restrained T4 4.6

Kicked t4 4.6

Picked up and thrown 13 4.3

Other (dragged, bitten, spit on, grabbed, limbs twisted,
stomped on, pinched, shook, hit with vehicle, etc.)

55 18.I

Form of physical violence not specified l7 5.6

TOTAL 304 100.1

Note: Figures total more than the 175 cases including evidence ofphysical because there are

multiple forms of violence identified in most cases.

A piece of information collected from the court files that would have been

desirable to include in this analysis was whether or not criminal court matters between

the parties were proceeding at the time the protection order applications were being

made. However, this information was missing in a large number of applications (248
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cases, 5I.3%) and therefore does not provide reliable results. Of the files containing this

information, criminal matters were proceeding in 60 cases (25.5%). Similarly, whether

or not the respondent had a prior criminal record related to domestic abuse or stalking

was unavailable in avery large number of applications (430 cases, 89%) and is also

therefore unreliable. Of the remaining 53 files containing this information, 86.8% of

respondents had a prior criminal record.

Ourcoprp oF APPLIcATToNS

Of the 483 applications made, slightly over half (263 applications,54.5Yo) result

in an order being granted. The remainingZ2} applications (45.5%) are dismissed.3r As

indicated in the introduction, these figures are similar to the overall rate of orders

granted/dismissed in2002, with 388 (50%) of the total number of 775 applications made

in that year resulting in orders being issued.

Fncrons INrr,unncrNc OurcoME oF AppucnrroNs

In this section, I specifically address the main research question, which asks what

factors influence whether or not protection orders are granted. In this analysis, I begin

with the complete sample of protection order applications (N:483). Then, I examine

stalking by former intimate partners by filtering the dataset for cases of intimate

relationships only (N:389).32 Within each of those segments, I first examine the factors

" Seuen applications (1.4%) were withdrawn by applicants prior to the completion of thei¡ hearings. For
the purposes of this analysis the withdrawals have been included with the dismissals.
32 Consideration was also given to splitting the sample and comparing intimate partner applications
(N:389) and non-intimate relationship applications (N:94). When this was done, only two variables were
found to have statistically significant influences on the outcome of applications in cases of non-intimate
relationships. First, where stalking in the form of delivery of unwanted items exists, orders are more likely
to be granted. A chi-square test revealed significance at the p<.05 level. Secondly, experiencing more
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having to do with nature of abuse experienced by victims, followed by factors related to

that abuse, and finally the other factors influencing the outcome of applications.

Bivariate Analysís of Complete Sample (N:483)

As shown in Table 7, where stalking in the form of unwanted communication

exists, orders are more likely to be granted, with nearly 58% of these cases being

successful. A chi-square test revealed that these results were statistically significant.

Table 7: Stalking Ín the Form of unwanted communication by outcome of
Application*

Stalking:
Unwanted Communication Total

No Yes

N o//o N o//o N o//o

Outcome of
Application

Granted 78 48.1 18s s7.6 263 54.5

Dismissed 84 51.9 136 42.4 220 45.5

Total r62 100 321 100 483 100

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

Orders are also more likely to be granted when there is evidence of stalking in the form

of delivery of unwanted items, at70%o (see Table 8). A chi-square test indicated that this

finding reached statistical significance.

types ofstalking behaviours generally results in an increased likelihood ofhaving an order granted. The
ANovA test indicated significance at the p:.01 level.
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Table 8: Stalking in the Form of Delivery of Unwanted rtems by outcome of
Application*

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

As shown in Table 9, in cases involving property damage, orders are less likely to be

granted, with only 44%o of cases being issued where this is in evidence. A chi-square test

revealed statistical significance.

Table 9: Property Damage by Outcome of Application*

Property Damage
Total

No Yes

N o//o N o//o N o,l/o

Outcome of
Application

Granted 237 55.9 26 44.1 263 54.5

Dismissed 187 44.1 33 55.9 220 45.5

Total 424 100 s9 100 483 100

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

Where threats to take children are involved, applicants are less likely to have the order

granted, a finding which is also statistically significant (see Table 10). In only 33To of

cases are the orders granted where evidence of these threats exists.

Stalking:
Delivery of Unwanted ltems Total

No Yes

N o,/,to N o//o N o//o

Outcome of
Application

Granted 237 53.1 26 70.3 263 54.5

Dismissed 209 46.9 1l 29.7 220 45.5

Total 446 100 37 100 483 r00
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Table 10: Threats to Take Children by Outcome of Apptication*

Threats to Take Chitdren
Total

No Yes

N o//o N o//o N o,l/o

Outcome of
Application

Granted 255 t5.o 8 33.3 263 54.s

Dismissed 204 44.4 l6 66.7 220 45.5

Total 459 100 24 100 483 100

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

Now I examine the general forms of stalking, threatening, and other abusive

behaviours. V/hen the relationship between the stalking variable and the dependent

variable is examined, a curvilinear relationship is revealed (see Table 11). As expected,

Table 11: Stalking Behaviours Category by Outcome of Application*

* ANovA test significant at the p<.05 level
** One case is missing

the likelihood of an order being granted increases as the number of counts of stalking

behaviours increases from one to three. However, where four counts are in evidence,

orders are less likely to be granted. It should be noted that there are only eleven cases

Outcome of
Application

Stalking Behaviours

I count 2 counts 3 counts 4 counts Total
N o//o N o//o N o,l/o N o/. N o//o

Granted 95 51.4 96 51.1 66 67.3 6 54.5 263 s4.6

Dismissed 90 48.6 92 48.9 32 32.7 5 45.5 2t9 45.4

Total 185 100 188 r00 98 100 t1 100 482** 100
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where four counts of stalking behaviours are in evidence. Therefore, it can be said that

experiencing more types of stalking behaviours generally results in a greater likelihood of

having an order granted. The euove test revealed that this finding was statistically

significant.

As shown in Table 12, where the 'other abusive behaviours'33 arepresent,

applicants are slightly less likely to have the order granted, at 49o/o. This finding was also

statistically significant.

Table 12: Other Abusive Behaviours Category by Outcome of Application*

Other Abusive Behaviours
Categorv Total

Not Abused Abused

N o//o N o//o N o,l/o

Outcome of
Application

Granted 129 61.7 134 48.9 263 54.5

Dismissed 80 38.3 t40 51.1 220 4s.5

Total 209 100 274 100 483 100

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

ln order to address the research question of whether or not cases involving

evidence of stalking alone are as likely to result in an order being granted as are cases

involving stalking coupled with other forms of abuse, another crosstabulation was

performed. The result was not found to be statistically significant. In other words, cases

involving stalking coupled with other forms of abuse are not more likely to result in

protection orders being granted than are cases of stalking only.

33 The 'other abusive behaviours' category includes a variety ofthe individual types ofabuse such as
physical abuse, emotional abuse, property damage, etc.
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The relationships between variables related to the nature of abuse and the

dependent variable were examined next. Previous court orders and the presence of

weapons were both found to have an influence on the outcome of applications. As shown

in Table 13, where previous court orders involving the parties had been issued, applicants

are less likely to have the protection order granted, with the chi-square test indicating

statistical significance. Only 44%o oî applicants are successful when previous orders

exist.

Table 13: Previous Court Orders by Outcome of Application*

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

Table 14: Presence of Weapons by Outcome of Application*

* Chi-square test signihcant at the p<.05 level

80

Previous Court Orders
Total

Yes No

N o//o N o,l/o N %

Outcome of
Application

Granted 64 44.4 t52 55.3 216 51.6

Dismissed 80 55.O 123 44.7 203 48.4

Total 144 100 275 100 4t9 100

Presence of Weapons
Total

No Weapon Weapon

N o//o N o//o N o//o

Outcome of
Application

Granted 212 51.6 49 70.0 261 54.3

Dismissed r99 48.4 2l 30.0 220 45.7

Total 4t1 r00 70 100 481 100



Where the presence of weapons was in evidence (meaning that weapons had been

used and/or threatened), applicants are more likely to have the order granted, at 70o/o (see

Table 14). The chi-square test indicated statistical significance.

One other key variable of interest is the relationship between the magistrate

hearing the protection order application and the outcome of the case. The magistrate

conducting the hearing does have a statistically significant influence on whether or not an

order is granted, with the ANovA test indicating significance at the p<.001 level. Because

the table for this crosstabulation of individual magistrates could not be reproduced here

for reasons of risking identity disclosure, I instead grouped the magistrates into the three

categories of 'high granters', 'medium granters', and 'low granters' to present the

findings (see Table 15). 'High granters' grant orders in over two{hirds of the cases

before them, 'medium granters' grant orders in between one-third and two-thirds of

applications, and 'low granters' only grant orders in less than one-third ofcases.

Table 15: Outcome of Application by Magistrate

Granted Dismissed Total Applications

N o//o N o,l/o N oÁ

High Granters 127 80.4 3t 19.6 158 33.0

Medium Granters tt7 49.4 120 50.6 237 49.5

Low Granters 16 19.0 68 81.0 84 17.5

Total 479t 100

*Four cases are missing

There are five magistrates in the 'high granters' category. On average, they issue orders

in four out of five (80.4%) cases and hear 33%o of the total number of applications. The
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'medium granters' category is made up of seven magistrates who grant the orders in half

(49.4%) of the cases and hear half (49.5%) of the total applications. Finally, the three

magistrates in the 'low granters' category grant orders in only one in five (I9%o) of the

applications and conduct 17.5Yo of the hearings.

Bivøríate Anølysis of Cøses of Stølking hy Intimøte Partners (N=j89)

A separate bivariate analysis on only those experiencing stalking by former

intimate partners was conducted (lri:339). This is intended to determine if relationship

type produced any different effect on factors influencing protection orders being granted.

With regard to the individual types of abuse, in cases where stalking in the form of

unwanted communication exists, orders are still more likely to be granted, with the chi-

square test showing significance at the p<.05 level. However, stalking in the form of

delivery of unwanted items no longer reaches statistically significant levels when only

intimate relationships are considered. Where stalking in the form of monitoring the

victims' activities exists in intimate relationships, orders are less likely to be granted,

with the chi-square test indicating significance at the p<.05 level.3a As is the case with

the complete sample, threats to take the children result in a reduced likelihood of having

an order granted when only intimate relationships are considered, with the chi-square test

reaching significance at the p<.05 level. While property damage has a statistically

significant influence at the bivariate level when considering all cases, that is no longer the

cases when the sample is filtered for intimate partnerships only.

When the three broader categories of abuse are run against the dependent variable

in the 'intimate partners only' sample, the number of stalking behaviours is not found to

'o This relationship is not significant when the complete sample is considered.
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be statistically significant. Similar to the larger sample, the 'other abusive behaviours'

category is statistically significant. Again, where this type of abuse is present, applicants

are slightly less likely to have the order granted, at 49%o (see Table 16). As is the case

when considering the larger sample, the 'threatening behaviours' category is not a

significant factor in determining the outcome of applications in applications involving

intimate partnerships only.

Table 16: Other Abusive Behaviours Category by Outcome of Application,
Intimate Relationships Only*

Other Abusive Behaviours
Category Total

Not Abused Abused

N o,//o N o,l/o N o//o

Outcome of
Application

Granted 91 61.s 118 49.0 209 53.7

Dismissed 57 38.s t23 s1.0 180 46.3

Total 148 100 241 100 389 100

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

The next relationship examined was whether or not cases involving evidence of

stalking alone are as likely to result in an order being granted as are cases involving

stalking coupled with other forms of abuse in the 'intimate partners only' sample. As

was the situation with the larger sample, statistical significance was not reached.

Therefore, those experiencing stalking coupled with other forms of abuse are not more

likely to receive a protection order.

The relationships between three variables related to the nature of abuse (history of

abuse, previous court orders and presence of weapons) and the dependent variable with
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regard to intimate partnerships were examined next. In keeping with the analysis

regarding all cases, no statistically significant influence is found between the history of

abuse and the outcome of applications. While the existence of previous court orders is a

significant factor in determining the outcome of applications when considering all cases,

it is not with regard to intimate partnerships.

As shown in Table 17, and consistent with the findings involving all cases,

evidence of weapons results in a greater likelihood of an order being granted when

considering only intimate relationships. When weapons are in evidence, orders are

granted in nearly 70Yo of cases. The chi-square test revealed that this finding was

statistically significant.

Table 17: Presence of Weapons by Outcome of ApplicatÍon,Intimate Relationships
OnlY*

Presence of Weapons
Total

No Weapon Weapon

N o//o N o//o N o//o

Outcome of
ApplicatÍon

Granted 165 s0.6 44 69.8 209 53.7

Dismissed 161 49.4 t9 30.2 180 46.3

Total 326 100 274 100 389 100

* Chi-square test significant at the p<.05 level

The final factor influencing the outcome of the application for cases of intimate

partnerships is the magistrate who conducts the hearing. Similar to the results discussed

earlier, the particular magistrate is a significant factor in determining whether or not an

order is granted. This finding was significant at the p<.001 level, however, the table for

this crosstabulation cannot be presented here due to the risk of disclosing the identity of
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individual magistrates. Therefore, the findings are presented by grouping the magistrates

into the three categories of 'high granters', 'medium granters', and 'low granters' (see

Table 18). There are four magistrates in the 'high granters' category. They issue orders

in four out of five (82.3%) cases and hear 29.4o/o of the total number of applications. The

'medium granters' category is made up of eight magistrates who grant the orders in half

(50%) of the cases and hear (54%) of the total applications. Finally, the three magistrates

in the 'low gtanters' category grant orders in only l4.I% of the applications, conducting

16.6% of the hearings.

Table 18: Outcome of Application by Magistrate,Intimate Relationships Onty

Granted Dismissed Total Applications

N o//o N o//o N o//o

High Granters 93 82.3 20 17.7 113 '29.4

Medium Granters 104 50.0 t04 50 208 54.0

Low Granters 9 14.1 55 8s.9 64 16.6

385* 100

*Foru cases are missing

Prelimínøry Model of Stalkíng

ln interpreting the results of the logistic regression analysis of all cases (N:483),

we see that only three of the variables in the model shown in Table 19 reach statistical

significance: presence of weapons, previous court orders issued, and magistrate. Where

weapons are present, protection orders are about half as likely (.44) to be granted as when

no weapons are in evidence. This differs from the direction of the result indicated in the

bivariate analysis which suggested that orders would be more likely to be granted in cases
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where weapons are used and/or threatened. Where previous court orders had been issued

between the parties, protection orders are also about half as likely (.56) to be granted as

when no such orders exist. This supports the results found at the bivariate level of

analysis. The model also suggests that the particular magistrate hearing the application

has a bearing (.93) on whether or not an order is granted, consistent with the result found

at the bivariate level of analysis. In order to provide a more detailed picture, dummy

Table 19: Preliminary Model of Stalking (All Cases)t

Variables in the Equation Exponent(B)

Respondent age 1.006

Victim sex 1.683

Number of children named on application r.032

History of abuse in relationship .739

Presence of weapons .437*

Previous court orders issued .556*

'Other abusive behaviours' category 1.475

'Threatening behaviours' category 1.224

Degree of stalking activity .898

Magistrate conducting hearing .933**

Notes:

* Significant at the p<.05 level
d'* Significant at the p<.01 levelt Omnibus tests of model coefficients signiflrcant at the p<.05 level

variables for each particular magistrate would need be entered into a separate model;

however that step cannot be taken for reasons of risking identity disclosure and because

the number of cases per magistrate is too low to allow for statistical comparison.

Therefore, the interpretation of the results from this model only indicates that the
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particular magistrate conducting a hearing does make a statistically significant difference

when controlling for the other factors in the equation.

Model of Stalkìng by Intimøte Pørtners

A better model fit was achieved when filtering the dataset to examine only those

cases involving intimate relationships (N:389). As shown in Table 20, fle variables in

the model were found to be statistically significant: victim sex, the 'threatening

behaviours' category of abuse, the magistrate conducting the hearing, previous court

orders issued, and presence of weapons.

Table 20: Model of Stalking by Intimate PartnersT

Variables in the Equation Exponent@)

Respondent age 1.010

Victim sex 2.498**

Number of children named on application 1.081

History of abuse in relationship .750

Presence of weapons .450**

Previous court orders issued .576*

'Other abusive behaviours' category t.564

' Threatening behaviours' category 1.669*

Degree of stalking activity 1.098

Magistrate conducting hearing .923**

Notes:

* Signif,rcant at the p<.10 level
*i' Significant at the p<.05 level
t Omnibus tests of model coefficients significant at the p<.05 level
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An interesting picture emerged in terms of victim sex. While this variable did not

appear to be a determining factor in the earlier analyses, it reaches statistical significance

here. Female applicants are almost two-and-a-half times more likely to have a protection

order granted than are males. A second factor shown as having an influence in cases of

intimate partners is the category of threatening behaviours. This result indicates that

when cases include evidence of threatening behaviours, orders are more than one-and-a-

half times (1.7) more likely to be granted than in cases where these behaviours are not

present. Another statistically significant factor influencing the outcome of applications is

the magistrate who conducts the hearing. Again, this finding cannot be further

investigated without the risk of identity disclosure, and due to the small number of cases

per magistrate. Therefore, it will suffice to say that, consistent with the earlier findings,

this model indicates that the particular magistrate does have a bearing (.92) on whether or

not an order is granted, though the influence of this variable is marginal, given the

number is close to one. A fourth influential factor is where previous court orders exist

between the parties. In cases where previous court orders have been issued, applicants

are approximately half as likely (.58) to have the protection order granted as in cases

where no previous orders exist. The final statistically significant factor having an

influence in the model is the presence of weapons. Cases where weapons are involved

are about half as likely (.45) to result in an order being granted than are cases where there

is no evidence of weapons. This is consistent with the results found when considering all

cases in the sample.

Table 21 summarizes the factors identified in this analysis as having a statistically

significant influence on the outcome of protection order applications. At the bivariate
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Table 21: Factors Influencing Protection Order Application Outcome

Level of Analysis

Bivariate Multivariate

complete intimates only complete Íntimates only

l stalking -
unwanted
communication

I stalking -
unwanted
communication

ü previous court
orders

I threatening

behaviours
catesorv

l stalking - delivery
of unwanted items

ü stalking -
monitoring
victim's activities

ü presence of
weapons

ü male victim

l greater number of
stalking behaviours

ü threats to take

children
ü previous court

orders

I presence of
weapons

ú other abuse

category
ü presence of

weapons

ü properly damage

,l threats to take

children

ü other abuse

category

ü previous court
orders

Magistrate is a somewhat significant factor influencing whether or not the order is granted,
but the direction cannot be interpreted as there are fifteen different magistrates

Note: An upward-pointing arrow next to a factor indicates it results in an increased likelihood a protection
order will be granted, while a downward-pointing arrow indicates it results in a reduced likelihood
ofa protection order being granted.

level, and when considering the complete sample, the following factors result in an

increased likelihood of a protection order being granted: stalking in the form of

unwanted communication, stalking in the form of delivery of unwanted items, a g\eater
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number of stalking behaviours, and the presence of weapons. Property damage, threats to

take children, the 'other abusive behaviours' category, and previous court orders result in

a decreased likelihood of receiving an order. At the bivariate level, and when considering

intimate partners only, stalking in the form of unwanted communication results in a

greater likelihood that a protection order will be granted, while the following factors

result in a reduced likelihood: stalking in the form of monitoring the victim's activities,

threats to take children, and the 'other abusive behaviours' category.

At the multivariate level of analysis of the complete sample, evidence of previous

court orders and the presence of weapons result in a decreased likelihood that protection

orders will be issued. When considering intimate relationships only, the 'threatening

behaviours' category of abuse results in a greater likelihood that a protection order will

be granted, while the following factors result in a reduced likelihood: being a mäle

applicant, having evidence of previous court orders and the presence of weapons. The

magistrate hearing the application is a statistically significant factor at both levels of

analysis regardless of which sample is under consideration, however the direction cannot

be interpreted given the fact there are fifteen different magistrates.3s

I will now turn to the section of the analysis covering the secondary research

questions, namely: 1) What are the conditions included in orders that are granted? 2)

35 A logical next step in the analysis would have been to investigate whether or not cases ofstalking alone
are as likely to result in an order as are cases ofstalking coupled with other forms ofabuse. In an effort to
address this research question, the sample was split into two, one including those cases involving stalking
behaviours only (N:104) and the second including those cases where stalking was coupled with other
forms of abuse (N:379). The plan was to construct models using each of these smaller samples and to then
compare results between the two. Unforhrnately, this attempt failed due to it being impossible to construct
a useful model from the portion of the sample including stalking behaviours only (N:194). The inability to
develop a viable model was due to one or more of the following problems: 1) the sample size was too
small to adequately capture the statistical differences; 2) the model was not saturated, meaning that it was
missing several crucial influences that would affect the outcome of applications; 3) key variables collected
could not be included in the analysis due to excessive missing values; and 4) certain variables that may
have been key determinants in whether or not orders are granted were not collected.
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What are the reasons for dismissal in cases where applications are dismissed? 3) What

are the altemative remedies suggested by magistrates in cases where applications are

dismissed? 4) What are the circumstances surïounding situations where requests are

made by the parties to have orders issued by magistrates removed?

Rnsulrs Srnuutxc FRoM THE OurcoME oF ApplrcanoNs

In reporting the remainder of the results, which flow from the outcome of the

applications, the focus will be on the complete sample of 483 cases. This focus is being

applied for ease of interpretation, and because the findings in this portion of the analysis

are similar regardless of whether all cases in the sample are considered or only those

involving intimate relationships.

Conditions Issued in Orders Granted

Protection orders may contain a variety of conditions that are designed to address the

paficular needs of the victims requiring relief from domestic violence or stalking. Table

22 outlines the conditions issued in the 263 orders granted in the calendar year 2002.

Almost all orders (g8.g%)prohibit the respondent from directly or indirectly contacting

or communicating with the victim and/or other people named in the order. The vast

majority of orders (96.2%) contain a provision prohibiting the respondent from attending

at or near the victim's residence.36 Approximately two-thirds of ord ers (62.7Yo) prohibit

the respondent from going to the worþlace or school the victim attends. Just under half

of the orders (48.3%) include a condition prohibiting the respondent from attending at or

near locations that the victim regularly attends or happens to be. In45.2%o of orders, the

'6 Distances laid out in the orders typically specify 100 or 200 meters from the victim's residence.
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respondent is prohibited from following the victim or other people named in the order.

Other conditions are issued in a much smaller proportion of cases, including those

prohibiting the respondent from attending at the child[ren]'s daycare or school (7.6%),

providing peace officer accompaniment for a specified person to remove personal

belongings from the residence (4.9%), directing apeace officer to seize weapons or

ordering the respondent to deliver weapons to police (3.8%), granting the victim

possession of necessary personal effects (3.4%), and directing a peace officer to remove a

respondent from the residence (1.9%).

Table 22: Conditions Issued in Protection Orders Granted [N:263]

Conditions Issued N %

Respondent is prohibited from directly or indirectly contacting or
communicating with the victim or others named on order

260
-98.9

Respondent is prohibited from attending at or near the victim's
residence 253 96.2

Respondent is prohibited from attending at or near the victim's place
of work or school 165 62.7

Respondent is prohibited from attending at or near locations that the
victim regularly attends or happens to be

127 48.3

Respondent is prohibited from following the victim or others named
on the order 119 45.2

Respondent is prohibited from attending at or near the child[ren]'s
daycare or school 20 7.6

Peace officer is to accompany a specified person to the residence to
remove personal belongings

13 4.9

Peace officer is to seize and store weapons/respondent must deliver
weapons to police 10 3.8

Victim is granted temporary possession of necessary personal effects 9 3.4

Peace officer is to remove respondent from the residence 5 1.9

TOTAL 981 372.9

Note: Orders contain multiple conditions, therefore figures total more than the 263 cases in which
protection orders were granted and percentages total more than 100.
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Reasons for Dismissal

V/hen dismissing protection order applications, magistrates explain their reasons

for doing so as part of the audio-taped court record. The reasons given in cases dismissed

in the calendar year 2002 are outlined in Table 23. In 58.2% of dismissed applications,

the magistrates cite insufficient evidence that domestic violence or stalking occurred.

Table 23: Reasons for Dismissal Cited in Protection Order Applications Dismissed
IN:220]

Reasons Cited N %

lnsufficient evidence that domestic violence or stalking occurred 128 58.2

No immediate protection required 118 s3.6

Too much time elapsed since the domestic violence or stalking
occurred 61 .27.7

23 10.5

Respondent arrested on criminal charges with orders not to
contact or communicate with the victim 9 4.1

Cohabitation requirement not met (for domestic violence) 4 1.8

Other (includes insufficient fear, other civil orders in place, isolated
incidents of stalking, criminal charges pending. etc.)

20 9.1

Total 363 165

Note: More than one reason for dismissal was cited in many cases, therefore figures total more than the
220 cases in which protection orders were dismissed and percentages total more than 100.

This is common in situations where the applicant has not articulated the abuse to the

satisfaction of the magistrate, for example when the applicant does not provide specific

dates, times or descriptions of the events. Magistrates tum orders down in 53.6% of

dismissed applications for the reason that the immediate protection of the victim is not

required. This can occur in situations where the magistrate believes the victim is not in
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danger because he or she is currently residing in a secure location or one that is unknown

to the respondent, or in cases where the respondent is not able to gain access to the victim

by virtue of being out-of-town or incarcerated at the time the application is being made.

Over one-quarter (27.7%) of the applications are dismissed because the magistrates

determine that too much time has elapsed since the domestic violence or stalking

occurred and therefore does not fit within section 6(l) of the Act Atthe time these data

were collected, this section of the legislation read as follows:

A designated justice of the peace may grant a protection order without
notice where the justice determines on a balance of probabilities that

(a) the respondent is stalking the subject or subjecting him or her to
domestic violence; and

(b) the subject believes that the respondent will continue the domestic
violence or stalking. femphases added]

SOURCE: Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, The Domestic Violence and
Stalking Prevention, Protection and Compensation Act (1998)

The amount of time considered to be "too much" is indicated in Table 24. By combining

the first three timeframes (from 'less than one week' to 'over two weeks to one month'),

we see that in one-third (32.8%) of the cases where it is determined that too much time

has elapsed, the time considered to be excessive falls within one month or less of when

the abuse had occurred.

The fourth reason for dismissal (occurring in 10.5% of cases dismissed) is that the

type of relief being sought by the applicant is not within the jurisdiction of a magistrate.

Examples of where this can occur are situations where there are custody orders already

put in place by a higher court judge that allow the respondent to have contact and

communication with the applicant for purposes of child access, or where the
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Table 24: Amount of rime Elapsed since the Abuse or stalking occurred

Timeframe N o/o

less than one week 2 3.3

one to two weeks 10 16.4

over two weeks to one month 8 13.1

over one month to six months I4 23.0

over six months to one year 4 6.6

over one year 8 13.1

time not specified 15 24.6

Total 6l 100.1

applicant is requesting that he or she be given sole occupancy of the home before such

decisions have been heard by the proper higher authority.

As indicated in the fifth reason for dismissal listed in Table 23,there are some

situations where the respondent has already been arrested for a criminal offense against

the victim and has been placed under orders not to have any contact or coÍtmunication

with the applicant. Magistrates turned down orders for this reason in 4.lo/o of cases.

In a very small number of cases in this sample (1.8%), orders are denied because

the victim and respondent do not meet the cohabitation requirement as laid out in the Act.

At the time these data were collected, non-cohabitants were restricted in the portions of

the legislation they were permitted to utilize. Even though applications under the stalking

portion of the legislation have always been permitted without the parties having been

deemed cohabitants, this was not true at the time for evidence given on the basis of

domestic violence. Therefore, this figure reflects cases where the magistrate found

insufficient evidence of stalking, and, even though there may have been evidence of
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domestic violence, the magistrate could not consider the incidents of domestic violence in

ruling on cases involving non-cohabitants.

Finally, we come to the final grouping of 'other reasons for dismissal', which are

cited in 9.lo/o of the cases dismissed. These include cases where the applicant does not

demonstrate a sufficient degree of fear. This sometimes occurs where the applicant has

previously had a protection order issued against them and is in fear of being arested on

breach because the person who obtained that order is contacting them in spite of the

existence of the order. Also, other civil orders are sometimes in place (such as non-

molestation orders that are still in place from the days prior to the development of the

DVSA, or existing family court orders) that the magistrate believes satisfies the type of

relief the applicant requires. In some cases there are isolated incidents of stalking which,

in the magistrates' opinion, do not satisfy the definition of stalking laid out in thè Act that

specifies "repeated" conduct. 'Where 
the applicants state that criminal charges are

pending against the respondents, magistrates will typically turn down their requests for

protection orders under the assumption that some type of no contact order will be issued

under the criminal justice system once charges are laid.

Alternative Remedies

In addition to providing their reasons when dismissing protection order

applications (N:220), magistrates also suggest alternative remedies for the applicants to

putsue.37 All applicants whose orders are turned down due to insuff,rcient evidence

(58.2% of dismissed cases) are advised that they can retum to make a new protection

order application if they have any additional evidence to present. Another alternative

" Multipl. altematives were reconunended in many cases; therefore percentages total more than 100.
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remedy commonly recommended (expressed in 40.9o/o of dismissed cases) is for the

victim to seek a prevention order in the Court of Queen's Bench. The third most

commonly suggested alternative (occurring in2I.8% of cases dismissed) is for applicants

to initiate or continue with family court proceedings to deal with the matters at the heart

of the conflict between the parties. The magistrates in these situations believe that if the

sources ofthe tension are addressed (such as child custody, separation, or property

division), the continuation or further escalation of the problematic behaviour will be

unlikely. Making an application for a peace bond is recommendedto 2l.4Yo of people

whose protection order applications are dismissed. Peace bonds can also provide for

orders of no contact or communication, and are commonly suggested to those in non-

family or non-intimate relationships (such as when problems arise with a co-worker, the

ex-partner of one's intimate partner, a family member of one's intimate partner, ètc.¡. fn

17.3% of dismissed cases, magistrates encourage the applicants to seek criminal charges

against the respondents. Magistrates suggest a host of other alternative remedies in

11.4% of dismissed cases. Examples of these suggestions are for the victim to have

someone assist them in preparing the evidence to present it more clearly, have his or her

employer ban the offender from the worþlace, avoid going to places the respondent is

likely to frequent, and (for those who the magistrates believe are sending mixed messages

to the respondent) for the victim to make it clear the relationship is over and that any

further contact or communication will not be tolerated.
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Contested/Varied Orders

Of the orders that are granted (N:263), 25.4% of respondents make applications

to have the orders set aside (meaning removed) in the Court of Queen's Bench. In these

set aside hearings (N:67), respondents are successful in having the orders removed in

35.8% of cases. Orders are upheld with no modifications in 19.4%o of hearings, and

orders are upheld with some conditions being varied in 14.9%o of cases. lngo/o of cases

the Queen's Bench judges decide to set aside the protection orders but replace them with

different types of orders containing restrictions against contacting or communicating with

the victims. Applications to set aside the orders are withdrawn by the respondent prior to

the completion of the hearings in7.5o/o of cases, which result in the orders against them

remaining in place. The outcome of the remaining 13.4% of set aside hearings is

unknown because the cases were still before the courts at the time the data collection for

2002was completed.

In a small number of the cases granted, victims make applications to have the

orders they obtain against the respondents set aside. This occurred in ten cases (3.8%) of

the263 orders issued in this sample. kr eight (80%) of these applications the Queen's

Bench judges conducting the hearings agreed to remove the orders, however, in the other

two cases (20%) they kept the protection orders in place while varying the conditions

included.
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DISCUSSION

F.q,crons TNFLUENcING pRoTECTIoN oRDER AppLrcATroN ourcoMn

Complete Sample

The first primary research question asked what factors influence whether or not

protection orders are granted. At the bivariate level, and when considering all cases in

the sample, the following tlpes of stalking behaviours produce statistically signifrcant

results: stalking in the form of unwanted communication and stalking in the form of

delivery of unwanted items (where these occur, orders are more likely to be granted). It

is difficult to explain why these particular variables are found to be statistically

significant while other stalking variables are not. Perhaps victims are able to produce

more credible evidence of these types of behaviours (for example recorded phone

messages, emails, and being able to show the magistrate items that their stalkers

delivered). Another stalking related factor found to be statistically significant is the

number of stalking behaviours. As expected, the greater the number of stalking

behaviours the more likely it is that an order will be granted.

Other individual types of abuse found to be statistically significant factors in

determining outcome of application are property damage and threats to take the children

(where these types of abuse are in evidence, orders are less likely to be granted). It seems

odd that orders are less likely to be granted when property damage has occurred versus

situations where it has not. I considered the possibility that when this type of evidence

exists, magistrates may be more likely to direct the victim to pursue criminal intervention

rather than civil remedies. To investigate this further, an additional step was added to the

analysis to examine the altemative remedies given by magistrates in relation to those
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dismissed cases where property damage was in evidence (N:33). The results of that

analysis showed that, in cases where property damage occurs and applications are

dismissed, victims are directed to seek criminal intervention slightly over one-third

(36.4%) of the time, lending support to that explanation in these cases. It is unclear what

the explanation might be in the remaining two-thirds of cases. There are likely other

reasons which cannot be gleaned from the data to fully explain this finding.

Similarly, while it seems counter-intuitive that cases involving threats of taking

the children would result in a reduced likelihood of receiving the order, I considered the

possibility that there may be a tendency for magistrates to direct applicants to the Court

of Queen's Bench to seek alternative forms of remedy when child custody issues are in

evidence.38 Again, the alternative remedies given by magistrates were examined, this

time in relation to those dismissed cases where threats to take children were in eüidence

CN:l6). The results of this analysis revealed that in all of those cases, victims were

referred to the Court of Queen's Bench, lending credence to that explanation.

The category of other abusive behaviours (made up of physical abuse, etc.) is

another factor found to be significant at the bivariate level when examining the complete

sample (where this category exists orders are less likely to be granted). The tendency of

magistrates to direct applicants to seek criminal intervention where evidence of this type

of abuse exists was again considered in an attempt to make sense of this finding. When

the altemative remedies given by magistrates were examined in relation to those

dismissed cases where the 'other abusive behaviours' category existed (N:139), victims

3* In cases where a couple with children has separated, each parent has a right to see the children unless
there has been a ruling in the Court of Queen's Bench prohibiting contact. A magistrate only has the
jurisdiction to issue a protection order for a child where there is evidence in the application that the
respondent has abused the child. Without such evidence, threats to take children may be viewed as the
respondent simply wanting to exercise his or her right to spend time with the child.
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were directed to seek assistance through the criminal justice system in38.2o/o of cases.

While this finding provides support for those cases, it is unclear what the explanation

might be in the remainder of applications. Again, there are likely other reasons which

cannot be determined from this type of analysis to fully explain this finding

Where previous court orders exist between the parties (for example bail

conditions, probation orders, or family court orders), protection orders are significantly

less likely to be granted. Again, I considered the possibility that magistrates may tend to

dismiss orders when other segments of the justice system either are or have previously

been involved in the case. For example, if previous criminal court orders were issued,

there is likely some form of no contact provision in place as part of those orders. As

another example, if previous separation or custody orders have been issued through the

Court of Queen's Bench, magistrates might tend to advise the applicants to seek relief

through that higher court (which has the ability to address no contact provisions in

conjunction with the other orders it issues). When this possibility was further explored

through examining the alternative remedies given in dismissed cases where previous

court orders existed (N:80), there appeared to be support for this explanation, with

775% of victims being directed to the Court of Queen's Bench and32.5o/o being advised

to seek assistance through the criminal justice system.

At the bivariate level, the presence of weapons is found to be a significant factor,

with orders being more likely to be granted when weapons are present. This is as one

would expect, given that the presence of weapons would suggest a level of danger

requiring the immediate protection of the victim.
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The final statistically significant factor found at this stage of the analysis was the

magistrate conducting the hearing, with certain magistrates being more likely to issue

orders than others. It is unclear why some magistrates apparently apply different criteria

in determining which applicants meet the threshold for having a protection order issued.

As discussed in Chapter 2, studies have found that adjudicators consider a mixture of

legal and extralegal factors in arriving at their decisions on sentencing. It would not be

surprising, then, that the magistrates in my research also vary in their determinations

based on factors both intemal and external to the case.

At the multivariate level, and when considering all cases in the sample (all

victims - including those stalked by intimate partners), three factors are found to be

statistically significant: previous court orders issued, presence of weapons, and the

magistrate conducting the hearing. In terms of previous court orders (with orderi being

less likely to be granted where these exist), I reiterate the support found in the previous

discussion for the explanation that magistrates may dismiss protection order applications

when other segments of the justice system have been involved in the case. In at least

some of these cases, the magistrates lean toward the position that when the parties have

already had dealings with either the criminal justice system or family court, other types of

no contact orders are either already in place or can be issued through those avenues that

may be more appropriate for the applicant to utilize under the circumstances.

The multivariate level of analysis indicated that where the presence of weapons

exists, protection orders are less likely to be granted. This is an interesting finding

because it differs from the direction of the result indicated in the bivariate analysis.

While the crosstabulation suggested that orders would be more likely to be granted in
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cases where weapons \¡/ere used andlor threatened, the logistic regression model indicates

that, when controlling for other factors, the opposite is true. In making sense of this

finding it is possible that, as considered when discussing the other factors that result in a

reduced likelihood of having an order granted, magistrates are directing applicants to

alternative forms of remedy (in this case the criminal justice system to pursue criminal

charges) where those altematives exist. Again, the alternative remedies were examined,

this time in relation to dismissed cases where v/eapons were in evidence (N:21). In

almost half of those cases (47.6%), victims were directed to pursue assistance through the

criminal justice system, lending credence to this explanation in those cases. Again, it is

unclear what explanation can be given in the other half of the cases. I reiterate the

likelihood of there being other reasons which cannot be determined from these data to

fully explain this finding.

In supporting the results found at the bivariate level, the logistic regression model

indicates that particular magistrates are more likely to issue orders than others. Given the

importance of this finding, further investigation was warranted. Therefore, an additional

step was added to the analysis to examine the reasons for dismissal given by magistrates

in relation to the three categories of magistrates, 'high granters', 'medium granters' and

'low granters' (see Table 25). Unfortunately, the results of this additional analysis are

not useful in providing additional insight. None of the individual reasons for dismissal

reach statistical significance with the exception of 'too much time elapsed', and no

meaningful patterns emerge in the table. Thus, it remains difficult to determine the

reason for the variation among magistrates in their decision making. Gender differences

cannot explain this finding, given that all magistrates in this dataset are female.
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Table 25: Reason for Dismissal by Magistrate (all cases)*

* The only variable reaching statistical significance is 'too much time elapsed', with the Chi-iquare test
significant at the p<.05 level.

** Due to the small number of cases, it was necessary to group th¡ee of the reasons for dismissal, 'relief
sought is outside magistrates' jurisdiction', 'respondent arrested on criminal charges with orders of no
contact' and 'cohabitation requirement not met' with the 'other reasons'.

Magistrate training also does not appear to be a factor, given that all magistrates

conducting protection order hearings were given the same training at the time the

legislation was introduced in 1999. Perhaps there are differences in the way various

magistrates interpret the wording in the legislation and in their personal beliefs about the

utility of these types of orders.

Intimate Pørtners

Fewer statistically significant factors were found at the bivariate level when the

sample was filtered to include only applications involving stalking by former intimate

Reason for Dismissal

Magistrate Category
Total

High
Granters

Medium
Granters

Low
Granters

N o//o N % N o//o N o/./o

Insuffi cient evidence that
domestic violence or stalking
occurred

t9 14.9 68 s3.l 4l 32.0 t28 100

No immediate protection
required

18 15.3 64 s4.2 36 30.s 118 100

Too much time elapsed since
the domestic violence or
stalkine occurred

6 9.8 40 65.6 l5 24.6 6T 100

Other reasons** t2 21.4 24 42.9 20 35.7 56 100

Total 55 100 196 100 t12 100 363 r00
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partners. As was the case in the complete sample, stalking in the form of unwanted

communication is a significant factor, with orders being more likely to be granted where

this exists.

lnterestingly, where stalking in the form of monitoring the victims' activities

exists in intimate relationships, orders are signific antly less likely to be granted (this

relationship was not significant when all cases were considered). It is unclear why the

existence of this type of stalking results in a reduced likelihood of having an order

granted when only intimate relationships are considered.

Other significant factors found at the bivariate level in terms of intimate partners

are similar to the results arrived at in the complete sample: threats of taking children and

the category of other abusive behaviours both result in a reduced likelihood of an order

being granted, the presence of weapons points to an increased likelihood of an oider

being granted, and some magistrates are more likely to issue orders than others.

'When 
the multivariate analysis was conducted on the portion of the sample

involving stalking by former intimate partners, more significant factors were found than

in the examination of the complete sample. Unlike the analysis of the complete sample,

the examination of intimate partner relationships reveals that victim sex reaches statistical

significance, with female applicants being almost two-and-a-half times more likely to

receive an order than males. While the magnitude of this difference came as a surprise

initially, I can offer two factors that may help to make sense of this finding. First and

foremost, men are less likely than women to articulate feelings of fear when victimized

by female stalkers (Kropp et a1.,2002), and fear is one of the criteria written into the

DVSA that the justices of the peace are to take into consideration when deciding on cases
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of stalking. Secondly, when examining the reasons for dismissal cited by magistrates, it

became apparent that it is sometimes the case that people apply for protection orders

because their former partners have obtained no contact orders against them but are

continuing to contact them in spite of these orders. Therefore, the parties who have the

restrictions placed on them are afraid that they will be subject to criminal charges of

breach even though they are not the ones initiating the contact with the people who have

obtained the orders. It is typically men who had been in former intimate partnerships

with the applicants that are seeking orders under these circumstances, and the magistrates

in these cases will dismiss the orders with an explanation that the fear needs to be for

their personal safety, not for fear of criminal sanctions.

Another significant finding in the model pertaining to intimate partners was the

'threatening behaviours' category of abuse, with applications being more likely tb result

in an order where this type of abuse exists. This is possibly due to the magistrates being

more likely to issue protection orders where credible threats exist because these threats

may be indicative of the immediate need for the victims' protection, and yet at the same

time, the magistrates may perceive there to be a lesser likelihood of the victims being

able to successfully obtain assistance through other means. That is, where evidence of

weapons or physical assaults are in evidence, the magistrates may refer applicants to seek

redress through the criminal justice system with the expectation that these victims will

indeed receive the assistance they require. Conversely, in cases involving threats, the

magistrates may have had less confidence in that altemative aspect of the justice system

providing applicants with a suitable remedy. However, there is no way of further

exploring this possible explanation within this data.
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As was the case in the earlier stages of analysis, the magistrate conducting the

hearing has a statistically significant influence on whether or not an order will be granted.

Again, in an attempt to further investigate this finding, an additional step was added to

the analysis to examine the reasons for dismissal given by magistrates in relation to the

three categories of magistrates, 'high granters', 'medium granters' and 'low granters' (see

Table 26). This step fails to further illuminate this finding, with none of the individual

Table 26: Reason for Dismissal by Magistrate (intimate relationships only)*

Reason for Dismissal

Magistrate Category
TotalHigh

Granters
Medium
Granters

Low
Granters

N o//o N o//o N o//o N o//o

No immediate protection
required

l1 10.7 64 62.1 28 t'f t 103 100

Insufficient evidence that
domestic violence or stalking
occurred

10 10.4 51 53.1 35 36.s 96 100

Too much time elapsed since
the domestic violence or
stalkins occurred

6 10.9 31 56.4 18 32.7 55 100

Other reasons 4 8.5 3l 66.0 t2 25.5 47 100

Total 31 100 177 100 93 100 301 100

* None of the variables in this table reached statistical significance.** Due to the small number of cases, it was necessary to group three of the reasons for dismissal, 'relief
sought is outside magistrates' jurisdiction', 'respondent arrested on criminal charges with orders of no
contact' and 'cohabitation requirement not met' with the 'other reasons'.

reasons for dismissal reaching statistical significance, and no meaningful patterns

emerging in the table. To reiterate, while these data cannot explain the reason behind the

differences in how various magistrates rule on these cases, it is possibly a combination of
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factors involving how each magistrate interprets the wording in the DVSA and their own

personal biases about the utility of protection orders in addressing the issues of domestic

violence and stalking.

Similar to earlier findings, when previous court orders have been issued and

where weapons are in evidence, orders are less likely to be granted. To reiterate, in some

cases this may be due to the tendency of magistrates to turn down applications for

protection orders when other segments of the civil justice system have already been

involved in the case, or where criminal remedies are a possibility. It is unclear what the

explanation might be in other cases.

TYPn AND DEGREE OF STALKING ACTIvITY

The second primary research question asked if the type and degree of stalking

activities have a bearing on the outcome of applications. As indicated in the above

discussion, at the bivariate level, and when considering all cases in the sample, stalking in

the form of unwanted communication and stalking in the form of delivery of unwanted

items are significant factors (with both being more likely to result in an order being

granted), while the other forms of stalking are not. To reiterate, I speculate that the

reason for this could be that it may be possible to present more credible pieces of

evidence where these forms of stalking exist than with other forms. That is, rather than a

magistrate having to take a victim's word at face value that he or she has been followed,

watched, or visited by the respondent, in these forms of stalking the victim may be able to

produce recorded phone calls or email printouts as concrete evidence. In terms of the

degree of stalking activities, the number of different stalking behaviours experienced is
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statistically significant, with a generally greater likelihood that an order will be granted as

the number increases.

When the sample was filtered to take only intimate partnerships into

consideration at the bivariate level, a slightly different picture emerged in terms of the

types of stalking activities reaching significance. As indicated in the previous discussion,

stalking in the form of unwanted communication was still significant in the filtered

sample, with this form of stalking resulting in an increased likelihood of an order being

granted. However, unlike the examination of the complete sample, stalking in the form

of delivery of unwanted items was no longer a statistically significant factor. Also, where

stalking in the form of monitoring the victims' activities was not a statistically significant

factor when all relationships were considered, it does reach significance in the case of

intimate relationships. Protection orders are less likely to be issued where this form of

stalking exists, apuzzling finding. V/ith regard to the degree of stalking activities, unlike

the situation when considering all cases, results fail to reach statistical significance when

only intimate partnerships are considered.

Sr.llruxc ALoNE vERSUS STALKING coupLED wrrH oTHERABUSE

The third primary research question explored whether or not stalking alone is as

likely to result in an order being granted as stalking coupled with the other categories of

abuse. This distinction was not found to be statistically significant at the bivariate level,

regardless of whether all cases are being examined or only those involving intimate

partnerships. That is, cases involving stalking alone were equally likely to have a

protection order granted as cases involving stalking coupled with other abusive
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behaviours. This is an interesting finding, given the fact that I had interviewed

participants (both victims and service providers) in the qualitative portion of

RESOLVE's larger research project (forthcoming) who indicated that obtaining orders on

the basis of stalking alone was very difficult indeed. The present findings do not support

the views of the participants in the qualitative study. It is possible that the sample of

people interviewed in that segment of the study were not representative of the larger

population of protection order applicants or service providers. Based on these findings,

there appears to be a lack of connectedness between the opinion of those interviewed in

the qualitative portion of the RESOLVE study and actual practice. It is well known

within the criminological field that the public's perception of crime incidence and legal

responses are often quite different than statistics indicate (Linden, 2004: Stein,2001).

Thus, the discrepancy between the present findings and the results of the qualitative

interviews may be a reflection of this disconnect between perception and reality.

However, it is also possible that certain variables that may have been key factors in the

outcome of applications were not collected.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to investigate this important distinction at the

multivariate level due to limitations in the dataset. Future research could further explore

this matter by combining several years of data to attain a larger sample size and by taking

certain steps to improve the data collected.

Contnlo¡ls TNCLUDED rN pRorEcrroN oRDERS

One of the secondary research questions flowing from the outcome of

applications asked what types of conditions are placed upon respondents when protection
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orders are issued. Almost all orders contain conditions prohibiting the respondents from

contacting the victims (98.9%) or from attending at the victims' homes (96.2%). About

two{hirds of orders (62.7%) prohibit the respondents from going to the victims' place of

work or school. In approximately half of the orders granted, respondents are prohibited

from attending at or near locations where the victims regularly attend or happen to be

(48.3%), and in close to half of orders respondents are prohibited from following the

victim or other protected persons (45.2%). In a much smaller percentage of cases, other

conditions are issued which prohibit respondents from going to children's daycares or

schools, provide police accompaniment to collect personal effects, seize weapons, grant

temporary possession of necessary personal effects, or remove the respondents from the

residence.

Rrasoxs FoR DTSIVIISSAL

Another secondary research question examined the reasons given by magistrates

when turning down a request for protection. The most common reason cited for

dismissing applications is insufficient evidence that the domestic violence or stalking has

occurred (58.2%). 'When I was listening to the taped transcripts of hearings, it was not

uncommon to hear magistrates explain on the record that, while they believed the

applicant was experiencing domestic abuse or stalking, they could not issue the order

without being presented with compelling evidence of particular incidents. Given the

emotional state of many of the victims during the application process, they are unable to

clearly specify the nature of abuse that has occurred and most have no one to assist them

in preparing their evidence in a manner in which the magistrates believe can justify
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issuing an order. Under the recent changes to the DVSA outlined in the second chapter,

designated individuals are now being made available through various organizations

dealing with domestic abuse in an effort to provide assistance to victims in preparing

their evidence prior to the hearing.3e This still leaves a gap in terms of those individuals

who are not connected with any of these agencies, however attempts are being made to

alrange for a social worker at the courthouse to provide assistance. It is hoped that the

situation under the revised legislation will be markedly improved over the climate that

existed previously.

The second most commonly cited reason for turning down an order in this sample

is that the victim does not require immediate protection (53.6%). This is a particularly

troublesome reason because it was sometimes the case that orders were turned down

because the applicant had fled to a women's shelter or some other place deemed.safe by

the magistrate, and therefore it was determined that the woman was not in immediate

need of protection at the time of the hearing. This reason was also commonly cited when

the respondent was temporarily out-oÊtown or incarcerated, and therefore the magistrate

determined that the victim was safe for the time being. The recent amendments to the

DI/SA address this problem by directing the justices of the peace hearing the orders to

take into consideration not only the immediate need for the victim's protection but also

the imminent need,with the intent of relaxing the criteria that the justices of the peace are

to follow when making their decisions. It will be interesting to see how the amended text

is interpreted under the newly worded legislation.

3e Organizations involved at the time of this writing are Osborne House, Ikwe-Widdjiitiwin, Mama Wi Chi
Itata, Native Women's Transition Centre, Nofh End'Women's Centre, A Woman's Place, and the Men's
Resource Centre.
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In27.7o/o of cases it is determined that too much time has elapsed since the

domestic violence or stalking occurred. The amount of time considered to be "too much"

is surprisingly short in some cases, evidenced in the fact that in one-third (32.8%) of

these cases, the time considered to be excessive falls within one month of when the abuse

occurred. The reason this is particularly problematic is that victims frequently are not in

a position to apply for these orders until after they have fled the abusive situation (often

moving into an emergency shelter), become settled in their new sutroundings, obtain

domestic violence counselling and./or legal advice, and receive information on how to go

about applying for this type of order. The time it takes for these things to occur is

typically from one to several weeks following the most recent episode of abuse. In

recognition of this problematic reason for dismissal, section 6(1) of the Acthasbeen

changed as part of the recent legislative amendments. These amendments are de-signed in

part to address the restrictive wording that existed in the former version of the legislation,

which contained terminology such as "the respondent is stalking" and "the respondent

will continue" femphases added]. The DVSA now reads as follows:

A designated justice of the peace may grant a protection order without
notice where the justice determines on a balance of probabilities that an
order is necessary or advisable for the immediate or imminent need
protection of the subject, in circumstances where

(a) the respondent

(i) is stalking or has stalked the subject, or

(ii) is subjecting or has subjected him or her to domestic violence;

(b) the subject believes that the respondent wÍll continue or resume the
domestic violence or stalking; and
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(c) the subject requires protection because there is a reasonable likelihood
that the respondent will continue or resume the domestic violence or
stalking. [emphases added]

SOURCE: Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, The Domestic Violence and Stalking Act (2005)

Again, it will be interesting to see the impact these legislative amendments have on the

outcome of protection order applications in terms of broadening the criteria being

considered by the justices of the peace when conducting the hearings.

ln a smaller percentage of cases resulting in dismissal, the relief being sought by

victims is beyond the jurisdiction of the magistrate (10.5%). Unlike the civil legislation

found in some other Canadian provinces, the designated justices of the peace hearing

orders in Manitoba are restricted in the type of relief they can consider. One of the

reasons for this distinction is that, unlike in the other provinces, once a protection order is

issued in Manitoba it is automatically filed as an order in the Court of Queen's B'ench

without further review by a higher court justice.aO Therefore, given that the conditions in

the order are binding upon the respondent without further scrutiny, the powers conveyed

upon the justices of the peace in Manitoba are limited. As such, they cannot rule on

matters typically handled by higher court authorities, for example those involving child

custody, division of property, or sole occupancy of the family home. Another important

point to consider here is that (and again unlike the situation in other provinces) protection

orders are not issued for a brief period of time. As the situation was in2002, unless an

application was made by one of the parties to have the order set aside, it remained in

a0 The other provincial Acts require that, after an order of this type is issued by a justice of the peace, it
must be reviewed (typically within a week) by a justice of the Court of Queen's Bench to confirm its
standing in that court.
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place indefinitely.4l Given the restrictions this type of order places upon the respondent

named in the order, along with its enduring nature, a protection order is avery powerful

document. Therefore, there is further justification to limit the scope of the conditions the

designated justices of the peace are permitted to place in the order.

Orders are turned down because the respondent has been arrested on criminal

charges in 4.1%o of dismissed applications. In these cases the magistrates are often

reluctant to issue another order because they believe that if the respondent is unwilling to

abide by one type of order, another one will not likely have any deterrent effect.a2

A very small percentage of applications in this sample (I.8%) are dismissed

partly because the cohabitation requirement is not met. As indicated above, this reason

for dismissal pertains to applications where there is evidence of both stalking and

domestic violence, the order cannot not be issued on the basis of stalking due to '

insufficient evidence, and the magistrate cannot consider evidence of domestic violence

because that type of abuse requires the parties to meet the definition of cohabitants as laid

out in the DVSA. Now that the legislation has been opened up in that regard by including

dating relationships as well as certain other relationships of non-cohabitation (such as a

grandparent and grandchild who have never resided together), this reason for dismissal

will no longer be as likely to occur under the revised Act.a3

ar As part of the recent legislative amendments, protection orders are now to be issued for a period of three
years unless there are grounds for ttre judicial justice of the peace to extend it for a longer period.
*' This reason was a source of frustration with some of the key respondents working within the justice
system who were interviewed in the qualitative pofion of the larger RESOLVE study (forthco*ing).
These individuals believed the layering of various no contact orders issued through both the criminal and
civil courts provides the police with an opportunity to charge offenders with multiple counts of breach of
court orders, and this in turn provides the Crown with additional leverage when negotiating plea
agreements with defense counsel.
a3 Theoretically, there may still be rare cases involving relationships that do not meet the definition (for
example, violence occurring between a caregiver and a patient).
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Alrnnn,ltrvp REMEDIES

A number of alternative remedies are recommended by magistrates when

dismissing applications. The most common suggestion is for victims to re-apply for a

protection order providing they present new evidence (58.2%). Applicants are referred to

the Court of Queen's Bench to pursue a prevention order in 40.9% of dismissed cases.

As indicated in the introductory chapter, prevention orders allow for a more

comprehensive form of relief than that available in a protection order. However, they

involve court filing costs, they generally require the assistance of a lawyer in preparing

the necessary documentation, and they tlpically cannot be heard for several weeks. The

third most frequently suggested alternative is for applicants to initiate or continue with

family court proceedings to deal with the issues creating the conflict (21.8%). Inzl.4%

of dismissed cases, victims are advised to seek a peace bond. While legal representation

is not required, peace bonds are not heard ex parte and the provisions and penalties

typically apply to both parties rather than to the respondent alone. Applicants are

referred to the police to pursue criminal charges in 17.3% of unsuccessful applications.

This suggestion is often met with frustration on the part of the applicants who are

specifically seeking a protection order because they do not wish to involve police.

Resistance to involving the criminal justice system can stem from a number of factors,

including having had negative experiences with police when attempting to report the

offenders' activities previously, wanting to pursue less extreme forms of intervention,

fearing repercussions from the respondents, wanting to avoid police interference in their

own lives due to gang or drug involvement, or for avanety of other reasons. As one

would expect, many applicants become very distraught upon being told their request for a
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protection order is being denied and it is questionable as to how well they understand or

accept the recommendations for altemative avenues for assistance at that point.

CoxrpsrrD/vARIED oRDERS

A quarter of respondents (25.4%) apply to have orders issued against them set

aside, and 35.8o/o of these applications are successful. In a very small percentage of cases

(3.8%), victims request that the orders they have obtained against respondents be

removed. Eighty percent of these requests are successful while the others result in a

variation of the conditions in the existing orders. As indicated in the introductory

chapter, while there is no monetary expense associated with obtaining a protection order,

there is a cost involved in applying to have an order set aside. Legal Aid does not cover

these matters, regardless of whether it is the victim or the respondent making the.request

for representation. Therefore, it is highly likely that more parties would proceed with

making applications to set aside protection orders if they did not incur a cost in doing so.

SUMMARY

This chapter described the characteristics of the parties involved in protection

order applications, outlined the types of abuse the victims experience, examined the

outcome of applications, and, most importantly, identified the factors which determine

whether or not protection orders are granted. Descriptions of the conditions included in

protection orders and the reasons provided to applicants when these orders are dismissed

were then presented. Finally, the alternative remedies suggested to unsuccessful
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applicants were examined along with the circumstances surrounding situations where

requests were made to have the orders removed.

The next chapter will conclude this analysis by highlighting the key findings and

situating them within the larger context of this thesis. Specifically, conclusions will be

drawn by linking the findings to the existing theory and literature. Future directions for

this body of research will then be identified, with the hope of further illuminating the

process of applying for protection orders in Manitoba.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis was to empirically examine the factors which

influenced whether or not protection orders under the DVSA were granted in applications

that included evidence of stalking. 'Where 
most previous studies involving 'restraining

orders' have attempted to evaluate their effectiveness in terms of curtailing the abuser's

offensive behaviour, my research has instead focused on what is involved in obtaining an

order to begin with. I have asked 'what it takes' to be successful in applying for a

protection order, and the answer to that question is 'a great deal'. The findings illustrate

that obtaining civil protective relief under the DVSA is not an easy task - the threshold for

obtaining these orders is very high indeed. These results hold great relevance for the

victims seeking these orders, as well as for those providing services for victims of

domestic violence and stalking.

A number of the concerns identified in this thesis with respect to the tight criteria

used by magistrates have been addressed through the recent legislative amendments. I

remain hopeful that these changes to the legislation will provide victims with a

significantly greater likelihood of being successful in their protection order applications.

However, having seen that the wording in the legislation is subject to varying

interpretations on the part of those issuing the orders, only time will tell to what extent

the intended broadening of the Act wlll be realized. While the designation for those

hearing protection order applications has been changed from magistrate to JJP, those who

were hired as JJPs primarily came from the existing pool of magistrates. Therefore, it

will be interesting to see the degree to which these same individuals relax the criteria for

granting orders under the new Act. While the results of this thesis cannot be used to
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evaluate the decisions of individual magistrates,4a there is some evidence that this

variable has an influence on outcomes. Therefore, it remains an important question that

could be further investigated in future research endeavours. Specifically, there is a

possibility that the new training given to all of the JJPs will result in less disparity among

these individuals in their decision making. This training is designed, in part, to clarify the

wording in the amended legislation. Therefore, one would assume that the JJPs will

come away from these training sessions with a similar interpretation of the criteria to be

used in their rulings (Joy Dupont, Manitoba Justice, personal communication, April 11,

2006). This thesis, therefore, has important policy implications in providing a point from

which comparisons can be made to assess the impact of this training once data are

collected on the decisions now being made by the JJPs.

The most promising amendment made, in my view, was the one appointing

designated individuals from victim services agencies to assist women in making their

applications. This should address the most com.mon reason for dismissal, that of

insufficient evidence to support the granting of an order. Obtaining a protection order is

a daunting task, and even the most articulate applicants have difficulty expressing

themselves effectively when under the degree of stress that violence and stalking

provoke. Having supportive individuals available to provide victims with suggestions on

how to clearly convey their experiences in their applications will very likely result in

more orders being granted. This advocacy will reap additional benefits as well. As

explained in the training sessions being offered to protection order designates (PODs)

(Manitoba Justice, 2005b), successful applicants also need to be cautioned against

oo This is for two reasons: the purpose ofthis thesis is exploratory in nature rather than evaluative, and the
number of magishates in the sample is too low to fairly evaluate this result.
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adopting a false sense of security as a result of obtaining the orders, and to be given

advice on safety planning in the event the order is breached. Even more importantly,

however, is what this type of advocacy can contribute for those whose orders are

dismissed. Victims need to be prepared for the possibility that the order will not be

granted and have a back-up plan in place. They need validation that, even though they

may not meet the criteria for having the order issued, the violence or stalking they are

experiencing is a serious issue. Women who have suffered the effects of violence and

stalking in their lives have a myriad of problems to contend with, which requires a

multifaceted approach. The agencies offering the services of PODs are experienced in

addressing problems such as poverty and inadequate housing that, for many applicants,

cannot be disentangled from the abuse they experience. This research can serve as a

baseline from which to gauge the recent changes with respect to the outcome of .

applications, the utilization rates, and the factors involved in making a successful

application for victims who seek protective relief under the amended Act.

Another common reason for dismissal was that the magistrates found no

immediate need for protection. Now that the imminent îeed is to be considered in

addition to the immediate need for the victim's protection, orders should be issued more

often in cases where the applicant is safe for the time being, for reasons such as having

fled to a women's shelter or some other place deemed safe by the magistrate, or when the

respondent is temporarily unable to make contact with the victim.

Similarly, relaxing the wording in the legislation should allow for situations

where a period of time has elapsed since the most recent incident, as long as the applicant

can demonstrate that the abuse or stalking has occurred and that there is a reasonable
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likelihood it will resume. This will hopefully address cases where, previously, the abuse

or stalking had to have occurred within a very short period of time prior to when the

application was made, sometimes within only one or two weeks.

That being said, the findings in this thesis beg the important question, "So what?"

Even if orders are issued in greater numbers, how valuable are these 'pieces of paper' in

providing relief from domestic violence and stalking? The larger RESOLVE project

(forthcoming) that these thesis data are drawn from also involved a qualitative

component, where women who had obtained these orders were asked about their

satisfaction with them. While it is beyond the scope of the present discussion to review

the findings from that portion of the RESOLVE research in detail, having conducted the

majority of the interviews, I can speak to the issue of effectiveness from the women's

perspective. Of the twelve protection orders issued in that sample, three-quarterc (75Yo)

of them were breached. However, some of the breaches were not of a nature that caused

the women to fear for their safety. Taking into consideration only those breaches of a

serious nature that did instil fear CN:6), half (50%) of the protection orders were

breached. Not surprisingly, the women for whom the orders had effectively curtailed the

offenders' activities reported satisfaction with the orders. The women whose former

partners had breached the orders, but not in a manner that caused them to fear for their

safety, also found the orders to be effective to some degree, stating that at least the

problematic behaviours that led to them seeking the orders had subsided. Interestingly,

even the women who stated that breaches had occurred which made them fear for their

safety said that they found some degree of satisfaction with having obtained the

protection orders. Some valued the fact that the abuse they had experienced was being
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validated by the magistrate issuing the order. For others, it was simply that they believed

the orders sent a strong message to the offender and others that this tlpe of behaviour is

not acceptable. Therefore, it would appear from the qualitative findings that women who

obtain these orders do indeed benefit from them, at least to some degree.

These findings can also be linked to the theoretical debate discussed in Chapter 2.

Research conducted by Lewis et al. (2000) examined the effectiveness of remedies

available under criminal and civil law and found that there is no one best 'solution'

between them for assisting abused women. Rather, 'what works' depends on the

particular individuals and circumstances involved, and that women's needs and desires

change over time. However, they discovered through examining the women's own

perspectives that civil remedies are an important component within the range of options

available. In particular, women found that civil protection orders provide them with

more control over their situations relative to invoking the criminal law. Many women

unhappy with the criminal justice system believed that, once an arrest had been made,

their situations went 'spinning out of control', placing them in the position of being

recipients of the legal apparatus rather than active participants in the process. For them,

civil remedies represent an instrument that they can use in a more flexible manner than

the criminal law allows. The use of protection orders did not eliminate the violence in

these women's lives, however,

just as it would be foolish to expect arrest alone to change men's

ingrained behaviour, so it would be naiVe to expect [protection orders] to

have such a dramatic, sustained effect. Rather, [protection orders] can be

a useful tool in a repertoire of informal, legal, social and medical

responses to violence, upon which women can draw. (Lewis et al.,

2000'200-201)
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Civil remedies, then, serve to empower women and provide another point of intervention

along the continuum of services available to assist victims in this province. I agree with

Lewis et al. (2000) that civil orders can offer victims of abuse more agency than that

available under the criminal law. For those theorists who posit that the 'criminalizatton'

of violence against women is fraught with problems, I argue that the 'civilization' of it is

far less so.

A key finding in my research is that, in many cases, victims are being re-directed

to altemative remedies where those exist. Often, the altemative remedy is to seek relief

through the Court of Queen's Bench. While this may indeed be the appropriate avenue

for matters beyond the jurisdiction of a JP, there can be lengthy delays in securing legal

representation and preparing the proper filing documents. Victims may be particularly

vulnerable during this time, again pointing to the value of having advocates work with

them to help them safely negotiate through the various channels. With respect to

alternative remedies under the criminal law, and similar to the results found in the

evaluations of the Acts in other provinces, there is an 'either/or' mindset in some cases.

That is, while the intent of civil legislation is that it can be used in a complementary

fashion to the criminal law, there is pressure to seek criminal intervention where evidence

exists that would support a charge. As argued by Lewis et al. (2000), there are situations

where women are unwilling to seek assistance through the criminal justice system. This

was evidenced in the qualitative interviews I conducted with victims as part of the larger

RESOLVE study (forthcoming). There were women who were reluctant to call police for

a variety of reasons, such as being afraid of retaliation by the offender, revealing their

own involvement in the gang or drug culture, or having had previous negative
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experiences with police. Many women wanted to use the civil law system as a first step

in attempting to curtail the activities, i.e., as a measured response to the abuse they were

experiencing. To clarify, they wanted to allow the abuser or stalker the opportunity to

cease the offensive behaviour before resorting to criminal sanctions. Vy'omen who are

advised by the magistrate to contact the police may simply return to an unsafe situation

rather than bringing the matter to the police. In my opinion, the spirit of the legislation is

being usurped when there is resistance to using the civil law and criminal law in a

complementary fashion. Perhaps complementary usage will occur more often with the

newly worded Act, in that the relaxed wording might be more likely to result in an order

being granted, even when other alternatives exist.

Much has been said about how difficult it can be to obtain protection orders under

the DVSA and how welcome the anticipated improvements will be under the recént

amendments. However, we cannot lose sight of the fact that, only six-and-a-half years

ago, non-molestation orders were the popular form of civil remedy in this province.

Without question, protection orders represent a marked improvement over the former

system. Moreover, while they can be difficult to obtain, when issued, they are far better

tailored to the specific needs of the parties involved, and they are also more likely to be

given their due consideration by police than were non-molestation orders. These are

powerful pieces of paper indeed.

Additional changes to the DVSA may be on the horizon, this time with respect to

the constitutional issues discussed in Chapter 2. Onthe one hand, the Province of

Manitoba has responded to concerns that the threshold for obtaining these orders has

been too high, by broadening the scope of the legislation under Bill 17. On the other
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hand, under the Scurfield decision, the judiciary clearly has concerns about its

overbreadth (in interfering with the fundamental rights of respondents). This struggle to

achieve balance will likely be played out in the courts for some time to come.

Future research is clearly called for in evaluating the effects of changes to the

legislation. The fact that there has been a commitment on the part of the key stakeholders

to continually monitor and improve the legislation over its short life bears mention.

Hundreds of victims are utilizing this legislation year after year, representing a

substantial buy-in to the concept of seeking civil remedies. Only through additional

research will the true effects of legislative amendments be known.

Future research could also address an important research question that could not

be fully examined here, namely whether evidence of stalking alone is as likely to result in

a protection order as cases involving stalking coupled with other forms of abuse.' While

the bivariate level of analysis in this thesis appears to indicate that orders are as likely to

be issued in cases of stalking alone, limitations in the dataset used for this project

precluded a more sophisticated level of analysis from being conducted. Given that the

opinion of those interviewed for the qualitative portion of the RESOLVE study

(forthcoming) is that stalking is not taken as seriously as it should be by those issuing

protection orders, an in-depth analysis of this issue needs to be conducted. Future

research that combines multiple years to increase the sample size may result in significant

findings. This will help to determine the degree to which stalking has become recognized

as a serious problem.

Improved access to data could also yield meaningful results. For example, the

2004 General Social Survey (Statistics Canada,2005:37) revealed that, in the one-year
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period prior to that study, Aboriginal people are twice as likely as non-Aboriginal people

(7% versus 3%) to have been stalked in a manner which caused them to fear for their

safety. However, unless the courts begin to collect and release the information on victim

and respondent racial background, we cannot compare the findings from Manitoba's

DVSA applications on stalking to national figures. This will, in turn, impede efforts to

target scarce resources toward the groups of victims deemed to be in the greatest need of

assistance. RESOLVE has already refined its data collection efforts to improve

subsequent examinations of Manitoba's Act,therefore the future is promising.

I believe this thesis has illustrated that the conditions underlying whether or not

protection orders are issued on the basis of stalking are very complex. Besides the

potential physical risks to victims experiencing escalating acts of violence, we have also

seen the devastating effects stalking can have on one's psychological well-beingi

Therefore, it is imperative that these complex issues continue to be scrutinized through

ongoing research. I agree with Lewis et al. (2000) that more empirical research is

required to properly assess the value of legal interventions designed to address violence

against women. This thesis has contributed to the understanding of stalking, a

particularly problematic form of that violence. As this body of knowledge is advanced,

so too will be the much-needed support offered to victims subjected to this serious social

problem.
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Appendix A

Winnipeg Protection Order Applications, October 1999 - December 2005

DATE

NUMBER OF
PROTECTION

ORDER
APPLICATIONS IN

WINNIPEG

ORDERS
GRANTED

APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED*

N o/o N %

1999

October 89 71 80 18 20
November 74 57 77 17 23
December 99 79 80 20 20

2000

January 72 65 90 7 10
Februarv 89 68 76 21 24
March 114 75 66 39 34
April 105 62 59 43 41
Mav 104 71 68 33 32
June 115 83 72 32 28
Julv 113 84 74 29 26
Auqust 111 60 54 51 46
September 114 73 64 41 36
October 108 64 59 44 41
November 82 40 49 42 5l
December 81 45 56 36 &
Total fot,yea¡:200,0 '120i8 790', .65 ',418

2001

January 114 63 55 51 45
Februarv 71 43 6l 28 39
March 65 36 55 29 45
April 92 56 6l 36 39
Mav 101 50 50 51 50
June 89 37 42 52 58
Julv 97 52 54 45 46
Auqust 114 61 54 53 46
September 77 43 56 34 44
October 69 44 64 25 36
November 62 28 45 34 55
December 41 20 49 21 5l
'Totàl fô¡'y,ear, 2001, ,:902': i533ri 54 ì,459.,

2002

January 53 32 60 21 40
Februarv 56 24 43 32 57
March 50 31 62 19 38
April 76 37 49 39 51
Mav 71 38 54 33 46
June 54 19 35 35 65
Julv 83 51 6l 32 39
August 78 38 49 40 5l
September 78 31 40 47 60
October 71 33 46 38 54
November 62 34 55 28 45
December 43 19 44 24 56
Total:fo¡,yèar2002 7V5** 388, 50 387 ìr 50
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DATE

NUMBER OF
PROTEGTION

ORDER
APPLICATIONS IN

WINNIPEG

ORDERS
GRANTED

APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED

n % n %

2003

January 51 23 45 28 55
Februarv 38 14 37 24 63
March 48 19 40 29 60
Aoril 52 23 44 29 56
Mav 57 21 37 36 63
June 54 21 39 33 61
Julv 72 33 46 39 il
Auqust 62 11 18 51 82
Seotember 62 14 23 48 77
October 60 24 40 36 60
November 42 o 21 33 79
December 42 16 38 26 62
Tqlâl: f-o¡y-e.ár€O0p, ,6.{Q 228 ,::36 412

2004

January 35 16 46 19 54
Februarv 46 21 46 25 54
March 47 19 40 28 60
April 38 11 29 27 71
Mav 4'l 23 56 18 4
June 40 10 25 30 75
Julv 36 25 69 11 31
Auoust 49 14 29 35 71
September 46 20 43 26 57
October 49 16 33 33 67
November 32 19 59 13 41
December 37 17 46 20 54

.""2/lt1'..,: 285rr

2004

January 30 14 47 16 53
Februarv 32 8 25 24 75
March 45 21 47 24 53
April 45 22 49 23 5t
Mav 51 26 5l 25 49
June 53 20 38 33 62
Julv 62 23 37 39 63
Auqust 5ô 37 66 19 34
September 64 26 41 38 59
October 38 11 29 27 71
November 78 36 46 42 54
December 67 33 49 34 5l
Total for ydar 20O5 '621 2V7 , .45,.' 34

Notes: * Applications withdrawn by applicants prior to the completion of hearings are included with
dismissals.

** The number of applications listed for 2002 is slightly higher than that provided by Manitoba Justice.
ln its detailed review of the files, RESOLVE uncovered 775 applications, whereas the court data
identified 772 files (this discrepancy has to do with files being transferred from one court location to
another between data collection periods). All other years in this table reflect the Manitoba Justice
statistics.

SOURCE: Manitoba Justice - Judicial Support Services, 2006
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Appendix B: Legislative Amendments under Bill 17

Amendments to the DVSA made under Bill l7 came into effect on October 31, 2005. The
following points include excerpts from the training and information package which was
designed to inform key stakeholders of the changes:

o The name of the Act was abbreviated to "The Domestic Violence and Stalking
Act". The previous name was"The Domestic Violence and Stalking Prevention,
Prevention and Compensation Act".

The Act now applies to a broader range of relationships when applications are
made on the basis of domestic violence.r It now allows people to seek relief
under the domestic violence provisions of the Act against those with whom they
have or have had a family relationship, whether or not they ever lived together.
For example, these changes allow a grandmother to seek protection from a
grandchild with whom she had never lived. Eligibility to seek relief is also
extended to include those who have or have had a dating relationship, whether or
not they have lived together.

The Act clarifies the criteria for granting protection orders to cover situations
where there is a reasonøble likelihood violence will continue or resume and
where relief is needed to a subject's immediate or imminent protection. The Act
previously stated that the applicant only need believe the domestic violence or
stalking will continue, and it covered relief needed for a subject's immediate
protection only.

A three-year time limit has been set for the duration of new protection orders,
unless the designated justice of the peace feels an order should remain in force
longer. (Prior to the amendments, protection orders did not expire unless one of
the parties successfully applied to have the order set aside.) The new Act also
provides for a subsequent protection order application after or shortly before an
order expires, if there is still a need for protection. Compliance by a respondent
with a protection order will not in itself mean the applicant is no longer in need of
protection.

The Actnow allows designated individuals - Protection Order Designates (PODs)

- from a select number of Winnipeg agencies2 to assist applicants in preparing
their evidence for protection order applications. Previously, only lawyers or
peace officers could provide assistance.

I For applications made on the basis of stalking, the Act has always permitted applications to be made
regardless ofthe relationship between the parties.
2 Currently the agencies with PODs are Osborne House, Ikwe-Wid-djiitiwin, Ma Mawi-Wi-Chiitata Cente,
Native Women's Transition Centre, North End Women's Centre, A Woman's Place, and the Men's
Resource Centre.
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o The Act now allows Court of Queen's Bench prevention orders to require
respondents to receive counselling or therapy, where the original legislation
allowed judges only to recommend this.

o V/ith respect to Court of Queen's Bench prevention orders, the new Act more
clearly provides for financial compensation to be sought from the respondent for
monetary losses suffered by an applicant's children.

o A new publication ban provision (and penalty for breaching such bans) is
included in the amendments. It covers both protection order and prevention order
proceedings, and allows the court to impose a publication ban to protect the safety
or well-being of children.

Souncr: "The Domestic Violence and Stalking Act:Training and lnformation Package",
Manitoba Justice, 2005a
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Appendix C

Protection Order Application Form
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PROTECTION. ORDERS & PREVENTION ORDEFS

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR VICTIMS OF STALKING OR
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND STALKING PREVENTION, PROTECTION AND COMPENSATION
offers persons subiected to stalking and domest¡c víolence, the abílity to seek a wide rangê

civil remedies to address their ¡ndívidual needs. People seeking ways to protqct thems€lves
choose from two different types of orders: PROTECTION ORDERS obtained from a

¡gnated Just¡ce of the Peace of the Provincial Court of Man¡tobe and PREVENTION ORDERS
obtaíned from a Court of Oueen's Bench Judge.

What a¡e Protection Orders?
Protection Orders are granted on an emergency basis by a Justice of a Peace, without notice 1o the
respondent, and contain conditions which prohibit the respondent from having contact with
someone (the applicantl they have harassed or caused to fear for their own safety.

What kind óf cond¡t¡ons can I ask for in a Protectlon Order?
ThEse orders may conta¡n as many of the following provisions as are necessary for the immediate
protection of an applican¡:

G prohibiting the respondent from ettend¡ng at the applicant's ies¡dence or place of
€mployment, or that of other spec¡fi€d persons;

t prohibiting the respondent from following the appl¡cant or oth€rs;
O prohibiting rhe rsspondent from directly or indirectly contacting or communicating with the

applicant or othels;
e g¡ving the applicant or respondent possøssion of necessary personal effects;
C peace officer assistance to remove the respondent from premises and/or to ensure the orderly

removal of personal effects; and
O requiring the respondent to turn over weapons and authoriz¡ng the police to search lor

weapons.

What are Prevention Orde¡s?
Preventíon Orders are made by Court of Oueen's Bench Judges. Applications to obtaín a

Prevention Order must be made ¡n front of a Judge, and so may not be as easy to obtain quickly in
emergency s¡tuat¡ons, Prevention Orders can. however, contain a greater number of cond¡t¡ons.

What kind of conditions can I ask for in a Prevsntion O¡der?
A Prevention Order can conta¡n the same conditions found in a Protection Order. Prevention
Orders can also contain add¡t¡onal conditions, such as:

o allowing the applicant sole occupalion of the family residence;
O gíving temporary possgssion of specified personal property, suçh as househotd goods,

furniture or vehicles;
a se¡zing items used by the respondent to further the domest¡c violence or stalking;
C recommending the respondent obtain counselling;
O prohibiting the respondent from damaging, or dealing with property in which the applicant hâs

an interest; and
O ordering the respondent to pay compensation to the appl¡cant for any monetary losses caused

by the violence or stalking, such as êxpeñses for counselling, security measutes, moving or

lost income.

The court can also order the respondent's driver's l¡cence be suspended if a motor vehicle has been
used to further domestic violence or stalking.

OETAINING AN ORDER WHICH PROHIBITS THE OFFENDER FROM MAKING CONTACT DOES

NOT GUARANTEE THAT YOU wlLL BE LEFT ALONE. MANY OFFENDÊRS ASIDE BY ORDERS

PROHIBITING CONTACT. BUT SOME DO NOT, IT IS ST¡LL VERY IMPORTANÍ TO OBTAIN AN

ORDER OF PROTECTION SO THE POLICE WILL HAVE THE POWER TO ARFEST AN OFFENDER

FOR JUST TRYING TO MAKE CONTACT WITH YOU.

GETTING AN ORDER OF PFOTECTION. USING A SAFETY PLAN AND CALLING THE

POLTCE CAN HELP PREVENT FURTHER VIOLENCE AND HARASSMENT.

,ù

t4t
See over fot more information on Sâlery Plmniñg



IMPOBTANT ÍNFORMATION ON FIOW TO KEEP SAFE

People leaving an abusive relationship. and those being stalked. should know that violence and

harassment can increase in severity at the point of separation, especially when the victim
obta¡ns an order of protect¡on. MANY OFFENDERS STAY AWAY ONCE ORDERED TO, BUT
SOME DO NOT! lt is still very important to obtâin an order of protection so the police can
charge the on'Íender if the order is not obeyGd (e.9. the offender tries to make contactl.

TI{E POLICE CAN HELP PFEVENT FURÍHEB VIOLENCE.

WHA,T lS DOMESTIC VIOIENCE? Domestic violence or abuse occurs in domestic relationships
when one person has more power, and uses it to cause fear to the other person. There are many
d¡ffêrent forms of abuse including: verbatlthreats, psychological, physical, sexual, and
destruction of properqr. It is against the law to physically harm or threaten another person.
Domestic violence includes abuse directed at a spouse, child, siblíng or senior parent,

WHAT lS STALKING? Stalking occurs when a person, without lawful authority, repeatedly
harasses another peÍson causing them to fear for their safety. Stalking can include followíng
someone from place to place, communicating directly or indirectly with the other person, or
anyone known to the other person. watching any place where the other person m¡ght be, or
engaging in threatening conduct d¡rected at the other person.
Stalking behavior ís a criminal offence known as CRIMINAL I-,IARASSMENT. lt ¡s aga¡nst the law
to repeatedly harass another person. You have a right to report thís behavior to the police. lf the
police have enough evidence they may lay a criminal charge aga¡nst the offender.

SAFETY PLANNING TIPS:

O Make a list of local phone numbers where you can seek emergency ass¡stance ìncluding
police, v¡ctim services programs, shelters and counselling agencies. The toll-free number for
rhe PROVINCE-WDE CRISIS LINE is l-877-977-OOO7;

O Contact the nearest shelter or victim services program. Advise them of your current sítuation
and ask for assistance to develop a good safety pfan;

Let Tamily. friends and others you trust know what is happening - give them a description of
the offender and any identifying ínformation such as the make and colour of vehicle;
lf children are involved, teach them to d¡al 91 1 in an emergency, and help them develop an

age appropriate safety plan;
Keep a written record of any contact the offender makes with you or people you know,
including the time, date, place, what happened and your rèact¡ons;
Save any cards, letters oÍ messages the oftendêr leaves on your answering machine;
lf you receive harassing/threatening phone calls, hang up and immêdiately press *57 (dial

1 1 57 on a rorary dial þhonel to trace the call. Follow the instructions on the phone message;
Develop a secret code w¡th someone whom you speak with frequently on the phone. lf you

use the code word during a phone cafl, it will be a s¡gnal to your fríend that you are in danger.
Check your home for safety risks - locks. windows, hiding places in the yard, etc.;
Prepare an evacuation plan. Make sure household members know what they should do in a

crisis;
Keep your car doors locked at all times. lnspect the back seat of your vehicle befote you

enter;
Avoid walking alone and stay w¡th¡n wêll-travelled areas;

lf you are being.followed, get someêne's attention by yelling or blowing a whistle, and run to
the neårest horne or business;
Obtain an order which prohib¡ts the offender from contacting or communicat¡ng w¡th vou in

âny menner, änd ffom attending at your home, school or workplace for as long as possible;

and

Once you have obtained an order prohibiting contact with you, call the potice i{ the o{fender

breaks any of the conditions.

THE OFFENDEB MAY PROMISE TO LEAVE YOU ALONE IF YOU JUST GO SOMEHWERE

W¡TH HIM OR HER TO TALK PRIVATELY, BUT YOU SHOULD NEVER GO!

o

o

e
o

o
c

l/'

a
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PROTECTION ORDEB FACT SHEET

This tact sheet ¡s meânt to help you

r apÞly for a Protecùon Order und€r Manitoba's Domestic Violence and Statking Prcvanlíon. Prctect¡on and
Compensaion Acl: and

' deal with domestic violence andlor stâlking.

What is domeslic v¡olencs?

Domestic violence occurs when your cohab¡tant (see fl below for definition of cohabitant)
r physically or sexually abuses you or damages propeñy;
I threatens such abuse or thrêatens to damage your property;

r psychologicaüy or emotionally aþuses you;
r forcibly cont¡nes you; or
I sexually abuses you.

What ¡s stalk¡ng?

Stalkiñg can take place in a var¡ety of ways, but they producê the sâme r6sulr: repeated bèhaviour rhat causes
the victim 10 fear for his or hsr porsonel safety. Here are some of th€ most common fotms:

I bestow¡ng unwanrsd ettention on añother person;

r followíng or sh8dowing another person;
I vísiting a person at home or at work after being told not to do so;
r waíting on a sfrget or in a parked vehicle outside the victim's home.

You can ask for a Protectíon Order ¡f you have been sub¡ected to either domest¡c víolence o¡ stdlki.|g. You do
not have 10 wait until you have actually been injured to seek hetp-

APPLYING FOR A PROTECTION ORDER

lf you are spplyiñE in person for a Prot€ctioo Ordel without a lawyer, you wilt be esked to coñptete'.

I a one-page applicat¡on lofm; !.ir a fill in the blank aftidavit. g¡ving your êvidanca; !./ i
r if an order ¡s grantect, 6 foffi g¡ving tha court intormdtion on your whereÉbouts snd the Respondent's,

so Èhat the Order and any other coun documents can be served. I

::
Be sure to fill ourt each documern completely. : !---È
lf you are nol sure about some ôf tho information asked for, try to fìnd out the facts -.. Bring copies of court
oÍders and othêr relèvant documents with you.

About the Application form

Usually the Applicant is you - the person seeking protection. ln some cases the Appl¡cant may be another
person suctr as your child or a menta¡ly incompetÊnl peßon, for whom you are trying to get protection.

The Respondent ¡s the person you're seeking the ord€r against. This is the person you want protection from,

Fill¡ng our rhe Aflidâv¡t lyour ErldenceI

For paragraphs 1, 3, 4 and 5, choose which statement is true and cross out the one thal ¡s not true. For

example: I am being stalked by the Respondent and I fear/d#eâr for my own safety.

l. CompteteeitherpatãgraphlidorlBbutnotboth. Statewhetherornotyou(orthepersontorwhomyou
are seBking reliet) and thè Respondent are cohsbitants. as defined by the /cL You ôre cohabílants if:

r yÕu and the Sespondent now l¡ve together or have in the past lived together in a farnily, sÞdsal or

intimate relationship, or

r you ând the Respondent are the biological or adopt¡ve paren¡s of e ch¡ld, regardless of your mar¡tal 
..

status or whether you have lived together at any time.
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2. .To corñplete paragraph 2, give your evidence {tell your sroryl about the domestic violence or stalking.

6. For paragraph 6, complete either 6A or 68 but nof borh.

7. For paragraph 7, complete either 7A or 78 but rot both,

9-13. Complete paragraphs 9-13 only if you're apply¡ng on behalf of a person under age 18.

14.1 5. Complele paragraphs 14 and 1 5 only if you're applying on behalf of a mentally ¡ncompêtent person.

16. Be sure to read paragraph 16. lt applies in every case. All the stâtements you make in your affidavit
must be true and acculate.

The evidence you give ñust be given under oath. and ygu must believe the evidence to be true. Also. the
stetements you make in your evidence must be things you know personâlly.

Other people (witnessesl cañ also give evidence in suppon of your applícation.

It is a serîous críminal offence to knowíngly ¡nake a false sldtement under oath.

ONCE YOU HAVE A PROTECTION ORDEB

r lt is automat¡cally reg¡stered on a computer registry, and the pol¡ce have access to tfier ¡nformation.
r lt automatically revokes anv ex pafte non-molestation order made by a d€signated justíce or any
non-molestation order made by a judge of tho Provincial Court under The Family Maintenance Act.

' lt is not enforceable outside Manitoba.

Your Safety

When you get a Protecfion Order, the order w¡ll likely be serv€d on the Respondent by a sheriff's oÍlicer oî the
police. Once the Respondent is sc¡ved, you may be in greater danger. Think àbout thiñgs you can do to
protect yourself. Read the attached sheet: - IMPORTANÍ INFORMATION ON HOW TO KEEP SAFE. lf the
Respondent breäches any terms of the Protection Ö¡de¡, contact the police at once for enfotcement,

Contesting the Protect¡on Ofder

A Protection Order is made without notice to the Respondent. Once the Respondent is served, he/she may
apply to the Court of Oueen's Bench to ask that this order or eny part of ít be set aside. The Respondent Will
be able to see or listen to the evidence vou gave to the court, Any application in the Court of Oueen's gench
is governed by the Rules of that court and ¡s sub¡ect to filing fsss and the court Bules regardíng the awarding
of cosîs and/or disbursements. lf the Respondent f¡les an applicat¡on, you should get notice of it, either
personally of thfough the person you named to accept service for you (if appl¡cable,.

When the court hears the appl¡ctíon, the judge musl consider any evidence heard when the Protect¡on Order
wås granted. You can fìle ãdditional evidence, if you wish. You have the right 10 be present et any such
hearing, but it you don't attend, the court mây set as¡de the order in your âbsence. lt is a good idea to consult
yoqr lawyer about whether or not you should áppear at the hearing.

Additional P¡otoction

Other kinds of protective ralíef are available und€¡' The oomestic Violence and Stalking Prevention. Protection
and Compensat¡on Áct, such as Prevention Orders. You can apply lor such an order from thê Court of Q.ueen's
Bench. These appl¡cations are subject to filing fees and the ordinary Rules of Coun and are usually done
through a lawyer. You should tålk to your lawyer about whether you should seek any additional protection.

Do I have to pay to gst a Prot€ct¡on Order or other protect¡on?

No fees are charged for obta¡ning a Protection Order. Fiiing fees are charged if you decide to cânc€l a
Proiection Order and for Prevention Orders and to set aside or vary a Protect¡on Otder.

Where can I get mor€ informationT

You can get more ¡nformation about services and sulrpoft for vict¡ms of domestic violenca and stalking:
r at your local women's shelter;
r through the tofl-free province wide domestic abuse crisis line

1-877-977.OOO7
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BETWEEN:

Applicant

lPrrson lor whom g.otectrvc tll¡ct B loughtl

-and-

Respondent.

APPLICATION FOR A PROTECTION ORDER

l.lamrequestingaProlectionorderunderTheDomesticViotenceandslatk¡ngPrevention,Prctectionand

CompensationÁcr, against the Respondent' I am an adult person and I am seeking this Order for

! MYself;

And/Or, if applicable'

O The lollowing minor childlrenl¡

å 
tt;tJit^",""ti 

incompetenr pefson, and r am the pefson,s commirlee appoinred under TIre Mentsl Healilt

¡cforthepefson.ssuÞstilutedecisionmakerappointedundelTheVulnerablePersons-Livinjwítha

Mentat Dìsab¡tity Act' and I have authoritY to make this application'

2.

3.

lComplete if appl¡cablsl

My lawYer's name is

I have a lawyer lor the purPos€ of this application'

(Complete if aPPliceblsl I am consenting to this appl¡carion being submitted on my behalf by a lawyer or peace

ol lãddressl
officer, namelY

Signature of Appl¡canl/Person requesting relief:

Print Name:

Date:

MG.7826
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OB File No.

BETWEEN:

Applicant
{Pqrson for whoñ protsctiv€ re[sl is soughù

-and-

Respondent.

EVIDÉNCE IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR A PROTECTION ORDER

of rhe (C¡ty, town. etc.l

in the P¡ovince of

make oath and say u solÊmnly ðffim as follows:

14. I am the Appf¡cant. The nalure of my relationship to úre Raspondent is:

The Respond6nt and I are/are not 'cohab¡tãnts' as that ttrm is defined ín The Domestic Violence and Stalking fuevention.

Prcteclion and Comþ¿nsat¡on Act; OA

I B. I am applying on behalf ô, the Applicant. Ths naruÍe of the Applicent's reletionship to ths Respondent is:

The Applicãnt and the Respondent arelare not 'cohaþ¡tants' as thal lerm is defin€d in The Domest¡c V¡olence and Stalking

P¡evenlîon, Protæùion End Compenælion Act.

2. My evidence that domestic violence or stâlking has occurred is: lstere what has hâÞpeñed and include the dfieþl of sny ¡nsid$tlsl,

¡f possiblel

lContiñqe on revetse. il nec8ssalYì

3. The dom€sùc viotence or stalk¡ng has/hes not involved weapons. I do/do not heve concehs about the Respondent's access

toweapons.(PfovidedetailsaboUtanyweaponsl

{rc.7827
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6A.

68.

4'. I bel¡we/do not b6lieve thal th. dmestic v¡olñce or stalk¡ng w¡ll conr¡núe. lcan b€ del.red if ¿991¡c¡t¡on it ñðdG on bch.lf ol

ñ¡@ o. æñtðlly ircoñætfit pdsonl.

5' I o be¡ôg stalked by lhs Raspond6nt ¿nd I leÍtdo not lear for my own Salety. lTh¡s p¡raqraph ñust Ùe coñoleled ¡t vou åt'

sây¡ng thàt you d€ bc¡ñg staltedl,

There re no agreements ú coutl ofders ¡n elfect ¡nvolv¡ng the Appl¡cant and the Respondent' OR

fhere are agreements andror Court o.ders ¡ñ etlec¡ involv¡ng the Appl¡cant ãnd tho Resgondent and lhe dela¡ls ol all ssch

agreements and/or coun ofdds are: {any orders tn eltæ¡ made undd s. lotlltcl or lolllldl of lhe Fañ;lY Maøtûenc. Act 4d ûv

othct P.otection Ord6r o. P,annt¡on Ordet mile mdd th¡a Áct ñÙ51 b€ disclosed):

Date Judge lil appl¡cablel Delails

I have not obta¡ned e pr¡or Proteclion Order or Preven¡¡on Order aga¡nsr the Respondenl; OR

I have obtained a pr¡or prorætion Order or Prevent¡on Order agains¡ the Respondenß and the status of lhal/lhose Order{sl is

8' The domestic v¡olence or stãlk¡ng took plãce at

{lndicate ciry/lown/etc. and Prov¡nce,.

COMPLETE #9.13 ONLY IF THE APPLICATION IS MADE ON EEHALF OF A MINOR:

9. The minor AÞDlicat's dats ol birrh ¡s: lo/M/Yl

to. t, am making th¡s appl¡cal¡oñ on behalf of the minol Âppl¡cant and

my relalionsh¡p to the m¡nor Applicãnt is:

I l. I consent to making th¡s applicarion on behalf of the minor Applicant'

't 2. I have no ¡nterest adverse to that ot lhe minor Applicant'

I 3. I am aware that I could be requi.ed to gay pefsonally any costs awarded against me or againsl the minor Appl¡cant'

COMPLETE #14-15 OÍ\¡LY IF THE APPLICATION IS MADE ON BEHALF OF A MENTALLY INCOMPETENT PERSON:

14. paniCulars ol my appointmenl as Comminee or subst¡tuts decis¡On maker lor the Applicañt ate:

I 5. Parüculðs of my authority 1o make this eppl¡cat¡on on behalt of the Applicant ð'e:

.16. I mðke rhis s¡atement consc¡enl¡ously and in good fa¡th, ¡n support ot th¡s appl¡carion lor ð Protection order against the

FesDoñdeñt.lundetstandrhatit¡sanof,e¡cetoknow¡ñglymðkeåfãlsestãtementundetoalh'

SWORN/AFFIRMED befo.e me

7A.

7B.

a( the of

;n the P.ovince of Manitoba th¡s
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EETWEEN:

Q.8. File No.
i"oæ¡"r" ¡lG, utñ¡mÈ3ioô lo O gJ

APPlicant

lPêrson ,or whom øoteclivc rali'l is toughÙ

-and-

Respondent

SERVICE lNFORMATION

ABOUT THE APPLICANT:

ApÞl¡cæt's lull name: O¿¡€ ol B¡nh lOlMNl 

-

l(nown by qthef names:

Appl¡cm('s home addtess:

Arå rhe.o animals on th€ pfemises: (ldml¡fy numb6' type and breedl

felephone:

Bus¡ness/EmPloYment address:

Telephone: Fex'/Émeil/lnteroet Addr6s:

Apol¡cÐt's mother's mãiden name:

Appl¡cilt's Social lnsurance Numùe¡:

AÞÞ¡icær's Next qf K¡n:

Phys¡cal desct¡Ption ol APPI¡cilt:

Gendtr f Male/Femal€l 

- 

He¡ghl: .-_- weight: 

--
Eyecolour: HairColour: 

- 

Complexion:

Clean shaven/Moustache/Beard:

Glasses: Clorh¡ng hab¡rs ed tastes:

V¡s¡ble Oistinguish¡ng marks or features:

Oths intormârion to essist the court in locðling or serying the Applicmt:

I Photograph ql Ap9l¡cant anachêd'

ldentifving informat¡on respær¡ng uy lawyer or peace ollicet who submined an applicat¡on for e Protec¡¡on Order

on behall of an APPI¡cilt:

The Applicant has desigñared the fol¡owing person fot sñ¡ce of documents on h¡m/hg llull n'me åôd ¡dd'css mÚl

be provrddl

Date:
ADolicanl's S¡gnalure:

INFoRMAnoNAsToTHEAPPLICAI{T.SWHEREABoUTSMUsfEEK€PTcoNFlDENflALANoMUsfNoTEE

O¡SCLOSED Oß RECOBDED ON AÑY COURT FILE ACCESSISLE TO IHE PUELIC

MG-7828

Build:

C
o
n
f
o

I
d
e

n
t
a

I
a
t

ii¡'j
i.n.. l

ii ii i;j
'r 1-:i:,
3-.-=¡::j

i *r:
'¡t',i",

:: ii::r

--+¡i ii:..J.!.:â

_ :...1.
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o
n
f
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t
d
e
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t
a

t
T

I

.t

t
':a

;i:

ABOUT THE RESPOI{DEilT:

0arc ol 8¡,rh lo/Mñl
Rcsgoñdenl'3 tul¡ ^¡ña:
Kn6wo bv o¡hcr ñæc5:

nrsgoñdcnl't homr addlcsl:

ar. úr6t s¡m¡ls on the grcmilcl: (ldcor¡tY numbÚ' tv9c ånd b'6cdl

l.d-" t.ao-" on thc ateñ¡¡cr: lld'o'¡tY numbrr' md tY9cl¡ll

Tdrthm.:
&¡rh.3sJEmPloYffi I addt63:

T.l@honc: Ful€mail/lnþtn't Addræt:

Oûã ddretslcsl whcrc Rcsçnndcnt m¡ghr be localcd lFri'ndt' t'l¡t¡vct' ¡tsæill"l:

nosgond6t'¡ mlhGr'3 makj€n namc:

RcsgoñdGnl'3 Soc¡el lnsuraæt Numbd:

FæÞondar's Ncxt ot Kin:

PhF¡cal dcss¡9¡¡on ol ßcspoñdút:

Gmds tM¡r./Fæb¡ Hêighr: ' wcight: 

- 

&¡ib:

Eyc Colour:

Clc¿n shryãl/Mou5tæhr/8otd:
Glsr€s: ---Clor,l¡ng habils sd tar¡€¡:

VisiblG OÈrhgu¡shing marks or tcãÙtæ:

Oôd ¡nformat¡on ro assisr rhc co!'t in læa¡¡ng ot scwing thc Respondml:

f] Photo€raph ot ßespondml attech€d'
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Appendix D: Data Collection Form

Tn¡.cruNc Sc¡mnuI,rc _ PROTECTION ORDERS

Alberta - Emergency Protection Order (EPO)

Saskatchewan - Emergency lntervention Order (EIO)

Manitoba - Protection Order

1. Province
1 : Alberta
2: Manitoba
3 : Saskatchewan

2. City or Town Application Made in (see Codebook #1)

3. Queen's Bench File #

4. Case I.D. Number (Cross-reference with Master List)

5. Date of Application

6. Time of Application
I : Day (9:00 a.m. to 4:59 p.m.)
2 : Evening (5:00 p.m. to 1l:59 a.m.)
3 : Late Evening (12:00 a.m. - 8:59 a.m.)

7. Who heard application: (MANITOBA ONLÐ
(see Codebook#2)

fif code:66(other), list name:

(dd) (mm) (vr)

8. Order filed as: (MANITOBA ONLÐ
I : Domestic violence
2: Stalking
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

9. Victim's Age (record age as raw number)

10. Victim's Sex:
1 : Male
2: Female

11. Victim's Racial Background (see Codebook #3)

[ifcode:66 (other), record race:

12. Number of children named on application

13. Number of children protected by order

14. Age of eldest child (record as raw number in years)

15. Age of youngest child (record as raw number in years)

16. Respondentns age: (record as raw number)

1.7. Respondent's sex:
I : Male
2: Female

18. Respondent's Racial Background (see Codebook #3)

19. Victim - Respondent relationship: (see Codebook #4)

20. Other[sl lÍsted on application - children's relationship to respondent
(see Codebook #4) relationship type # 1:

21. Other[s] listed on application - children's relationship to respondent
(see Codebook #4) relationship type # 2;

22. Otherlsl listed on application - other persons' relationship to respondent
(see Codebook #4)
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EVIDENCE/CIRCUMSTANCES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE/STALKING

23. Length of relationship (see Codebook #5)

24 through 26 IMB * ] 29J Nature of abuse: (if more types than this, include most
serious)

24. Nature of abuse (see Codebook #6)

25. Nature of abuse (see Codebook #6)

26. Nature of abuse (see Codebook #6)

*127. Nature of abuse (see Codebook #6)

*128. Nature of abuse (see Codebook #6)

*129. Nature of abuse (see Codebook #6)

typeofabuse# 1:

type of abuse # 2:

type of abuse # 3:

type of abuse # 4:

type of abuse # 5:

type ofabuse # 6:

form #1

form#2

form #3

form #4

27.IJas there been a history of abuse? (refers to all types of abuse)
1:Yes
2:No

28 through 31 If physical assault, form of assault (Inctude three most serious

forms. Do not include sexual violence.)i

28. Form of Physical Violence (see Codebook #7)

29. Form of Physical Violence (see Codebook #7

30. Form of Physical Violence (see Codebook #7)

31. Other Form
[if code : 66 (other), include informationl:

32. Did physical violence involve multiple assaults (i.e. did abuser strike
victim more than once during the present incident)?

l:Yes
2:No
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33. Did victim seek medical attention for domestÍc violence incident?
l:Yes
2:No

34. Weapons involved?
I : Yes - weapon was used
2 : Yes - weapon was threatened
3:No

35. Type of weapon used/threatened: (see Codebook #8)

[if code: 7 (more than one weapon used), record details]:

fif code:66 (other), record type]:

36. Have other court or police orders been granted between
these parties previously?

1:Yes
2:No

37 through 39 [If yes to 36J Type of order:

37. Order # 1: (see Codebook #9)

38. Order # 2: (see Codebook #9)

39. Order # 3: (see Codebook #9)

eo. [If yes to 36J Are other orders concurrent?
1:Yes
2:No

41. Are criminal matters proceeding related to this case?
1:Yes
2:No

42 through 44 [If yes to 4I] List type of criminal charges:

42. Charge# lz

43. Charge#2:

44. Charge# 3z

(see Codebook #10)
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45. If no charges were laid, reasons for not laying charges: (Codebook #11)

[if code : 66 (other), include reasons:

46. Does respondent have a prior crimÍnal record related to domestic
violence or stalking?

1:Yes
2:No

47 through 49 [If yes to 46] Type of prÍor record: (see Codebook #12)

47. Type of prior record # I :

48. Type of prior record # 2:

49. Type of prior record # 3:

PROTECTIPN ORDER APPLICATION PROCESS

50. Application method:
I : In-person
2 : By telecommunication

51. Apptication made by: (see Codebook #13)

[if code:66 (other), list applicant:

52. Application made for: (see Codebook #14)

[if code:66 (other), include who application was made for:

53. Did victim consent to Order?
1:Yes
2:No
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PROTECTION ORDER STATUS

54. Status of Protection Order by JP:
1 : Order Granted
2 : Order Dismissed
3 : Order V/ithdrawn (MANITOBA ONLY)

55 through 66 [If granted in 54J Conditions/Provisions of Protection Order:

Respondent is prohibited from ...

55. ...following victim or others

l:Yes
2:No

56. ...contacting or communicating with victim or others

1:Yes

2: No

57. ...attending at or near vÍctim's residence

l:Yes
2:No

58. ...attending at or near victim's place of work/business/school

l:Yes
2:No

59. ...attending at or near location that victim regularly attends

1:Yes

2:No

60. ...attending at or near children's daycare/school

1:Yes

2: No
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61. Victim is granted exclusive occupation of the resÍdence

1:Yes

2:No
3 = Not within JP's jurisdiction (MANITOBA ONLY)

62.Peace officer to remove respondent from the residence

1:Yes
2:No

63. Peace officer to accompany specified person to residence to
remove personal belongings

1:Yes

2:No

f 64. Peace officer to seize and store weapons/respondent must deliver
I weapons to police

I l:Yes
I 2:No

I 65. VÍctim Granted temporary possession of necessary personal effects

1:Yes

2:No

66. Other conditions/provisions granted

1:Yes

2: No

3 : Not within JP's jurisdiction (MANITOBA ONLY)

[if code: 1, record other conditions/provisions]:
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67 through 73 fif dismissed in 54] Reasons why JP did not grant protection order

67. No immediate protection required
1:Yes
2:No

68. Relief sought is outside JP's jurisdiction
1:Yes
2: No

69. Respondent arrested on criminal charge w/undertaking for no contact
1:Yes
2:No

70. Application does not fit within the definition of cohabitants in tb'e Act
l:Yes
2: No

. 71. Applicant resides outside province:
1:Yes
2:No

72. Insufficient evidence that domestic violence or stalking occurred
1:Yes
2:No

*173. Too much time elapsed since abuse or stalking occurred
1 : Yes, less than one week
2 : Yes, one week to two weeks
3 : Yes, more than two weeks up to one month
4: Yes, more than one month up to six months
5 : Yes, more than six months up to one year
6: Yes, more than one year
7 : Yes, time not specified
8:No

73. Other reasons
1:Yes
2: No

[ifcode: 1 (yes), record reason]:
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74. Was victim re-directed to other remedies? (Codebook # 15) remedy #l

75. Was victim re-directed to other remedies? (Codebook # 15) remedy #2

76. Was victim re-directed to other remedies? (Codebook # 15) remedy #3

if code:66 (other), specify:

77. Was order contested (appealed by respondent)?
1:Yes
2: No

78. [If yes to 77J Status of contest:
1 : Order upheld
2: Order set aside
3 : Order upheld but varied

79. Was order varied or set aside at victim's request?
1 : Yes, varied
2:Yes, set aside
3:No

80. Cross-application?
1:Yes
2:No

81. Status of cross-apptication?
I : order in cross-application granted
2: order in cross-application denied
3 : cross-application withdrawn

END OF FORM FOR MANITOBA CASES

Note:

The following variables (each marked with an asterisk above) were added by Manitoba once data

collection commenced:

'Nature of Abuse' variables 127,128,729 -there was a need to add these additional variables
in Manitoba because, unlike the legislation in the other provinces, stalking is considered.
Therefore, more types of abuse were being entered into evidence in Manitoba than the

original tracking form allowed for.

'Reason for Dismissal' variable 173 - this variable was added because it was discovered that
the amount of time that had elapsed was a very common reason for dismissal cited by JPs.
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Appendix E

Demographic Characteristics (variables not included in analytical model) [N:4831

Characteristics N o,/,/o

Aee (victim)
mrnrmum 6

maxlmum 73

mean 32.5

19 and under 28 5.8

20 to 29 43 8.9
30 to 39 51 10.6

40to 49 37 7.7
50 to 59 t2 2.5
60 and over 3 .6

mlssmg 174 36.0

Racial backsround (victim)
Euro-Canadian 3 .6

Aborieinal 28 5.8

Visible minority 13 2.7

mlssmg 439 90.9
Racial backsround fresnondent)

Euro-Canadian 4 .8

Aborieinal 16
aa
J.J

Visible minoritv r3 2.7

mlsslnq 4s0 93.2

Lensth of relationship
over ten years 105 21.7

six to ten years 40 8.3

one to five years 106 21.9

less than one year 50 10.4

mrssrng 182 37.7
Note:
Manitoba Justice does not request the information in this table on the protection order application forms.
Therefore, these data are only available when the applicants happened to mention these items in the course
ofproviding evidence ofabuse (the age ofvictims and the racial background ofrespondents are recorded
by Manitoba Justice on the service information sheets that are used to assist police or sheriffs officers in
identifying the correct persons when serving the orders, however access to these documents was denied).
In those cases where information is volunteered by applicants, victims and respondents of Aboriginal and
visible minority backgrounds are more readily identif,rable than those of Euro-Canadian background for
several reasons: First, in the case of Aboriginal persons, evidence will sometimes list information
pertaining to reserves, teaty status or racial slurs that clearly indicate their background. Similarly, in the
case of visible minorities, evidence will sometimes list information related to immigration status, fears of
deportation or racial slurs that identify their background. Finally, it is sometimes possible to distinguish an

accent that indicates racial background when listening to the audio-taped application hearings. Because of
the limitations in identifying applicants and respondents of Euro-Canadian background, they are under-
represented in these figures.
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